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These CADRE.inits are built to the highest standards of the
electronics indn.stry, by a company that has been long established 7.as a prime marufacturer of precision electrDnic
réseárch equipment and computer assemblies. CADRE transceivers are 100yo transistorized compact, lightweight ..
engineered for pnparalléled performance and reliabilirty.

-

The CADRE

5 -Watt

.

Transceiver, at $199.95, for example, for

offi-s= hories,cars, trucks; boats, aircraft, etc.,lmeasures

a

mere 11 x 5-x 3', weighs=less than pounds! Nevertheless, it
offe^s 5 crystal -controlled transmit/eceive channels (may be
used on all 22), and a rarfge of 10 miles on land, 20 cvewater!
The CADRE 1(0 -MW Transceiver,' $124.95, fits into a shirt
pocket? Wegh 20 ounces, yet receives and transmits or any
of tie _22 channels ... efficiently, clearly ... without annoying poise. A perfect "pocket telephone"!

nrahe

time being, it is unlikely that there will be enough

C;ACRE traitsc§ivers to meet all the demand. Ob13ously bur
d. avers cannot` restrict ;heir sale to the fields of mé:di`zine,
agri_ul3ltre, transportation,, municipal services,_ _etc. How-

since'these CADRE units wed engineered far orofesand serious commercial applications-and cost more
Warr o-dinary CB transceivers wdl believe that as "water
find's its own level," CADRE transceivers will, for the mast part,
fi-daheir way into the hands of those who really need them.
e 4eig
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¡or compete info oration and detailed specr/icalions.
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CADRE INDUSTRIES CORP.: Endicott, N.Y.
_
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Prieé:. a nearing in :his aduertisemEnt are suggested retail prices
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ONLY AMERICAN- BASIC SCIENCE CLUB GIVES YOU A

COMPLETE ELECTRONICS

LUth a

a Basic Radio Course: --ALL
K.T

-

1

MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY

Subjects include:

Builds 26 Projects including:

Magnetic Fields
Electron Theory
Electric Charge
Dire a
(arrest
Electra -Chemistry
Alternating Cur real Inductance Transformer Principles

-

KIT 2

A -COMPLETE
ELECTRONICS COURSE
Developed with world famous SOUTHWEST
RESEARCH INSTITUTE. The four instruction menials are expertly written, clearly
making it easy for you to build
Illustrated
65 projects In electronics, step-by-step.
You
gain a valuable electronics background that
will enrich your life and help shape your
future! Basic enough for beginners...rewardIng enouids for experts. Nowhere else Is a
course of this acope available at. this LOW

...

PRICE!

Shock

AMPLIFIERS AND OSCI LLATORS

Subjects include:

Builds 14 Projects including:

Amplifier Tubes
Voltage Amplification
Oscillator Circuits
Frequency and Wave Lergth Sound

Burglar Alarm

Vacuum

Wares,

Twe

Stage

Amplifier

Capacitance

Proximity Detector
Ripple
High Spied Strobe Light
Code Practice
Tank Wave Generator
Oscillator

Pitch and Resonance

-

A.
I

Amplitude Modulation
Regenerctire Circuits

ers

Broadcast Radio
Short Wave Radio
Transmitter
Signal Tracer

Radio

Tuning

'ENTHUSIASTIC MEMBERS WRITE:

...

It

is only after having completed the experiments in your kits that I can say I have truly
and unforgettably learned the basic principles
of elertrordcs. JOHN R. KANIA, 2 Berkeley
Ave.. Yonters 5, N. Y.

1

AL((L'
SEND

Miss

"far

ahead of friend taking

another mane"

..

i

"the number of concepts presented
is amazing"
Your kits offer a range of experiment%
usually performed only in the better high
school any college laboratories. The number
of concepts presented. and the clarity and
concreteness of their development is amazing.
R. M. ISELM,
Professor of Physics. East
Carolina College, Greenville, N. C.

i

,

WITH

PAY

ONLY

r

'TOLD ERING

IRON

WITH
SECOND

KIT

-AtL

COUPON

FREE

.THE

$345

ABOVE.

Drily

$1580

FOR EACH KIT YOU RECEIVE

(ONE A MONTH FOR 4 MONTHS)

FREE
AUXILIARY

TEXTBOOKS
1. Simplified RADIO.
TV SERVICING
2. Steps to a.
HAM LICENSE

A

VALUABLE ELECTRONICS LAB

Containing parts by
RCA, MALLORY, PYRAMID, GE,
CENTRALAB, STACKPOLE, TRIM
and ether reliable manufacturers.
Retail value of parts alone is
MORE THAN 25 DOLLARS!

...

AND You May Cancel at any time
Your Satisfaction or Your Morey Back
without obligation. These "No Risk" assurances because we know you will be

SURPRISED! AMAZED! DELIGHTED!

.

A friend al mine is taking a correspondence
course in electronics, and I have learned more
from your first two kits than he has in
twenty lessons. RAY P. IIILODEAU, 139
Exchange St., Leominster, ?lass.

00

$

..

I am an electronics student In the Alr Force
and find your kits interesting and rewarding.
We have not covered anything In the school
that you have not covered in the kits. JOHN
G. DILL. Kessler Air Force Base, Biloxi,

THE EQUÍPMENT FOR

ONLY

"your kits are interesting and
rewording;"

l

AUDIO AMPLIFICATION AND RAC O
Builds 7 Projects including:
Subjects include:
Microphone and Audi Amplifier
Aucio Amplifi
Sound Amplification
K T 4

Ti eery
Circuits

"basic psencipis unforgettably
learned"

Box

Thermocouple
WheatStrobe Light
Voltmeter
AC Rectistone Bridge
DC Power Supply
fier

Power Formulas
RecResistance
Neon Glow
Capacitance
Filter Circuits

-

KIT 3

Surprise

Galvanometer
Electra Magnet
Relay
Baum
Demagnetizer
Solenoid Coin Tosser

AND RECTIFICATION
Builds 18 Projects including:

Ohm's Law
Tubes

Electrescepe
AC

RESISTANCE, CAPACITA NCE

Subjects include:
tiRcation

80

5

Complete Lab and Course Comes
in
Kits ...One a Month.

4

FOR ONLY -

'AMERICAN BASIC SCIENCE CLUB, Inc.'
501 E. Crockett, San Antonio 6, Texas
Start sending me A.B.S.C.'a "Electronics Lab" in four kits. one each month. If not
satisfied on inspection of first hit I may return it for immediate refund (I choose the

plan checked)
I may
(
) I enclose $9.00 and will pay 95.15 plus COD postage on arrival of each kit.
cancel unshipped kits at any time.
(
) I enclose $15.110. full payment. POSTAGE PAID. for all four kits. I :nay cancel at
slop time and get full refund on unshipped kits.

NAME
A ()DRESS

CITY and STATE.

144/1 ,,THIS MONEY-SAW/NC COUPON -NOW!

POPULAR ELECTRONICS is published monthly by Ziff -Davis Publishing Company at 434 South Wabash Avenue.
Chicago 5. Illinois. Subscription Rates: One year United States and possessions, $4.00; Canada and Pan American
Union Countries, $4.50; all other foreign countries, $5.00. Second Class postage paid at Chicago. Illinois. and at
addRional mailing offices. Authorized by Pose, Office Department, Ottawa, Canada, as Second -Class matter. November. 1961, Volume 15. Number 5.
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GONSET

GRill

ALL -BAND RECEIVER!

The GR-211 highly sensitive all -band receiver places the world at your finger tips. A turn
of the knob and you're listening DIRECT to Berlin, Paris, Moscow, London, Tokyo. The
GR-211 is designed for general coverage from standard broadcast through 34 me band,
including WWV, foreign and Voice of America.

Gonset GR-211 gives you all these deluxe features:

Printed circuit techniques and advanced
design for extra sensitivity, better, quieter
reception, even on highest frequency bands.
5 tubes, 2 solid state rectifiers, transformer powered (NOT AC/DC) for higher over-all
gain, better signal-to-noise ratio.
Circuit features leading to higher sensitivity include quality, high Q, permeability tuned coils.
Two full -vision, illuminated slide -rule type
dials provide instant identification of broadcast and short-wave frequencies.

Vernier tuning knob counter-weighted for
smooth, non-critical short-wave tuning.

Amateur net price

For further information on the GR-211 and
the name of your nearest Gonset distributor,
fill out and mail this coupon!

r

COUPON:

Please send me, without obligation, full
information on the GR-211 all -band receiver.
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

411110.GO1\TSE'17

DIVISION OF YOUNG SPRING

&

WIRE CORPORATION

$6950

ZONE

GONSET Dept. PE -11, 801 So. Main

L

November, 1961

STATE

Street, Burbank, Calif.

J
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Instant ice and steam
from a battery power-
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ed device enables a lead-

ing aircraft maker to
produce better planes.
Better batteries? Buy
BURGESS
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for dependable, long-
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We Really Mean It...When We Say
AHigh School Diploma

r,

Previous Electronics Firperiéñcé
to prepare AT HOME the DeVry way for
Pays REAL MONEY In

a

job that

Electronics!

LET US TELL YOU WHY !

OUR INTEREST IN

YOU... MAKES

THE .RIG DIFFERENCE!

In preparing you at home for a profitable job in the billion dollar opportunity field of
electronics, DeVry Tech is more interested in your DESIRE TO GET AHEAD than we are in
what you know about the field now. DeVry's training is thorough and practical. No previous
electronic experience ís required. We train you even it you don't know how to splice
a

a'

DeVry Sends You Actual
Equipment You Need
At No Extra Cost!

lamp cord.

Our thorough training, with its many exclusive features such as home movies, has produced many graduates so well -trained, they have been employed by some of today's
best-known firms and by scores of Radio and TV stations across the continent. DeVry
Tech graduates are in demand. There are many job opportunities for them.

DeVry Tech, in addition to its exclusive
training monies, sends you the practical

"Electro -Lab" system which includes

Becoming a DeVry Tech man in itself is a big lift. We have found during the past
29 years that by understanding a man's problems
by encouraging him in
every way possible, we usually help him get the break he wants. It helps him
do things he cannot do alone.
Another important benefit of becoming a DeVry Tech man is knowing you are
part of an institution that not only trains you and helps you get started ...

...

`xC/
isive
Exclusive
training

but an organization that stands

as these that make DeVry Tech graduates DIFFERENT
PREFERRED men by so many employers.

helpWhy

movies
you learn FASTER!'

-

It is

...

it makes them

..

...

for High School Graduates'

MILITARY SERVICE

EARN WHILE YOU LEARN

RESIDENT TRAINING

We have valuable
information for every
man of draft age.

Practical training shows
you how to earn good
money in spare time.

DeVry Tech has modern

training centers in
Chicago and Toronto.

Guided Missile Control
Television
Radio
Micro -Waves
Communications
Industrial Electronics
a
Computers
Automation Electronics
Broadcasting
y
Remote Control Systems
Your Own Service Shop

Send

for these

flr,bon,,,
SPn CF

2BOOKLETSFRE-[

tan Vft

Accedifed member of iofronal Home Shady Council

TECHNICAL INSTITUTE

D e V R V
4141 Belmont Avenue
.

WORK IN THESE EXCITING FIELDS WHEN TRAINED!

Radar

tool -in -hand training.

such things

don't you send the coupon below for 2 FREE booklets
.
Mailing that coupon could be a big step forward
toward
greater heights ... better pay!
k

We Have Residential Training

b

behind you on the job.

1

16

shipments of equipment to work more
than 300 learn -by -doing projects in your
own home. We know of nothing more
effective than OeVry Tech's

Chicago 41, Illinois Dept. PE -11-R
Please give me your two free booklets, "Pocket Guide to Real
Earnings" and "Electronics in Space Travel"; also include details
on how to prepare for a career in Electronics. I am interested in
the following opportunity fields (check one or more):
Space & Missile Electronics
Television and Radio

u,

qq

Microwaves

Communications
Computers
Broadcasting

Radar

Industrial Electronics

Automation Electronics

Special "Short Courses"

Name

Age

LEASE PRINT

TÉCHNÍCALe

.INSTITUTE
DeCHICAGO
VRY_TORONTO
'

November, 1961

Address

Apt

City
2one_State
Check here if you face military service.

Canadian residents: Write DeVry Ted' of Canada, Ltd 970 Lawrence Avenue West, Toronto 19, Ontario 207f.
5

POP'tronics

NEWS SC

PE

DEFECTIVE METAL DETECTIVE-Defects within ferrous metals are revealed by a portable "magnetic detector" which
can be used to uncover cracked motor blocks in automobiles. Developed by the X-ray department of the Westinghouse Electric Corporation, the hand-held unit operates on
auto batteries or may be plugged into any a.c. outlet. Check-

ing for metal defects is simple. A special powder is sprayed
onto the surface of the metal part to be inspected. Then
the magnetic detector is held close by, and its magnetic field
discloses any cracks or defects by forming tell -tale patterns
in the powder. Used car dealers are reported to be unhappy.

"HOUSE-CLEANING" AIR is the job of a compact two -stage
electronic air cleaner made by Minneapolis -Honeywell Regulator Company. The ionization stage sets up an electrical field
between tungsten wires and grounded plates which ionizes
the smallest dirt particles and vapors in the air stream. The
collecting stage is a series of alternately charged negative
and positive aluminum plates which attract and trap the ionized particles. This electronic air cleaning technique is designed to remove particles 100 times smaller than the usual
filter in your air conditioner can. Pollen and other tiny airborne irritants that make life miserable for people with
chronic allergies, plus unpleasant vapors, tobacco smoke
and cooking fumes, "hit the dust" in the air cleanermaking your indoor air cleaner than the out-of-doors.

NUCLEAR BARGE POWER PLANT-The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers has Just ordered into production the first floating
nuclear power plant, to be built by The Martin Company for
about $17 million. The nuclear plant will be housed in a
reconditioned and rebuilt Liberty ship, the "Walter F. Perry."
Packing enough power to supply the electrical needs of a

civilian community of 20,000, the "atomic barge" will be
towed from place to place as needed whenever normal supplies are cut off by peacetime disaster or wartime action.
The reactor is a proven "pressurized water" system type.
Water passing under pressure through the hot core of the
reactor transfers the heat to water at lower pressure in a
separate "secondary loop." The steam thus produced turns
the blades of a turbine, generating electricity.

^

TELEPHONE THIEVES? No, just a demonstration of what
appear to be two standard telephones with "no strings attached." Actually, the phones are experimental wireless

J

transceivers developed by Automatic Electric Laboratories,
Northlake, Ill. These wireless extension telephones could be
used at restaurants, conventions, at pool sides or in the lobbies of hotels, and in other public settings. While practical
working models have been developed, the wireless phone
will not be available to telephone subscribers for a long time
because of the lack of available radio frequencies.
(More on page 8)
POPULAR
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ELECTRONICS

COMMERCIAL' OPERATOR

E

Jobs ea Electronics

1,4,t

F. C. C. LICENSE

-

THE KEY TO BETTER JOBS

is your ticket to
higher pay and more interesting employment. This license is Federal Government evidence of your qualifications in electronics.
Employers are eager to hire licensed technicians.

CORRESPONDENCE OR RESIDENCE CLASSES
Grantham training is available by correspondence or in resident classes. Either way, you are trained quickly and well. Write,
or mail the coupon below, to any division of Grantham School of
Electronics. Our free booklet will be sent to you immediately.

WHICH LICENSE FOR WHICH JOB?
The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is of value primarily
in that it qualifies you to take the second class examination. The
scope of authority covered by this license is extremely limited.

HERE'S PROOF . , .
that Grantham students prepare for F. C. C. examinations in a
minimum of time. Here is a list of a few of our recent graduates,
the class of license they got, and how long it took them:

An F. C. C. commercial (not amateur) license

The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to
install, maintain and operate certain radiotelephone equipment
but not commercial broadcast station equipment.
The FIRST CLASS radiotelephone license qualifies you to install, maintain and operate every type of commercial radiotelephone equipment including all radio and television stations in the
United States, its territories and possessions. This is the highest
class of radiotelephone license available. Many companies which
employ industrial electronics technicians require this license.

Thomas Schulte, 736 Clinton, Hamilton, Ohio
Cary Harrison, 29 Spencer Drive, N. Kingston, R.
Louis W. Pavel, 838 Page St., Berkeley 10, Calif.
William F. Bretton, 1r., 435 Etna Street, Russell, Ky.
Darrell E. Croce, 25 E. 32nd St., Kansas City, Mo.
Thomas 1. Hoof, 216 S. Franklin St., Allentown, Pa.
P. B. Jernigan, Route 2, Benson. North Carolina
Edward R. Barber, 907 S. Winnitred, Tacoma, Wash.
Claude Franklin White, Jr., c/a Radio Sta. WJMA, Orange, Va
John M. Morgan, c/o KIRI-TV, 1530 Queen Anne Ave., Seattle, Wash.

GRANTHAM TRAINING PREPARES YOU

License
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

Weeks
12
12
16
12
12
22
12
20
12
91/a

FOUR SCHOOLS TO SERVE YOU
To better serve our many students throughout the entire country, Grantham School of Electronics maintains four Divisions
located in Hollywood, California; Kansas City, Mo.; Seattle,
Wash.; and Washington, D.C. Grantham offers rapid courses in
F. C. C. license preparation, either by home study or in resident

The Grantham Communications Electronics Course prepares
you for a FIRST CLASS F. C. C. license, and it does this by
TEACHING you electronics. Each point is covered simply and in
detail, with emphasis on making the subject easy to understand.
The organization of the subject matter is such that you progress,
step-by-step, to your specific objective-a first class F. C. C. license.

-

classes.

Get your First Class Commercial F.C.C. License in 12 weeks by training at

/
choo

rcithun

OF EIECTRÓNI:CS
for

1505 N. Western Ave.
Hollywood 27, Calit.

HOLLYWOOD

ti

CALIF.

(Phone: HO 7.17271

Seattle 4, Wash.

WASH.

.

-

43 Marion

1105 n. Western

Hollywood

e

Seattle

3123 Giliham Rd.

`

Kansas City

921.190, NW
e

!

Washington

(Phone: MA 2-72271

KANSAS CITY

M0.

,Il

Booklet CLIP COUPON and mail
envelope or paste, on postal. card., '

To: GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS

311
OI
Z

408 Manse Street

SEATTLE

íi1

rI.

.

FREE

WASHINGTON
D. C.

<..

Z11
_o,

3123 Gillham Road

bout

City 9, Mo.

(Phones JE 1.42201

821.19th Street N. W.
Washington 6, 0.C.
(Phony.

ST

334141

0
,

I
1

pi

Please send me your free booklet telling how I can get
my commercial F.C.C. license quickly. I understand there
is no obligation and no salesman will call,

I

Name
Address
City

Í

I

am interested in: O Home Study,

Age

li

State
It

Resident Classes I3 -S

I

J1

November, 1961
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NEWS SC

PE
Continued

AUTOMATIZED STAMP COLLECTING IS HERE! A handy
gadget, tabbed the PDQ (for Patents Development Quorum,
Inc.), dispenses supermarket stamps automatically and
speeds up the checking out of purchases in the following
manner: the clerk punches buttons on the PDQ corresponding to the total on the register, a motor is activated, and
the PDQ spits forth the correct number of stamps-one for
every 10 cents worth of merchandise. The dispenser has
two circles of buttons, one for dollars and one for dimes;
five small precision switches made by Micro Switch control
the unit. A boon for philatelists? Hardly. But the housewifecollector should certainly appreciate it.

SKI SAFETY-A resourceful ski resort owner in Maine borrowed a cost-cutting communications idea from industry to
give vacationers an extra measure of safety. Equipping the
members of his Ski Patrol with Globe two-way "Pocket phone" radios has saved up to ten valuable minutes in

-

getting injured skiers down the slopes of Pleasant Mountain. The small 100-milliwatt units permit the ski patrolers
to call for help while remaining at the victim's side.
PEEK-A-BOO

TV-A costly and troublesome job

in American

is that of plant protection. Merck & Co., Inc., in
Railway, N. J., has solved the "gate -keeping" problem by

industry

k

having a guard keep one eye on the main plant entrance
and another eye on a remote gate "around the corner" a
half -mile away. This would be difficult for one man to handle if it were not for a Dage closed-circuit TV system.
When an employee wants to pass through the remote gate,
he simply presses a button. The guard at the main gate
identifies the employee by looking into the TV monitor and,
if all is well, automatically opens the gate and closes it
behind him. The wide-angle view of the TV camera prevents
unauthorized people from slipping in unnoticed.

Naturalists with the Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit are tagging grizzly bears in the
Yellowstone National Park with tiny Philco transmitters. They
plan to keep track of the grizzlies' roaming habits in the
hope of discovering some hint as to the reasons for their
high mortality rate-fewer than 1000 grizzlies survive south
of Canada. The study is being sponsored by the National
Geographic Society and the National Science Foundation.
CQ GRIZZLY BEARS!

BRAIN-Out Philadelphia way, every time you flick
light switch on or off, an electronic digital computer measures the power need and gives orders to huge turbine generators of the Philadelphia Electric Company. The electronic
"brain" is the heart of a complex control system-it automatically and continuously portions off the utility's total
electrical load requirements to 34 generating units so that
each can operate most economically. Almost as a bonus,
the computer also performs billing calculations on the
amount of power exchanged with interconnecting utilities.
POWER
a

POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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COMMAIRE PT-27...world's first long-range portable
self -powered, two-way radio with AM receiver!
f

/¡%

Totally new-and another first from Vocaline!
Don't confuse the Commaire®PT-27 with ordinaryrange, "line -of -sight" portable units. Here's an extraordinary, fully professional 4 -channel long-range
Citizens Band two-way radio, plus an outstanding
built-in AM receiver. The entire unit is completely
portable-and self-powered! There's never been a
unit like it. Commaire PT -27 requires no costly installation. Goes anywhere. Works anywhere.

CHECK THESE EXCITING FEATURES:
Full -range two-way radio on the 11 meter Citizens
Band that gives accurate, sensitive performance...
up to 5 miles with portable antenna ... still much

greater range with full-size antenna.
Built-in AM receiver to keep you in touch with news,
weather and entertainment.
Portable-and self -powered. Use anywhere on
boats, in cars or business. No installation needed.
18 Transistors plus 2 tubes in transmitter section
for greater stability.
Power output: 34 watt on transmit.

4 fixed channels-tunable receiver.
Receiver (double conversion superheterodyne) sensitivity is 0.1 microvolts; selectivity is 40 db down
at ± IO KC.
Built-in battery box, charger, antenna, microphone
and crystal for one channel.
Measurements: Only 11" long x 4" wide x 9" high.
10 controls for convenient, simple operation.
Model PT -27-$250.00 each, list.
Write for descriptive brochure.
COMPLETE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
Also Model ED -27M, powerful base unit with 4
channels. Completes your
perfect low-cost system.
3189.50. Base antenna
extra.

VOCALINE
COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.
OLO

SAYBROOK, CONNECTICUT

November, 1961
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Showcase
quick look at
products in the
stereo/hi-fi field
A

.new

DESIGNED to take advantage of the
acoustic benefits of corner mounting,
Argos Products' three new speaker baffles
not only have a "clip -in" front to eliminate
unsightly screws, but a slotted -back design
makes them easy to hang as wall baffles.
In addition, there are outside screw terminals which can be connected internally to
the speaker voice coil, making it unnecessary to remove the front of the baffle once
the speaker is installed. Produced in both
straight and sloping-front models and for
both 8" and 12" speakers, the baffles are
priced from $12.50 to $18.90. An additional
model, the SCB-208S, comes complete with
an 8" Jensen "Profile" speaker and sells for
If you're in the market for a
$22.75.
de luxe stereo preamplifier with just about
every feature you've ever wanted in a
"master control" center, you'll be interested in Heath's Model AA -11. For simplicity of operation, all switches and con -

Utah's High -Fidelity

CONTINENTAL

.

SPEAKERS

C12RD 12"
WOOFER
2 Lb. Alnico
V Magnet and
2" Voice Coil

trols have been divided into two distinct
groups: the basic or "primary" controls
are located on the plastic front panel,
while the "secondary" controls have been
placed behind a hinged cover on the lower
front panel. Among the primary controls:
eight push-button switches for selection of
five stereo inputs, three monophonic inputs; a push-button on/off switch; a volume/loudness control; and separate, Baxandall-type bass and treble controls. Price,
f.o.b. Benton Harbor, Mich., $84.95.
A 4 -track tape recorder from West Ger-

Utah's precision -engineered stereo/
high-fidelity speakers. Tweeters and

mid -range speakers feature a specially
engineered horn, formula to enhance
"presence". Each speaker has color coded 4 -way terminals.

-kLFCTRONICS CORP

Franklin St.

Huntington
Indiana

Please mai me prices, specifications and

performance details of your Continental
speaker line.

"Write to the manufacturers listed at the end of
this column for more data on products mentioned

NAME
I

ADDRESS

I

CITY

STATE

.

Heathkit AA -11 stereo preamplifier

YOU GET LIFE-SIZE SOUND in every
range, from 20 to 20,000 CPS, with

1124

.

J
1
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Profiles

Ja Electronic

Engineering Technology

r
"a

CREI home study

program helped me

become an electronics
e

engineer'-Robert

T. Blanks

Engineer, Research,& Study Division
Vitro Laboratories, Silver Spring, Md.
Division of Vitro Corporation of America
;

.,,,

,

"THROUGH A CREI HOME STUDY
PROGRAM I learned .the practical
theory and technology I needed to become a fully -qualified engineer-not a
'handbook' engineer, either-and I did
it white I was on the job," says Robert T.
Blanks. Todayl thousands of advanced
electronics personnel-engineering technicians, engineers, administra tors, executives- attribute their present high
salaries and positions to their home
study of CREI Programs in Electronic
Engineering Technology.

DEMAND FOR CREIPREIARED MEN
today far exceeds the supply-has ex c eded the supply for many years.
Specifically designed to prepare you for

responsible positions in electronics,
CREI Home Study Programs are the
product of 34 years of experience,
iaclude the latest advancements in the field.
CREI's curricula was among the first
accredited by the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development. Here Blanks
discusses CREI with Director Wayne
G. Shaffer of Vitro Labs.

.

f

s

WHEN YOU ENROLL IN A CREI
Home Study Program, you join more
than 20,500 students working in electronics in all 50 states and most
countries of the free world. One CREI
Program helped Robert Blanks become
an Electronics Engineer. Another helped
Robert I. Trunnell become an Electronics Technician. While John H.
Scofield-a Mathematician-is enrolled
in still a different CREI Program relating mathematics to electronics. All
work at Vitro Laboratories.

YOUR LIVING IS BET'Eta when you

SOUR WHOLE FL1IJILIf

prepare for-and get-desired promotions through CREI Home Study.
CREI alumnus Blanks is understandably proud of his home in a comfortable
neighborhood. 'the positions of CREIprepared men in such companies as
Pan American Airways, Federal Electric
Corporation, The Martin Company,
NorthwestTelephoneCompany, Mackay
Radio, Florida Power and Light and
many others attest to the high calibre
of CREI Programs.

:

S,

Engineer Blanks' growing family pitched
in to provide free time for his CREI
Home Study. Now they share his success. We invite you to check the thoroughness and completeness of CREI
Home Study Programs in Electronic
Engineering Technology ín the catalog
provided on request. For those who can
attend day or evening classes in person,
CREI maintains a Residence School in
Washington, D.C. also offering ECPD
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula.

INDUSTRY -RECOGNIZED CREI

HOME STUDY PROGRAMS PREPARE
YOU FOR INCREASED RESPONSI-

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR FIEF'

3.8 -PAGE

BOOK

BILITIES;HIGHER-PAYING POSITIONS IN ELECTRONICS.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ENROLLMENT
Pre -requisite is a high school education
or equivalent plus basic electronics
training end/or practical electronics
experience. (Electronics experience and/
or training not necessary for Residence
School.) If you qualify, send for the
latest CREI catalog at no cost. Veterans
may apply under the G.I. Bill. If you're
doubtful about your qualifications, let
us check them for you. Mail coupon or
send your qualifications to: The

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute,
Dept. 1211-H. 3224 Sixteenth St.,
N.W., Washington 10, D.C.

-IISTITUtE

THE CAPITOL RADIO ENGINEERING
ECP) Accredited Technical Institute Curricula

Founded 1927

Dept. 1211H, 3224 Sixteenth St., N. W., Washington 10, D. C.
Please send me details of CREÍ Home Study Programs and Free
Book, "Your Future in ELctronics and Nuclear 3ngineering Technology." My qualifications are noted to obtain immediate service.
CHECK
FIE_D OF
GREATEST

INTEREST:

Servo and :omputer Engineeing
Technology

-

x

R'

"

Automation and Industrial Electronic Engineering Technology

O Electronic Engineering Techndogy
O Nuclear Engineering Technology.
O Aero and Navigational Enginssring Technology

Name

Age

Address
City

bane

Emp oyed by

Type of present work
Education: Years.High School

Other

Elect-onics Experience
Cherie:

4

Home Study

Residence School

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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many-the Korting 114-features three separate heads for erase, record, and playback;
is equipped with a preamplifier/equalizer
for both recording and playback; and must
be used with an external power amplifier.
An ideal unit for incorporation into an existing stereo setup, the 114 is so designed
that its internal preamplifier can be by-

only for those who want the ultimate in

Stereo Broadcast Reception

FM

and Stereo Record Reproduction

r

-

55

Pe

S-8000 FM/MX 64 Watt Stereo Receiver $299.50
161,' a 4" x 14' deep.

135

S3000 TY FM/MX Stereo Tuner 316 0.00
14' 4' x 1055' deep.

S-500031 80 Watt Stereo Amplifier $199.50
14' a 4' x 1255- deep.

Ravinia Model SR3 3 -way
Speaker System $139.50
26' o 15' o 1314' deep.

..
Correlaire Walnut Hi

..

_..

j.t,U"3;-;4
r

i
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r
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;

.
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With FM Stereo broadcasting (multiplex) an
established reality, Sherwood proudly offers
every component you need for superb stereo
reception. Sherwood stereo amplifiers and
tuners are pre-eminent in the field, and now
-in the S-8000 Receiver-the ultimate in
compact reception quality is achieved. The
exciting new Ravinia Model SR3 3 -speaker
system features extremely low intermodulation distortion and unusually flat frequency
response. Cabinet is hand -rubbed walnut. The
perfect setting for hi fi components is
Sherwood's Correlaire contemporary furniture
modules-in hand -rubbed Walnut and Pecan.
Sherwood Electronic laboratories, Inc., 4300
N. California Ave., Chicago 18, Illinois.
For complete technical

write Dept.

12

,

Furniture

11Z

details,

passed for mono recording or playback,
and an external preamplifier used instead.
Other features: a dubbing control which
allows a previous recording on one track to
be dubbed onto another track of the same
tape, producing a perfect multiple -synchronized recording; a tape counter with zero
adjustment; a pause button; and a recording level meter. Frequency response of the
114 is 40-15,000 cycles at 33/4 ips; 3020,000 cycles at 71 ips; wow and flutter
less than 0.2% at 71ra ips. The 114 is
priced at $279.50.
If space is at a premium and decor important for your hi-fi setup, the "VertiSonic" speaker systems by Lord's Electronics may well be the answer. Consisting
of one, two, or three speakers mounted on
vertical "room divider" poles, the VertiSonic systems reproduce frequencies from
60 to over 13,000 cycles and can be pivoted
a full 360 degrees. The systems use Jensen
hi-fi speakers and prices start at $129.95.
.. Flexible cabinet end panels constructed
of stiff laminated materials and mounted
on sponge rubber surrounds help extend the
low -frequency response of an ultra -compact
speaker system by Rus -Long. Measuring
9%" x 18" x 91/2", the system employs an
8" speaker and has a frequency range of
40-14,000 cycles. The unit is attractive,
too: the enclosure is made of genuine oiled
walnut, and the grille cloth is a contrasting
white and gold. Price, $34.95.
One of the first stereo receivers for the
new FM multiplex stereocasts is Sher wood's S-8000. Incorporating two 32 -watt

AA

4
I

Sherwood S-8000 stereo multiplex receiver

amplifiers and a, stereo preamp for phono,
tape, and TV control, the S-8000 also contains a sensitive FM tuner complete with
wired -in multiplex circuitry. Frequency re Always say

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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want t©

Move Ahead
in

boost
your pay?
successful plan for

a

ELECTRONICS

4//

...;

Electronics Training
.

iº

011e¿ta

c°m

OPPortunities

Ise

Etectronics

Get This Handy Pocket
Electronics Data Guide Folder

Free...

in
for You

I

Your FCC License
Or Your Money Back!

POCKET

ELECTRONICS

DATA
GUIDE

Puts all the commonly used conversion factors, formulas. tables, and
color codes at your fingertips. Yours
absolutely free if you mail the coupon today. No further obligation!

Completion of the Master Course (both Sections) will
prepare you for a First Class Commercial Radio Telephone License with a Radar Endorsement. Should you
fail to pass the FCC examination for this license after
successfully completing the Master Course, you will eceive a full refund of all tuition payments. This guarantee is valid for the entire period of your enrollment
agreement.

investigate Our NEW Training Program
in Computers, Servo Mechanisms
Magnetic Amplifiers, and others
Accredited by the National Home Study Council

MAIL COUPON TODAY

find out how
1.

2.

.

Cleveland Institute -of Electronics

You can get job security. Specialized educaticn is
the road

to higher salary and important jobs in the growing field of
electronics.
You can solve the problems that stump other technicians.
Problems in electronics are becoming more complex. Your
ability to solve problems will help you get ahead in your

Please send Free Career Information prepared to help me get ahead
in Electronics. I hove had training or experience in Electronics
as

You con handle new electronic devices.

Q

1776

field.
3.

E.

17th St.,

Desk

PE83,

Cleveland 14,

Ohio

indicated below:

Every day, advances are being made in electronics. Only through education can you find out how to keep up with these developments and how to use the new devices.

Sorry-Not For Beginners!

Please inquire only if you really want to get ahead and
to acid to what you have already learned in school, in
the service, or on the job. Some previous schooling or
experience in electronics, electricity, or related fields is
necessary for success in Cleveland Institute programs.

Military

Broadcasting

Radio TV Servicing

Home Experimenting

Manufacturing
Amateur Radio

Telephone Company
Other

In what kind of work ore you
now engaged?
Name

In what branch of Electronics
are you interested?

-

Age

Address

1776

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
E.

17th St.

Desk

PE -83

City

Cleveland 14, Ohio

Zone

State
PE83

L-.

November, 1961
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IF YOU BELIEVE THAT ALL RECORDING

Showcase
(Continued from page 12)

TAPES ARE THE SAME... READ THESE
FACTS ABOUT SOUNDCRAFT TAPES

!

sponse is within 1 db, 20 to 20,000 cycles, at
watts output, and the S-8000 needs only
the addition of a pair of speakers to form
a complete FM stereo setup. Equipped with
21 tubes and four silicon rectifiers, the
S-8000 sells for $299.50, less case.... Two
ceramic phono cartridges by Sonotone are
turnover types suitable for either stereo or
monophonic records. With 22 db channel
separation, the "16T" has a frequency response within 1 db from 20 to 10,000 cycles
and precisely matches the RIAA characteristic. The "18T" offers somewhat higher
output (0.7 vs. 0.5 volt), but less channel
separation and heavier tracking force.
30

..j,UIr

1,

.tls
C¡rf/

i

,

Price: $12.50 with sapphire styli; $15.50
with diamond styli.

IT'S SOUNDCRAFT
IN THE GREAT
MOTION PICTURES

Stephens Trusonic has an 8" coaxial
speaker with a "ring radiator" type tweeter.
The 80CX boasts a
frequency response
of 40-25,000 cycles
and is equipped with
a 5000 -cycle cross-

The course of a motion picture industry was revolutionized by the application of magnetic stripes on
film ...a Soundcraft achievement which has made

over network and
attenuator control.
Key to the speaker's

possible the stereophonic sound tracks of the great
MGM (Camera 65), Cinemascope and Todd -A 0 productions. For this contribution, Soundcraft received
the coveted Academy Award "Oscar"-first and only
tape manufacturer ever so honored. Soundcraft
achievement never stops.

formance is the

Mylar* base tapes for longer
life, longer play

SOUNOCRAFT WAS

Plasticizer -free oxide
to prevent chipping or flaking

FM
TO OFFER

Micropolished tape surface
to preserve the "highs" and
minimize recorder head wear

YOU:

frequency adjusted formulation to capture
the full dynamic range of sounds
FA -4

BUY THE BEST
g

---

-BUY

SOUNDCRAFT TAPES

RT-1 tweeter (also

available separately) employing an
edge -wound aluminum -ribbon voice

coil which is at-

413,
Stephens Trusonic 80CX

tached to its form by
a special thermal -pressure method. The 80CX
is priced at $55.50; the RT-1 tweeter alone
sells for $26.50.... An adapter kit consisting
of 11 frequently used audio adapters and
one "universal" molded interconnecting
cord is just the thing for interconnecting
two pieces of equipment that do not have
matching connectors. Manufactured by
Switchcra/t, Inc., the kit (No. 331A) is supplied in a handy reusable plastic box and
is intended for servicemen as well as audiophiles and experimenters. It's priced at
$15.00.

30

PP OTO FROM METRO.DOLOWYNMAYER.

SOUNDCRAFf

WILLIAM

wYLER'! PRESENTATION

SOUNDCRAF!
WINDER OF 11 ACADEMY AWAROi.

UNDCRAFI,;,
DCRAF1

DCRAFT

DCRAF

*DU PONT T.M.

1
I

REEVES
°

OUNOCRAG,
SOUNDCRAFI

-Y"::-.._S4lLGAfRAFTI

SOUNDCRAFT
CORP.

Main

Office: Great Pasture

Road: Danbury, Connecticut
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remarkable per-

Argos Products Co., Genoa, Ill.
Heath Co., Benton Harbor, Mich.
Kimberley Industries, Ltd. (Korting), 346 W.
44th St., New York 36, N. Y.
Lord's Electronics, Inc., 10 E. Kinzie St., Chicago,
Ill.
Rus -Lang Corp., 138 Hurd Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 4300 N.
California Ave., Chicago 18, Ill.
Sonotone Corp., Elmsford, N. Y.
Stephens Trusonic, Inc., 8538 Warner Dr., Culver
City, Calif.
Switchcraft, Inc., 5555 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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/E THOUSAND DOLLARS IN RESEARCH TIME
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NOTHING LIKE IT ON THE MARKET!

Minivac 601
scientific exploration ... education...
experimentation at the 24" console
of this amazing computer
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MINIVAC
is

computer

complete set of 6 instruction
manuals included. "Getting Acquainted with MINIVAC 601",
"What is a Digital Computer?",
"How Computers Make Logical
Decisions", "How Computers Do
Arithmetic", "How Computers
Work for Man", and "MINIVAC
Games".
A

µrmta/ MM
MlrltYar G0

W+nM

1;1
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v

601

-

a unique

4

digital
the small

brother of huge electronic
brains that are the newest tools
of science and industry. MINIVAC

tity

...

has memory

it thinks
it can
even play garnet. It prepares teenagers and adults for the

world of
tomorrow.
Created as a private project by Dr. Claude E. Shannon, now Donner
Professor of Science, MIT, and developed by the SDC staff, MINIVAC
601 is built of professional components to professional standards.
It opens the way to exciting experimentation with circuits that solve
problems and make decisions. It enables you to duplicate control systems
like those used in advanced missiles. You may progran it to demonstrate
data processing techniques used in business. Hundreds of experiments are
contained in the booklets. But this is only the beginning. The only limit
to MINIVAC's accomplishments is the imagination of

$8500

the machine's master.

CORPORATIO

SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT

CORPORATION
Department of Consumer Products
372 Main St., Watertown 72, Massachusetts

Scientific Development Corp.
Department of Consumer Products
372 Main Street, Watertown, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
Please send free brochure giving complete information on
Minivac 601 ...what it is...what it does...how it operates
Name
Address
City

November, 1961

Zone

State
15
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By ROBERT E. TALL
Woshinpton Correspondent

build yoúroWn.

E

PROFESSIONAL

NEKtK.0
STEREOTABLE
0.,:'59"
Enjoy the performance of the world's .
finest turntableat remarkably low cost.
in only a half hour's time, using just a
screw -driver you can assemble a Stereo-`:
table .with the same unsurpassed performance as factory -assembled Stereo tables! Features the Rek-O-Kut custombuilt hysteresis synchronous motor and
exclusive Rekothane belt-for lowest,
rumble ever achieved-plus the design
and engineering qualities that make.
Rek-O-Kut the unchallenged leader in -"
the field.
'

"

r

-

K -33H-33%

rpm

K -34H-331/3

and 45 rpm

S-320 Stereo Tonearm
KB Walnut Base
APK-AUTO-POISE accessory
(makes Stereotable and arm

fully automatic)

$59.95 net
69.95 net
34.95 net
14.95 net

49.95 net

Visit your high fidelity dealer now.
Literature on request.

REKOKUT

STEREOTABLES

Rek-O-Kut Co., Inc., 38-19 108th St., Corona 68, N. Y.
16

,

BOMBARDED by requests from doctors,
police and fire departments, civil defense
officials, and many other "emergency" personnel for fast action on their CB applications, the FCC has, in effect, told these
distinguished prospective CB'ers to get in
line and sweat out the two -month -plus waiting period along with the rest of us. The
standard FCC answer to "expedite" requests
is that while the Commission would like to
be helpful, only in "rare cases" where "there
is an immediate need to use radio for the
safety of life or property, or for a similarly
Compelling reason, have applications been
considered ahead of their turns."
The Commission points out that the
"sheer number" of CB applications which
involve "possible emergency use" of the
systems requested "makes it impossible to
expedite all of them." AIso, the agency
"has found it necessary to restrict immediate action to those which deal with actual
and existing emergencies." To put it more
simply, there's not a ghost of a chance of
getting a CB license in less than the normal
time unless a disaster is either at hand or
just around the corner. As of July 1, the
CB license processing "delay time" was
about 80 days.
Emergency Action. Examples cited of when
CB "expedites" will be granted include applications from areas where a river above
the town is at flood stage and preparations
are being made to evacuate people from the
danger area; where a forest fire is raging
and is headed toward the applicant's area;
where a risky job requiring radio communications is necessary to avoid disaster or to
dispatch relief when disaster strikes; or
when a sudden labor shortage endangers a
seasonal industrial or agricultural activity
and the use of radio would help the situation.
In a second type of example, quick licensing action can be had if it becomes
necessary to move a station because of the
unforeseen.loss of a building when an owner
cancels a lease, or if an original station is
(Continued on page 20)
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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RCA training at home can be the

smartest investment you ever made
Fascinating

40

THEORY

4O

LESSONS

40

EXPERIMENT

LESSO NS

Look what

SERVICE
PRACTICES
-.111111:01r

It>U.ltlltltlt

you get in

the Course in
Radio and
Containing all the basic
principles of radio and
electronics in easy -to -understand form.

Electronic
Fundamentals

Each containing absorbing, practical experiments
bound together in 20
books.

.A

Fu of practical, time -saving and money -saving servicing tips, bound into 20
books.

PLUS ALL THIS AT NO EXTRA COST

15 l(ITS

MULTIMETER

to build a Multimeter,
AM Receiver and Sig-

A sensitive precision measuring instrument you build
and use on the job. Big
41/2" meter with 50 micro-

amp meter

nal Generator. Kits
contain new parts for

movement.

20.000 ohms -per -volt sensitivity d -c. 6,667 a -c.

experiments, integrated so as to demonstrate what you learn in
the lessons and to help
you develop technical
skills. Each kit is fun to
put together!

hive the satisfaction of
building your own radio
receiver with this highquality 6-tube superheterodyne set. Big 5" speaker,

in electronics now!

w.:'p
e

SEND FOR OUR
FREE HOME
STUDY CATALOG
TODAY!

Just till out this card and drop it
the mail-no postage needed.

y

r
RCA INSTITUTES INC.

Home Study School, Dept.
A Service of Radio Corporation of America
350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N.Y.

in'

A Service of Radio Corporation of
America 350 W. 4th St.. New York
14. N. Y.
610 S. Main St., Los An-

Calif.

The Most Trusted
Nance in Electronics

PE-N1

Without obligation, rush me the FREE 64 -page illustrated book describing your
electronic training program (check one). No salesman will call.
Home Study

Los Angeles Resident School

Name

RCA INSTITUTES, INC.

geles 14,

A "must" for aligning and
trouble -shooting receivers.
Build it for your own use.
170 KC to 50 MC fundamental frequencies for all
radio and TV work.

-

fine tone!

I'raclical work with the very first
lesson! Pay -only -as-you -learn! No
long-term contracts to sign! No
monthly installment payments. Pay
only for one study group at a time
if and when you order il!
Stake out your future

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

AM RECEIVER

New York Resident School

(Please Print)

Address

City

Zone

State

Veterans: Enter discharge date

CANADIANS-Take

advantage of these same RCA courses at no additional cost.
No postage, no customs, no delay. Enclose this card in envelope and mail to:
RCA Victor Company, Ltd., 5581 Royalmount Ave., Montreal 9, Quebec.

RESIDENT SCHOOLS

HOME STUDY SCHOOL

START YOUR CAREER
IN ELECTRONICS NOW
AT RCA INSTITUTES in
Los Angeles- NewYork City
LIST.:

CHOOSE FROM THIS

A

B

RCA TRAINING CAN BE
THE SMARTEST INVESTMENT YOU EVER MAKE
With RCA Institutes Home Study training you set your own
pace in keeping with your own ability, finances and time. You
get prime quality equipment as a regular part of the course ..
and you never have to take apart one piece to build another.
Perhaps most important, RCA's liberal Pay -As -You -Learn Plan
is the most economical home study method because you pay
only for lessons as you order them ...one study group at a
time! If you drop out at any time, for any reason, you do
not owe RCA one penny! No other obligationst No installment
payments required! Licensed by New York State Education
Department.
Choose YOUR FUTURE from this list of courses:
Radio and Electronic Fundamentals (see reverse side)
Television Servicing
Color Television
Electronics for Automation

High SchoolPh

Advanced Electronic
Technology T-3)

Television

br
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Tests all standard tubes plus 10
pin miniatures, 12 pin
trees, 5 and 7 pin Nuvistors,
Novar tubes and a wide variety of
voltage regulator types, foreign
tubes.
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Net Price: $59.95

Model ES -150
MC WIDE BAND
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Model 48
VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

Model E-75
SIGNAL GENERATOR

RF

Electrolytic dial indicates actual
in -circuit electrolytic values from
2 mfd. to 400 mId.

Net Price: $32.95

1

OSCILLOSCOPE
signal generator designed for
AMFM and TV. Frequency rarges
from 160 kc. to 240 mees, direct
reading in 8 bands. High RF output in excess of 100,000 microvolts. 400 cycle output approximately 15 volts.

All-purpose VTVM includes 7 DC
(11 megohms input) and 7 AC
ranges to 1,500 volts. Measures
P -P to 4,000 volts. Resistance in
7
ranges to 1,000 megohms.
Three-way probe for voltages and
resistance included.

A

A great time saver) Reveals open
or shorted capacitors without
removing them from the circuit.

Noise

,

tom.9

c

Model IC -60
IN -CIRCUIT
CAPACITOR TESTER

Tracer

tos speaker.mpli

Wattmeter also included. Corn pieta with shielded probe.

Net Price: $12.95

11

circuit,

test circuit, test amplifier and

the test es
10
5 and
12 pin Compactrons
pin Nuvistors and Novar tubes.
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gain RF-AF Signal

for AM. FM. TV and audio. Visual
and audible signal Indication

-
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Model ST -22
RF-AF SIGNAL TRACER
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ADAPTER G-140
MULTI -SOCKET
ADAPTER UNIT
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deluxe, laboratory -type instru
ment In every sense, the ES -150
oscilloscope covets the entire
range between DC and 5 megacycles with outstanding sensi
A

tivity

and

stability.
Net Price: $149.95

Net

Net Price: $55.95

Price: $49.95

NOW! A TOP-QUALITY LINE FROM PRECISION
THAT EVERY SERVICEMAN CAN AFFORD!
designing test equipment, Precision has always
maintained a firm policy of quality first, price afterwards. Now, thanks to improved manufacturing techniques, we are able to offer a popular priced line which
meets the same exacting standards of engineering that
have made Precision a leader in the field of over a
quarter of a century! This puts Precision Electronic
In

See these and PRECISION'S

Test Equipment within the reach of virtually every
radio technician, student and engineer. On this page,
you'll find apparatus that meets your own specific requirements. And you'll finc you can save time and do
more jobs when Precision does the trouble -shooting.
REMEMBER, ALL PRECISION TEST EQUIPMENT IS
GUARANTEED FOR ONE FULL YEAR!

Industrial Test Instruments at your local electronics d:str:butor.

Precision Apparatus Company, Inc.,
70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27, N. Y.

OTHER TOP ITEMS FROM THE

NEW PRECISION LINE:
Model CB -26
Resistance -Capacity -Ratio Bridge
Model P-28
Battery Eliminator and Charger
With Built -In Low -Ripple L/C Filter
Model RS -24
Regulated Power Supply
Model 1904
Decade Condenser
Model 1601
Decade Resistor/Divider
Model 1803
Condenser Substitution Box
Model 1702
Resistance Substitution Box

Please send me more information on the model numbers

circled below:
Net Price: $79.95

650

ES -150

P-28

1803

$64.95

G-140

E-75

RS -24

1702

$99.95

ST -22

48

1904

IC -60

CB -26

1601

$29.95
$29.95

Name

$12.95

Address

$15.95

City

Zone

State

PE -l1

November, 1961
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destroyed by fire, earthquake, flood, or other

natural disaster.
A third type of approved expedite has to
involve "an immediate and urgent need to
provide radio facilities in connection with
national defense activities important to the
country."
As stiff as these criteria are, however,
the Commission does relent enough to issue
quick, short-term, one-shot, non -recurring
authorizations in connection with events of
wide public interest, such as the search
for and rescue of lost persons, boats, or
airplanes, and for auto races, boat races,
athletic events, parades, celebrations and
political conventions. But the agency does
not issue these authorizations for routine
seasonal operations such as the installation
and repair of air conditioners, the delivery
of fuel oil, or the routine harvesting of farm
products, where no emergency is involved.
What it all boils down to is this: don't
ask for quick licensing action unless you
are really looking down the barrel, because
chances are you're not going to get it. Remember, in the time it takes the FCC to
write you a letter to reject your rush -rush

request, about a dozen other applications
could be processed.
If you do have a valid reason for an
expedite of a pending application or for a
special temporary authorization, you can
make your request either by notarized letter
or telegram. If you use a telegram, you
have to follow it up with a notarized letter
giving full details. In either case, you must
state your reasons for thinking you should
have preferred treatment. And be sure to
give the Commission all essential detailssuch as eligibility and citizenship of the
applicant, class of station involved, frequencies, number of transmitters, and other information called for on the CB application
form.
Timber! Despite what you may have
learned from your mother or Joyce Kilmer,
the tree in your back yard is not a "natural
formation"-in FCC parlance-and you
can't hang your CB antenna on it more than
20 feet above ground, particularly when the
limbs are bare and the Commission's field
troops are about. This practice has apparently been bothering the FCC lately.
The latest word from the Commission on
the subject (without regard to the back of
your CB license) is that "no distinction can
be made between a tree in its original location and one which has been reset as a pole

STEREO

STEREO

NEW SONY TAPE DECK
Now, for less than the cost of a good record changer, you
can add a versatile new dimension to your hi fi system.
The Sony 262-D tape deck has a 4 track stereo erase
head and 4 track stereo record/playback head. Heads are
wired to six output and input facilities for connection of
external electronics to play and
record four track stereo. This is

the same quality mechanism
used in the most expensive
Sony Superscope tape recorders.

S O NYó

°"

8

50

Other tape recorders ín the
remarkable Sony line include
the dual track bantam at
$99.50, the Sterecorder 300, a
complete portable stereo port-

able stereo system at only
$399.50, and the 262 -SL

parallel and sound -on -sound
recorder at $199.50. For lit-

erature or nearest dealer,

write: Superscope, Inc., Dept.

F, Sun Valley, Calif.

SUPERSCOPE

' oThé'tapeway

to' Stereo
-
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LAFAYETTE

LAFAYETT
ii;.....«1RADIO.
340 PAGE
1962 Lafayette Radio Electronics. ELECTRONICS -illzi
.wtr
1962
CATALOG # 620

'-

OUR 414t

.. .,

"America's Hi -Fi &
Electronics Shopping Center"

_.

-

the biggest, best and .ti=
most comprehensive catalog in the 41 -year history
of Lafayette Radio. Audiophile, Experimenter, Hobbyist, Technician,
you'll find what you want
Engineer, Student, Serviceman, Dealer
in this latest Lafayette catalog.
Yóurs free for the asking
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LARGEST STOCK SELECTION. Stereophonic Hi -Fi equipment, Citizens Band
Ham and Amateur equipment, Radic & TV parts, Optics, Industrial Supplies,
and much more, including all the favorite name brancs.

á

LAFAYETTE EXCLUSIVES. FeatLred are the famous Lafayette Kits

...

dollar for dollar the best value for your mcney today. You'll also see
hundreds of Lafayette specials.., available only from Lafayette. Ard,
as always, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED.

__ r
COMPLETELY WIRED,

LOWEST PRICES. You'll save money too with Lafayette's low, IoN
prices. The lowest prices are always in the Lafayette catalo.;.

,

FULL SIZE'_T_UBE TESTER
TE -15

19.95

24-HOUR SERVICE.

Quick, courteous service is your guarantee
within 24 hours

at Lafayette. Most orders are fully processed
3fter receipt in the nail Order Division.

NEW EASY-PRY PLAN.
Now, Nt) MONEY DOWN . .
up to 24 mont is to pay.

e

`'"

SUPERHETERODYNE

COMMUNICATICNS RECEIVER
64.50
KT -200, Kit
79.95
HE -10, Wired

-

a

r

-TRANSISTOR-pr-""---

9
CIT ZENS BAND

"WALKIE TALKIE"
HE -29A each 39.95
2 -for 78.88

10,000
q'OHMS-PER-VOLT

Ait
.

MULTITESTER
TE -10

9.95
TRANSISTORIZED
PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER

RK-125

:LAFAYETTE RADIO, Dept.

LAFAYETTE'S

1 P. O. Box 10 Syosset

NEW MAIL ORDER HEADQUARTERS

SYOSSET LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK

1: FaII,1961

MULTIPLEX TUNER
124.50

LT -700,

,

.

Kl

__

r'

1

N. Y.

IIp

111 JERICHO TURNPIKE
(2 Blocks West of South Oyster Bay Rd.)

Watch for Opening

T'

29.95

'

Rush my FREE Lafayette 1962 Catalog 620
, shipping charges collect.
Please send me #
1 am enclosing S
Name

1

'Address_
City

Zone

State
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or must" when it comes to your CB antenna.

Yr*Y
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CB -3 TRANSCEIVER

Only Hallicrafters

offers 8 -channel
and all these quality performance features.

convenience

...

The transmitter
output circuit matches 50 ohm
antenna systems. Standardized CR23/U crystals (3rd overtone, series resonant) readily available. Output amplifier
adjustable for max. legal input. 100% modulation on positive peaks. Series -tuned 2nd harmonic trap for excellent
TV suppression.

The receiver...sensitivity less than 1.0 UV for 10 db.
signal-to-noise ratio. Electronic squelch works on less than
6 db. signal strength change. 6 kc. selectivity. Image rej.
40 db. min. Audio ouput over 2 watts. Auto. noise limiter,
series and shunt diodes. $149.50

The FCC notes that when it says "natural
formation," it means "all permanent features of the natural terrane"-we lost a bet
on the spelling of that one-"such as rocks,
soil, etc. It does not include trees or any
other form of vegetation which may be
growing in or on such soil or rocks, nor
does it include masonry or other additions
such as dams and levees."
Amateur Reciprocity. Republican Senators
Barry Goldwater (Arizona) and Andrew F.
Schoeppel (Kansas) have thrown a bill into
the Congressional hopper providing for the
reciprocity of amateur radio licensing.
Briefly, the measure would provide that
the Commission "may, if it finds that the
national security would not be endangered,
issue licenses for the operation of an amateur station to certain aliens for any temporary period, not in excess of three years"
provided that similar privileges are granted
to U.S. citizens in the reciprocating countries.
30L

COMING NEXT MONTH
1PÓPULAR

IELECTRONICS

dilmo

At Christmas

time this
year, parents will be buying educational electronic
kits-not toys-for their
budding young Edisons
and Marconis. Our cover
next month shows one of
these new kits-G.E.'s analog computer, and an
article explains some of
the circuits and principles
they are meant to teach.

(ON SALE NOVEMBER 28)

Before you choose from the countless b ands
of CB equipment available, consider this
fact: Nowhere in the field of communications
is a manufacturer's experience, integrity and
record of achievement more critical to performance and reliability than in citizen's
band. Hallicrafters has built more precision
communications equipment than all other
CB manufacturers.

the new ideas
in communications
are born at...

--

°'

SILENT SOUND
Does sound have any medical value?
Can it clean dishes as well as help
make better coffee? The answers are

"Yes," and you'll learn why in next
month's

exciting

feature story,

"Suc-

cesses of Silent Sound."

WHIRLY-GIG
Here's a mystical motor that spins gaily
on, day after day. Build one for yourself,
then challenge your friends to explain
THE

hallicrafters

"How It Works."

Chicago 24, Illinois
Export Sales: International Div.,
Canada: Gould Sales Co.
Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham, Mass.
Montreal, P.Q.
22
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Earn Extra
Money Soon
while training at home for high -pay
career or business of your own!

AMAZING PLAN FOR YOUR SUCCESS
IN RADIO -TV -APPLIANCES

and ELECTRONICS

. 'fA

Central will show you how to start making money
servicing AM -FM radios and television
soon
building
sets ... repairing electrical appliances
and installing electronic equipment in homes, factories, and business offices. Step-by-step, you'll learn
how to get started in spare time at
minimum cost; how to prepare for a
bright future in servicing, audio, communications, broadcasting, or the gitre.
gantic electronic industry. Complete
preparation
included.
license
FCC
.s
High income, prestige, security, prosperity
all can be yours!

...

...

i

...

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
You don't need high school diploma or
previous knowledge of electronics to get
started. Quick, low-cost home training for
young and old. New illustrated lessons
make learning easy. We supply equipment
and know how you need to start making
money soon. You learn by doing. You
assemble useful, practical electronic projects-no incomplete "student" radios and
testers-our kits meet commercial standards. Also recommended for citizen band
and amateur radio operators, hi-fi and
stereo enthusiasts, hobbyists, etc. Your
personal pleasure and the savings you can
make on home installations and repairs
alone, make this course a profitable adventure. Keep your present job-set your
own pace-add to your income-and find
out how much fun Electronics can be!

New Frontiers Need You!
Is

.

Cash in on growing demand for
technicians in hundreds of exciting space-age fields: guided missiles. rocketry, outer space
research and development, automation, nuclear power, computers, microwaves, radar, communications. oil field exploration.
air traffic control. civil service,
armed forces, etc. Start now. Get
facts-mail coupon today for
two FREE books!

NEW KITS!
build and
You will

keep this handy

"transistorized"

electronic and appliance tester that
you'll use soon to
start earning spare time money. Many
other practical and
profitable electronic projects to choose from: 4 transistor
portable radio-code oscillator-solar cell

switch-RF signal generator-CB converter-oscilloscope-others! Fully described in our FREE 64 -page catalog.

i

Central grad

t

r

GLEN LEIRER,

shown

here, earned an attractive income
from part-time Radio -TV Servicing. Now

he's employed as a Computer Technician
for RCA Service Co., Camden, N..1.

Over 50,000 Successful Graduates Since 1931!
"I

averaged between $60 and $70 a month servicing radios and TV's part-time
while taking your home study course. Plan to open my own shop soon." Student
THEODOR SCHDIIDT, Peshastin, lVash.
Central grads HOWARD EDMONDS di FLOYD
CONKRIGI3T are joint owners of EDCO FACTV SERVICE CO.. K. C., Mo., and
- - TORY
RANCH MART TV Si. STEREO, Leaw,wd Kansas, have three service trucks, seven full-time
employees.
Grad FRANK I.EENKNECHT works in missile
field for Convair Astronautic. San Diego, Calif..
and as Tratemiucer Engineer for Station KDEO
as a sideline.

C--

=1

gIE
We'll mail you FREE FCC
License Prep Handbook
that prepares you to pass
the 3rd Class FCC Radio-

telephone examination,
anti to qualify to operate
radiotelephone transmitting stations used by
airlines, police, rail-

roads, emergency services, etc. You get FREE
FCC Prep Book plus FREE
64 -page catalog with facts
about Central's practical
electronics home study
course.
NO OBLIGATION

full,

TRADE THIS COUPON
FOR 2 FREE BOOKS!
Central Technical Institute
1644 Wyandotte, Dept. PE -111A,
Kansas City 8, Mo,
(PLEASE

November, 1961

eels,)

NAME

CITY

ZONE.

Central Technical Institute

-

RESIDENT TRAINING
Central also
offers a
ime ECPD-Accredited
Technical Institute program at its resi
dent school in Kansas City, Mo., for
Qualified high school graduates. De
tails in FREE catalog.

STATE_......

Accredited Member
National Home Study Council
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Codeless Technician Class?
We have just finished reading Mr. Sokol's suggestion in your August "Letters" column that the
Technician code requirement be dropped. May we
point out that perhaps 6Q0448 and his friends
without "auditory coordination" in reality lack the
cerebral coordination to pass the simple Technician's code test. Without this test, any knucklehead
who memorizes the small amount of required
theory could operate on the already more than
filled ham bands.
JIM KIRTLEY, KLSLK

K1SLL

Ridgefield, Conn.

After reading Steve Sokol's letter, I am inclined
to agree with him. Why not drop the code requirement for the people who, for some reason, can't
learn code, while retaining the written test. The
holder of this special license would be allowed to
use phone-but not code. «ith this inducement,

1

'compare UNIVERSITY (in every price
category) against all other brands.

1.,
24

Kirkwood, Mo.
In

1.110111111111'reaclers

DAVE EVANs,

many "rag -chewers" might be attracted away from
the Citizens Band, leaving it free for those who
would put it to the proper use.
KENNETH DONNELL, JR.
a recent morning's mail, we received 12 letters
disagreeing with Mr. Sokol's proposal that the code
requirement for the Technician Class license be
dropped-the message from readers Kirtley and
Evans was one of the milder ones. Mr. Donnell, so
far, stands alone in his support of the idea.

Help Wanted

I am a cardiac patient. Since I can only do light
work, I must re-educate myself in a new field. I
want to learn to repair appliances such as toasters,
irons, mixers, electric roasters, stoves, etc., but I
have no knowledge of the subject and must start
from the very bottom. If you folks can recommend
any suitable textbooks or other material, I would
appreciate it.

R \LPH B.ASILE

Old Bridge St.
West Springfield, Mass.
98

For

a starter, you might contact the National
Radio Institute, Appliwice Division, Dept. D411,
ll ashington 16, D.C.; they'll send you a free descriptive booklet on their correspondence course
and a sanzple lesson. We /rope, also, that some of
our appliance -repairman readers will he able to
help you out.

(Continued on page 28)
Explore the totally different TMS-2-a remarkable
all -in -one stereo speaker system. One cabinet! Only
30 inches wide! Thus, if you don't have room for
two separate speaker systems, or if your decor doesn't
permit same-the TMS-2 single cabinet stereo speaker
system is the ideal problem solver.
How does the TMS-2 do it? Operating on the principle of the concert hall, where up to 90% of the sound
you hear is reflected from the walls, the TMS-2
projects. the sound to the sides ... one side becomes
Channel A, the other side, Channel B. Speaker spacing
becomes unimportant ... fully balanced stereo is had
everywhere in the room ... all with superb separation and uncanny depth. As a matter of fact, the
TMS-2 is the only stereo speaker system which will
work in a corner!
What's the secret?. Well ... there are five speakers
operating as two complete 3 -way systems. By utilizing
the dual voice coil of the C12HC woofer, only one
bass cabinet and woofer are required to handle the
entire low frequency range of both stereo channels.
The mid -range and highest frequencies of each channel
are covered by an 8" cone speaker and a wide-angle
horn -loaded tweeter ... each with its own level control.
In two styles-Contemporary and Early American
-the TMS-2 looks more like a fine piece of furniture
than a speaker cabinet.
For complete information write:
Desk A-11, University LoudUNIVERSITY.
speakers, Inc., White Plains, N.Y. Ar..w dLindT.mso.vV..rnt.
Aiways say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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The Same School That Originated The RTS BUSINESS PLAN,

In Lulls
SPECIAL COMPACT COURSE
COVERING.ALL THREE PHASE:S
A

The Entire Course Is Made
Up Of The Following:

BASIC.'I:NTERMEDIATE.y:. ADVANCED.'

°

°

35 LESSONS COVERING BASIC
AND INTERMEDIATE ELECTRONICS
9 EQUIPMENT KITS COMPLETE
WITH TUBES AND BATTERIES

.

SOLDERING IRON

Thyratron Tubes Semiconductors
Electronic Symbols and Drawings
Voltage -Regulators Electronic Timers Control Systems X -Rays
Photoelectric Devices Dielectric
Heating Geiger Counters Pulse
Circuitry Clippers and Limiters
Multivibrators Electronic Counters
Radar Magnetic Amplifiers Analog Computers DC Amplifiers Digital
Computers Storage Systems Input
and Output Devices
Servomechanisms
Telemetering

DIPLOMA UPON

'

completenessof the training. It starts with the most basic considerations,
covering each .important point .thoroughly, yet ccncisely. The technician
.will enjoy the practical review of fundamentals and profit from the 25°.r
advanced subjects covered.
-

-

-

RTS GIVES YOU "TOP MILEAGE" FOR YOUR TRAINING DOLLAR
The pricé quoted below buys EVERYTHING
there are no extras to pay
for. RTS has gone "all out" to give you the best training value in America.
Why -pay hundreds of dollars for training. such as we offer when it's available for this LOW PRICE? If you can find a better training bargain...
BUY.IT!

:'CAN BE COMPLETED IN MONTHS INSTEAD 'OF YEARS
Scme students will complete this course. with 'Jet -Like", speed but we
allow up to two years if your circumstances require it. You study at your
own.rate. You are -ENCOURAGED but not pushed. You'll find the lessons
professionally written but easy to understand. LET US SEND YOU -ONE OF
I,

-

GRADUATION

°

,

CONSULTATION SERVICE

KIT MANUALS

.

'

60 EXAMINATIONS
UNLIMITED

'DESIGNED FOR THE BUSY MAN OF TODAY
This is MODERN training for the MODERN 'man: You'll' find no "horse and
buggy" methods here. Every page of- this streamlined course is devoted
to important Electronics principles and practical projects. You'll Le
anazed how fast you grasp Electronics the RTSway. RTS has combined
°modern THEORY and PRACTICE to.make this the 'finest.trainirg program
of its kind available!
.
SATISFIES NOVICE, TECHNICIAN OR HOBBYIST'
Whether you're new to Electronics or an old "pro," chances are you`II
find this to be the ideal course for you. The novice will appreciate the

°

25 LESSONS COVERING THESE
ADVANCED ELECTRONIC SUBJECTS:

01

.

THESE LESSONS ALONG WITH YOUR CAREER BOOKLET SO YOU CAN SEE
FOR YOURSELF. NO OBLIGATION!

AND MUCH MORE...

ALSO "AVAILABLE

AS LITTLE AS

RTS' Membership In
The Association of

'Home Study Schools
is your assurance of

Reliability, Integrity and
Quality of

.

$500'

DOWN

$500

PER MONTH

'

THE FIRST TRAINING KIT IS SENT

-

IMMEDIATELY UPON ENROLLMENT

oRTS ELECTRONICS DIVISION `,
815

E.

ROSÉCRANS AVENUE

LOS ANGELES. 59, CALIFORNIA.

Rush
Coupon
fyr
J

°

DON'T LOSE, OUT

FIND .OUT!

RTS ELECTRONICS DIVISION D.pt.
a1s

FREE

E. ROSECRANS AVENUE

Rush me

LOS

_

PEIII

ANGELES 59, CALIFORNIA

full information by return mail.

Name

(Please

Print)

Age

Address

City

Zone

Stole

NO: SALESMAN WILL CALL ON -YOU!'
November, 1961
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BRING 'EM BACK ALIVE!

10111111.4.

L J

FIRST1EU'

ñ

HIGH-QUALITY
¡pi

ft7=l'

3-WAY OPZE Ploojr2

'42950

takes the most modern facilities in the industry
to accomplish this:

where in the listening area ... possible only with
an E -V diffraction -horn compression -type tweeter.

The most spectacular loudspeaker value
high -quality 3 -way speake
ever offered
at the cost of a coax!

The impressive list of LTI2 "high-priced" features
also includes a new ceramic magnet, plus edgewise wound voice coil for highest efficiency ... rugged
die-cast frame to ensure perfect alignment of all
moving parts ... -deep-dish" bass cone design for
higher power handling... long -throw suspension for
minimum distortion ... 3 -position tonal balance
switch that matches the LT 12 to your acoustics...
and a rich, jewel-like precision finish tonll vital parts.

It

-a

And only Electro -Voice has these facilities, plus
the production "know-how" ... all under one roof!
Every vital process from die-making to die-casting,
from wire -flattening through automatic voice -coil
winding, precision grinding, plating and polishing,
to a completely automated belt assembly is under
E -V's continuous personal control.

Introducing the new Wolverine LTI2-the latest
addition to the famous Wolverine budget -priced
lint of quality speakers!
Imagine! A speaker that sounds better than speakers
costing twice as much. With deep, rich bass and
clean, clear treble from two cones, coupled by the
famous E-V Radax principle. Plus smooth, peak free highs that spread evenly throughout the room
-without beaming for outstanding stereo any -

-

But, best of all, the LTI 2 is versatile: mounts in
most high fidelity speaker enclosures, in the wall,
ceiling, or even in a closet. And its wide dispersion
makes placement far less critical than ordinary
speakers
even for stereo!
See and hear the exciting new Wolverine LTI2 at
your nearby Electro-Voice/Wolverine high fidelity
headquarters ... today!

-

SPECIFICATIONS:

Frequency response,

40

to 18,000 cps. Power

handling capacity, 20 watts, program. Built-in crossover and 3 -position
balance switch. Impedance, 8 ohms. Size, 12% Inches diameter, 6
inches deep. Shipping weight 15 pounds.

NOW, A COMPLETE LINE OF BUDGET -PRICED WOLVERINE SPEAKERS
Model LS15 15" coax speaker, $24.50
Model LS12 12" coax speaker, $19.50
Model LS8 8" coax speaker, $18.00
Model HF1 Tweeter Step -Up Kit, $20.00
Model MF1 Mid-range Step-Up Kit, $25.00

LS12

LS8

MF1

t

Model LT12

$29.50

r1M

a

Thre--nositior switch
provId3s positive_ control
of tonal balance

ELECTRO-VCJCE, INC , Dept. 11151'
Buchanan, Mi:higan
Please send ray free

E-. catalog and list of E-V/Wolverine

high fidelity ssecialists.
Name

ELECTRO -VOICE, INC.
Consumer Products Division, Buchanan, Michigan

Address
City

AmericanRadioHistory.Com
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Letters

(Continued from page 24)

Metronome Calls Lobsters

I assembled Norman Latner's fine metronome
circuit from the instructions in the June 1961 issue,
and have been using it almost every day when
practicing my guitar lessons. But recently I discovered another, quite different, use for the metronome-which might be of interest to some of your
readers.
Taking a cue from the "Fish Caller" article in
the same issue, I installed the metronome in a
large (restaurant -size) mayonnaise jar-adding
enough lead ballast so that it would barely float-

()

0o

at a standstill because, at a depth of about 25 feet,
the water pressure crushed the jar. This catastrophe had a somewhat dampening effect on the
circuit oscillations.

JAMES R. WETHERBI

Long Beach 3, Calif.
admit, for the
must
use,
we
startling
This
transistorized metronome. Your idea may replace
the lobster pot, Jim, but don't you think you'll
have trouble practicing your guitar under water?
is a

Solenoid for Coin Tosser
or
.
Your magnetic coin tosser ("Heads
Tails?" June, 1961) interested me very much, so
I decided to build one for the family. Instead of
winding my own solenoid, though, I managed to
locate an excellent commercial substitute. It's a
Guardian intermittent -duty model (Type 1A) and
sells for only $2.35, including plunger.

MICHAEL KAHANE

Brooklyn, N.Y.

sounds as though you took the easy way out,
Michael. Like to tell vs how far your model tosses

It

coins?

and took it along on a SCUBA diving trip. As I
suspected, the metronome showed promise as a
device for calling lobsters out of, their holes.
Unfortunately, my experiments are temporarily

POLY-COMM

Radiation Detector Improvement
I'd like to suggest a minor improvement for
my "Radiation Detector" (January 1961 issue of

ELECTRONICS). Placing a 1-megohm,
resistor in series with Vi's positive lead
will prevent the possibility of excessive pulse cur-

POPULAR

/-watt

a*"

WITH THE
NUVISTOR
RF STAGE

Steel encased
and completely weather-proofed

For matchless

CB RANGE

Look inside the Poly -Comm "N". See why you get matchless performance!
11

6 db S/N, readable to .04 uv; dual conversion;
Nuvistor front end; Sensitivity-better than .1 microvolt for
the usual 7 or 8 tubes found in other transceivers
unlike
performance,
tube
eighteen
tubes and 7 diodes give you
channel rejection; improved Noise Limiter; New steel
at the same price; sixteen tuned circuits for 60 db adjacent
modulation; better than 3 watts ,power output and
for
sparkling
system
audio
New
encased ceramic mike and
4 watts audio output.
User Net

Write for specifications

$18950

_.

pLYTRós
LAB
28

Ctiftoñ, N.J.

inc.

Phone: 772-1334

.

.

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

e

plink, plank, plink
Who can't play the piano? It's easy! Just
pounding on the keyboard sounds like celestial
music when you're small.
These simple joys fade fast. But, fortunately,
life has its compensations. For the more discriminating ears of adults, there's Audiotape.
Make your next recording on Audiotape.
Then listen. Audiotape has more clarity and
range, less distortion and background noise
than others. Make it your silent (but knowledgeable) partner in capturing everything from
birthday party hi-jinks to the beauty of Brahms.

Remember: if it's worth recording it's worth
Audiotape. There are eight types ...one exactly
suited to the next recording you make.

.-,
"i1 speaks

November, 1961

N.

,

for itself"

AUDIO DEVICES INC., 444 Madison
Hollywood: 840

`

Ave., New York

22.

N. Y.

Fairfax Ave., Chicago: 7321 N. Hamlin Ave., Skokie,'AI.
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Letters
(Continued from page 28)

decided to try the "Space-Saver Speaker System"
(July 1961 issue). A few evenings ago I hooked
the system to my amplifier and was gratified by
what I heard. Although some of the materials cost

little more than I anticipated, I'm quite happy

a

rents at high count rates. The addition of this resistor makes no noticeable change in the sensitivity
of the instrument.
J. E. PUGH, Js.
Menominee, Mich.

Pioneer Radio Broadcaster

with the outcome.
DICK SEDDON

Chariton, Iowa

Experienced Correspondent Wanted
have just finished a course in electronics and
plan to open a radio and TV service shop. As the
experience of someone established in this business
would be quite helpful to me, I'd like to correspond with an American serviceman. Advice on
equipment, materials, and other problems would
be very much appreciated.
I

One of the main contenders for the honor of
having made the first public radio broadcasts on
a regular daily schedule is Station KDKA at Pittsburgh, Pa. This station began its operation by
broadcasting the Harding election returns in November, 1920. I believe, however, that I have a
prior claim.
In late 1918, I founded the Precision Engineering Association in Cincinnati, Ohio. We later in-

INDUS MEMPER
Apdo. Postal 21

Tlalnepantla, Mex.
Mexico

Convertible Confusion
Carl and Jerry were pretty quick to find the

cause of the "floating fish" in the August issue
of P.E., but they failed to explain the real mystery,

corporated as the Precision Equipment Company
and began to manufacture and sell radio receivers
and transmitters. Our trade name was "Ace," and
we were licensed under the Armstrong regenerative
patents.
With a c.w. transmitter which I built, the only
one in the midwest at the time, I communicated
with the NC -4 on her famous trip around the
world. Copies of messages sent by Commander
Read and another officer (I believe his name was
Cirowich) are still in my possession.
It wasn't much of a step to adapt the c.w. rig to
transmit voice and music, and this was soon done.
In September, 1919, I got the call letters 8NB,
erected an umbrella antenna on the roof, and went
on the air.
In 1926 the Cincinnati Post appointed a Mr.
Cooper and a Mr. Temple to check my claims
against those of KDKA and some other stations.
Their published findings gave the Precision station
a lead of many months.
If this letter should be seen by Mr. Breck, who
was my valuable assistant, I wish he would write
to me. I'd also like to hear from any other oldtimers who may still be around.
TnoMns E. NEW
651 Copeland Court
Santa Monica, Calif.

namely, how did J. P. Sellers' "brilliant red convertible" (p. 103) change into a "yellow convertible" (p. 108) overnight?
BOB DUPwe
Russellville, Ark.
We can't explain it either. Maybe Mr. Sellers (who
is obviously rich enough to throw around his
dough) has a stable of cars. Or, on the other hand,
he may occupy himself by painting cars wizen he's

_

,,,,,,,,'
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HOW TO ORDER BACK ISSUES
Every month POPULAR ELECTRONICS receives many requests from readers who would
like to know how to order back issues. Some

readers want to obtain particular articles they
have missed, while others want to complete

their own back -issue files.

We can't resolve your disagreement with KDKA,

If you would like to order a specific issue of
inquiry to:

Mr. New, but thanks for giving us such an interesting picture of your early radio activities. Our
edition of the Encyclopaedia Brítannica, incidentally, merely states that KDKA was "one of the
earliest and most successful" commercial broadcasters.

Space -Saver Satisfactory
I'm in the process of putting together a component hi-fi system and, since my budget is limited, I

30-

not busy fishing.

P.E., address your

Circulation Department

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Ziff -Davis Publishing Co.

's

434 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago 5, III.
Enclose 35 cents for each copy of issues less
than six months old, 40 cents for each copy of
older issues. Be sure to state the month and
year of the issue(s) you want. In the event a
requested issue is no longer in stock, your
money will be returned.

sl,,,,1111,,,,,

1,,,111,,,,,1,,,,,,,,11,.,111111,,,,,,,., IIIIIIMIlailillip1111111111111.1111111111111111111111111i11111111111111114111111
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CB TREE ?

It's actually the e.c.i. Courier

1

hand wired harness that ties together its five individual segments into a
unitized chassis for simple installation, use and maintenance. And that's

only part of the e.c.i. Courier

feature you need and want in
than 3 watts

write for free brochure

$189.50
Slightly higher west of Rockies

... e.c.i.

Courier

quality story. Thiink of every conceivable
transceiver that will still get out more
1

has them. See

for yourself.

TRIPLE CONVERSION

FULLY MODULATED

12 CHANNEL TRANSMITTING

BUILT-IN

FIXED & TUNABLE DRIFT -FREE RECEIVING

LOWEST NOISE FRONT END

BUILT-IN NOISE LIMITER & SQUELCH

MOBILE OR BASE (117 V. and 12 V.)

ELECTRONIC SWITCHING (no

@II.

1

a CB

relays)

electronics communications, inc.

(100%)

"5" d "RF"

METER

ENTIRE UNIT SLIDES OUT ON TRACKS

325 no. macquesten pkwy. mt. vernon, n.y.

November, 1961
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POP"tron¡as
Bookshelf
I

.e<a_ r

O

ESSENTIALS OF RADIO -ELECTRONICS,
Osterheld

In a careful revision of the original edition,
the authors use a minimum of mathematics
to present an overall coverage of the
principles of vacuum tube and tran-

sistor operation.

Basic circuits are
shown and their application to audio

t
141FRS

systems and radio
receivers is discussed. Three chapters are devoted to
transistors, and another one covers the
principles and operation of FM receivers. An entirely new

BnB

re.

YutIMRG MC OSnnMtLD
_

,

¡tic., 330 W. 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.
716 pages. Hard cover. $10.00.

~..:º.:

_

Second Edition by Morris Slurzberg and William

fLLS,(Al,L1ryT[

chapter is devoted to equipment and procedures used to check receiver circuits.
Published by the McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

INDUSTRIAL CONTROL ELECTRONICS

by

Matthew Mandl

This volume covers all of the fundamental
principles and practices of modern electronics control circuitry. Following a
summary and review
of control signals (Industrial
solid-state devices
amplifiers and oscil- Control

lators, the author
discusses thoroughly
the more advances
materials used in industrial electronics,
including reactors,

generators, power
supplies, transduc-

ers, motors, servo-

Electronics
"

...r....
..,.....:.,

rear.++-..+.
by Mauke:o

Mandl

mechanisms, and

magnetic amplifiers;

MAKE_'YOUR INTEREST IN. ELECTRONICS. PAYOFF
The HIGH PAY -PRESTIGE Field of

Get

I

o°***

TECHNICAL WRITING

HERE'S WHAT YOU GET

' 50 Meaty Lessons

.

.

Over 110 pages on Electronics

Covers ALL Military Specifications
Real, practical writing projects
Full consultation privileges
Many manuals, charts and diagrams
Low tuition terms

Employment Assistance
Cldse, personal supervision.

.

AND MUCH, MUCH MORE

TRAINING

MEN FOR'

.:

.

AMBITIOUS

INDUSTRY

American Technical Writing Schools, Inc.
5504 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
32

ELECTRONICS WRITERS NEEDED NOW-ATWS will train you at
home at low cost for a profitable career in TECHNICAL WRITING. Thousands needed in all areas. Get in on the ground floor of this fascinating

new field. ATWS offers training spec.fically designed for the needs of
industry. Course includes everything you need to become a top-notch
Tech Writer.
YOU ARE JUST A STEP AWAY FROM TOP PAY-Yes, with your
present interest in Electronics, you're just a step from the BIG MONEY.
Technical Writing is one of the highest paying fields NOT requiring college
training. It's tailor-made for YOU-but you must ACT NOW.
THIS COUPON CAN BE YOUR PASSPORT TO SUCCESS
Fill in your name and address and rush coupon for full information. We will prove
to you that we can train you without interfering with your present income or job.

CAREER BOOK AND SAMPLE LESSON'
American Technical Writing Schools, Inc. Dept.
5504 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
Please RUSH full particulars.

PE -11

Age

Name

BO Tit

Street
Zone

FREE,.CitY

State

.NO -SALESMAN-WILL CALL ON 'YOU
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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BROWNING LABORATORIES ADDS
MOBILE UNIT TO CB LINE
Browning Laboratories, Inc., Laconia, N.H:,
has introduced a new mobile transceiver to complete its line of Citizen's Band radio equipment.
The new Browning unit is known as the
Mobilaire and utilizes the same advanced circuitry that has made the Browning S -NINE
Transmitter one of the most popular base station
units on the market. The receiver circuit has
all the Browning features that insure sharp,
interference -free reception, even from distant
stations. Only high quality, U.S. made components are used in all Browning radio equipment.
Introduction of the Mobilaire unit was
brought about principally by demand from
present Browning base station equipment
owners who asked for a mobile unit with the
same basic specifications and features.
Priced at $159.50, Mobilaire is available
directly from Browning Laboratories on a
"satisfaction guaranteed" basis. Four convenient
purchase plans are available and a 5% discount
is allowed for cash with order.
All requests for literature and information
should be forwarded to Browning Laboratories,
101 Union Avenue, Laconia, N.H. -Advt.

Mobilaire

jNEW
ta,,,,,,
...,.

.

Browning Mobile
Transceiver

CB

,

Q.

P4y-A
4

n
.

$159.50

MobilaIre

Transceiver/Crr,

To complete the finest CB radio communications system available, Browning
brings you Mobilaire, the mobile transceiver with the same quality components
as Browning's base station equipment.
Now you can take Browning quality
with you wherever you go . car, boat,
other vehicles.
.

.

ORDER DIRECT FROM BROWNING AND SAVE!
Send for free

literature

browning

and complete
specifications
Browning Laboratories, Inc. 101 Union Ave. Laconia, N.H.

5 -NINE
CB Transmitter

$119.50
R-2700 Receiver

$149.00

The Greatest Pair On The Air . ; .
Browning CB Radio Base Station Equipment

Here's the unbeatable combination of the airways
you've heard so much about. The Browning
R-2700 Citizen's Band base station receiver that
builds up weak signals and lets you hear
distant stations where other receivers fade out.
And, the revolutionary S -NINE CB transmitter that
allows full power transmissions on all
channels and introduces new features never previously
utilized in CB communications.

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Four Convenient Purchase Plans
Write today for free literature and
specifications. No obligation.

Browning Laboratories, Inc.
101 Union Ave.
Laconia, N.H.
November, 1961
33
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SAMS BOOKS FOR

EVERYONE IN ELECTRONICS

( Continued

.

~MAW

from page 32)

commercial counting and indicating equipment is also analyzed. The mathematical
treatment is kept to a minimum and review
questions are provided at the end of each
chapter.

Published by Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, N. J. 31r4 pages. Hard cover. $10.65.
USE THIS HANDY ORDER FORM

se

ABC's of Radar. Comprehensive, easy -to -follow
explanation of radar-principles, how it works, uses,

U

1

i

o

types of radar systems, microwave, antenna systems,
receivers, indicating systems, tuners and modulators,
$1.95
etc. 112 pages. Order ABR-1, only
Building Up Your Hain Shack. Tells what you
need to get a ham station on the air, and how you
can upgrade your present station at minimum cost.
Describes both factory -built and do-it-yourself gear.
Covers transmitters, receivers, antenna systems, station arrangement, test and measuring equipment,
$2.50
etc. 128 pages. Order NHP-1, only
TV Servicing Guide. Quick reference guide shows
how to apply proper troubleshooting procedures
based on analysis of symptoms, illustrated by picture tube photos. Includes troubleshooting and servicing hints for locating and eliminating troubles. 132
$2.00
pages. Order SGS-1, only
Radio Receiver Servicing. John T. Frye'sdownto-earth book on how to really repair radios. Includes transistor sets and printed circuits. Has separate chapter on each type of trouble, and tells how
$2.95
to overcome it. 224 pages. Order RS -2, only

STEREOPHONIC SOUND, Second

N

Tube Substitution Handbook. Latest editionover 5,234 direct substitutions -2,759 for 1,687 re- 1
ceiving types; 224 industrial and 602 European substitutes for American receiving types; 513 American
for European types; 465 picture tubes with 1,136
$1.50
substitutions. Order TUB-3, only
Transistor Substitution Handbook. Over 7500
direct substitutions; includes basing diagrams, polarity indications and manufacturers for over 3100
types; shows over 700 American replacements for
Japanese transistors; plus semiconductor diode and
$1.50
rectifier directory. Order 55H-2, only

.......

.

Second -Class Radiotelephone License
Handbook. Complete study course for elements
I, II and III of the FCC exams. Helps you earn the

license you need to repair (and in some cases to

operate) communications equipment, including 2 $3.95
way mobile radio. Order QAN-1, only
101 Ways to Use Your Oscilloscope Shows
you how to get the most from this versatile instrument, how to make required connections, how to
test properly, how to evaluate results. 180 pages.
$2.50
Order TEM-2, only
...
FREE!AskforFreeSumslndesIoPHOTOFACT
-the world's finest circuit data on more than
44,000 TV, radio, hi-fi, recorder models and
related equipment. Send coupon below!
=
HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from any Electronic Parts Distributor, or
mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept L-91,
1720 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Incl.
enclosed
Send books checked above. $
Send FREE Book List
Send Free Sama Index

Name
Addreas

lone -State

City

8 Sons, Ltd., Toronto
(outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher)

IN CANADA- A. C. Simmonds

34

Stereophonic Sound \vas originally written
in the pioneering days of stereo, but this
new edition contains
the latest advances
in the field. Compre¶Dt1
hensive information
has been included on
SECONDtryTiON
the 45/45 disc (the
now -accepted standsOu
ard), and stereo tape
r
and playback units
are also thoroughly
IümWf 0. eRT
covered. An entirely
new chapter helps
the reader evaluate
conflicting claims of
component manufacturers when select /1
ing a stereo system,

,y,,-

and discusses the

possibilities and pitfalls of converting existing monophonic systems to stereo.

Published by John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.,
116 W. 14th St., New York, N. Y. Soft
corer. 144 pages. $2.90.

1961 REGISTRY OF BUSINESS AND MISedited by
CELLANEOUS RADIO SYSTEMS
Ethel V. Sleeper

Compiled from the official license files at
Washington, D.C., this revised edition contains data on radio transmitters operated by
business, manufacturing, telephone maintenance, common carrier, and radio paging
organizations. Part I lists the licensees by
company name and gives addresses, call
letters, number of mobile and fixed transmitters, operating frequencies, and make of
equipment used. Part II, a listing by fre-

(Continued on page 38)
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Edition

by Norman H. Crewhurst
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affcotd.
you can

BETTER...MORE COMPLETE...LOWER COST.. .9
WITH NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP -METHOD
HOME TRAINING!
BETIER...Training that is proved and tested
in Resident School shops and
laboratories, by a School that is
the OLDEST and LARGEST of
its kind in the world.
MORE COMPLETE...You learn ALL PHASES of
Tel evisio n -Radio -El eclro wits.
LOWER COST... Other schools make several courses
out of the material in our ONE
MASTER COURSE
and you
pay more for less training than
J
you get in our course at ONE
LOW TUITION!

...
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c
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tlttlPOtltcs ELUSION

trrtj

e

ThéSe

b°°ks

tWo
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TOP PAY... UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
LIFETIME SECURITY CAN BE YOURS!

Trained technicians are in growing demand at excellent pay-in
ALL PHASES, including Servicing, Manufacturing, Broadcasting and
Communications, Automation, Radar, Government Missile Projects.
YOU

lessons and equipment, trains you in
your spare time at home, for these un-

limited

technical
positions.

opportunities, including many
jobs Fading to supervisory

Unlimited Consultation
Diploma-Recognized by tncustry

YOU LEARN BY BUILDING EQUIPMENT
WITH KITS AND PARTS WE SEND YOU.
Your National Schools course includes
thorough Practical training-YOU LEARN
BY DOING' We send you complete stand.
ard equipment of professional quality for
building various experimental and test
units. You advance step by step, perform
more than 100 experiments, and

you build a complete TV set
from the ground uo that is
to keepI A big, new TV picture'
tube is included at no extra
charge.

SET...

19 Big Kits-YOURS TO KEEP!
Friendly. Instruction and Guidance
lob Placement Service
EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOR
SUCCESS!

;- .Y

'wrl.
3

hówi:

ál,l-.infóriTiati n'

ty jlráil:_í: otí::rttdké
your 0'.; '. decision °'+, ai-_e:"
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lot

SIILESMATd`.
"VYILL`'CALL'

You are needed in the Television, Radio, and Electronics industry!

NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP.METHOD
HOME TRAINING, with newly added

NAa10

'

EE.

Year own copy of "Your
Friu-e In Electronics-Televisian-Radio" will be mailed

to y'u at

once. No salesman

w II call; there is no obligeticn_ Cut out card along dotted lines, fill it and rush

ai--nail todayl

NO HOSTAGE NECESSARY.

C)THER SIDEo

yours--

EARN

YOU

AS

LEARN.

show you how.

We'll

Many students'
pay for their course-and more,
while studying.
1

Í

CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS CARD TODAY
-

Yes,

want to make more money.,in Electronics me your FREE Fully -Illustrated
Opportunity Book and Actual Lesson today.
I

TV -Radio. Send

I

GET THE BENEFIT OF OUR
OYER 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE

I

RUSH AIR MAIL -NO POSTAGE NECESSARY ;
noctnoncs

ISUOOSION Ratio

APPROVED FOR
GI TRAINING

.

siu

NATIONAL

kr J-

Name
ACCREDITED

`

J

lÍi4

SCHOOLS

WorldWide Training Since 1905

Write to Dept. RIG
4000 So. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 37, California

Age

Address

k

1

,7

City

_

SEND FOR FREE FULLYILLLSTRATED BOOK AND
AnUAL LESSON TODAY.

'

IMPORTAÑT

-+

Zone

State

Check here if interested only in Resident Training at los Angeles.
Veterans: Give date of discharge

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL; NO OBLIGATION ON YOUR .PART

s

13EDOW;

HALF -TRAINED

Be a MASTER TECHNICIAN in

ECTRONICS 4V -RADIO
rte

Only N.T.S. offers you ALL 8 PHASES in
ONE MASTER COURSE

1

o

ALL 8 PHASES
IN ONE MASTER
COURSE
PHASE

SUCCESS IS THEIRS; IT CAN BE YOURS TOO!

N+

11

When

I

en

-

rolled with

1

As field director of Berean

TELEVISION
INCLUDING COLOR
TV
90% of homes
have at
least one set.
is becoming Color TV
more

N.T.S. last Mission Inc.,I
November, I have complete
was trained as
a Seismograph
Observer. I was promoted
to that job on May 1st of
this year. With your school
and my practical work in
the field, my superiors recognized that was capable
of handling the job of Seismograph Recording. My superiors highly praise your
enrolled
school. The day
started me off to success.
Edgar Wesatzke
I

I

Thanks to

charge of our

radio work.
With the expert advice and
training am receiving from
you can do my own repairs
on our recorders and P.A.
systems, besides keeping our
radios going. My training
from N.T.S. helps keep us on
the air. I feel privileged to
be a member of such a fine
I

a

wide range of

jobs

open to the
FCC License
now a
P

requirement for
Communication most
jobs.
PHASE 6

RADAR AND
MICROWAVES
These are the

PHASE 2

RADIO-AM 8

FM
Radios in homes,
cars,
schools, all
need expert
upkeep. Stations
expand
as FM becomes
popular.

Now transistors

entire field.

institution.
Rev. Enoch P. Sanford

Electronic

satellites.

PHASE 7

AUTOMATION

ELECTRONICS
Computers,
Data Processing
machines,

I

communications

systems
of the future,
already
used in tracking
and
contacting

b oom

PHASE 3

I

Controls,

Guided Missile
are new fields Systems
where
Electronics play a
Vital role.

8 COMPUTERS
Automation and
Computer electronics
are the new
tools of
industry and
commerce.
Skilled Technicians
in these fields
are
in great demand
at
top
pay.

PHASE 8

BROADCASTING
8
COMMUNICATIONS
In the entertainment

PHASE 4

I

SOUND

I

SYT

New popularitySEMS
Stereo, as well of Hi -Fi
as

I

r

have

I

I

tom.
FCC Licensee

popular daily. TV
grow in number, Stations
need
technicians.
Maintenance
and repair offer
big opportunities.

have a TV N.T.S.
have Radio shop in
a business of Yorkville, Illimy own right nois, about 4
miles from my
in my home.
am still in the home, and it
have paid has been going real good.
Air Force but
started part-time but got
for all my equipment with
am
money earned servicing TV so much work that
sets. Yes, N.T.S. gave me my doing it full-time. Thanks to
National Technical Schools.
start in television.
Alvin Spero
Louis A. Tabat
SEE

PHASE 5

FCC LICENSE
PREPARATION

-

industrial sound
systems
and

business intercoms
make this a highly

specialized and
important field.

OTHER SIDE

industry, or in
communicationscommerce,
broadcasting haveand
great
importance. Installation
and maintenance
of
equipment requires
trained technician
know-how.

.4rAdr'®Ar'Ar"0

RESIDENT TRAINING
AT LOS ANGELES

It you wish to take your trailing In our famous Resident
School In Los Angeles-the

FIRST CLASS
'

oldest end largest school of Rs

Permit No. 3087

kind In the world-check
special boo In coupon.

Los'Angeles; Calif.

BUSINESS REPLY. 'MAIoL

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

-

0

b

VIA AIR MAIL
~Mad la el

POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY

NATIONALFMP; SCHOOLS

Address correspondence to Dept. R2G

4000 So. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 37, California

WORLD-WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905

4000 So. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles 37, California

1

TMMq

NATIONALISCHOOLS
__..__,.....,...,.,._.

National Technical Schools

also

offers complete Home Study Training Programs in :Auto Mechanics
.Diesel, and Air Conditioning.
Refrigeration -Electrical Appliances.
For information and 'Free Book
write the School, Department RDC,
stating course desired.

i
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;Now you canbuild almost any
kind of electronic device!
I
el(9»e"

Afo»e".Nose"~Packese"~"swe""g~"gaU"tol@JI'

Here are the ABC's of 50 vacuum-tube circuits for electronics experimentation and
project construction-all fully diagramed,
complete with parts list.
HOW many times have you wanted a diagram of
a basic vacuum -tube circuit which you could use
as a guide in building hi-fi components, receivers,
transmitters, intercom systems, test equipment and
other electronic gear? At last, in one book, you can
find all the basic diagrams, schematics and other
vital information on vacuum tubes and their circuits essential for such projects!

,

,
:.R

,T

h

You'll Become An Expert On 11I Types
of xracuutn Tubes
Beginning with the Edison effect (the birth of
the diode), Julian M. Sienkiewicz, Managing Editor
of Popular Electronics, leads you right up to the

t

multi -element vacuum tubes used in everyday circuits. The first four chapters are devoted to the

oleicHIMEN!

operation of diodes, triodes, tetrodes, and pentode
and beam -power tubes. Chapter five covers construction practices, tools, and test equipment, along
with workshop hints that will be a real boon to all
who want to get the most out of their equipment.
Chapter six contains a collection of fifty vacuum tube circuits that gives you a basic library of useful
circuits for quick and trouble -free reference.
One hundred vacuum -lobe schematics, plate characteristic curves, simplified diagrams, test circuits and other selected illustrations supplement
the informative text to make this book one of the

ED

M

SIENKIEWICI

Send for FREE
Trial Examination
of this Valuable

\.

7 -Day

Book!

e ON .t , t4(NI6)ta e

J

cir)pl

j

a e. x111

most useful and invaluable manuals for your electronic experiments and hobby projects.

s ex'&1

192 pages, 100

PARTIAL CONTENTS:
DIODE VACUUM TUBES.
Emission - Diode Operation

-

Rectification Power-Supply Filters-Detection (AM
and FM). TRIODE VACUUM TUBES. Triode Op-

eration
Circuit

- The Triode Test
- Control - Triode

Characteristics-Plate Characteristic Curves-Plate Resistance-Amplification Factor. TRIODE AMPLIFIERS.
Load Lines-Operating Point
Cathode Bias
Cathode
Load Lines-Signal Amplification Signal Inversion
Voltage Gain
Computing
Voltage Gain
Distortion.

-

-

-

-

-

-

SEE

Transconductance-Amplification FactorThe Pentode Voltage Ampli-

BOOKSELLER

-

fier-Operating Point-Cathode Bias-Distortion-BeamPower Vacuum Tubes Audio Output Stage. CIRCUIT

-

CONSTRUCTION HINTS.

-

Checking Components
Fixed Resistors-Capacitors

- Transformers

-

and Coils
Vacuum Tubes Where To

-

Buy-Test Equipment-Vacuum Tube Voltmeter-Oscilloscope-Signal Generators-

-

-

Tools Soldering
Chassis
MULTI -ELEMENT Construction-BASIC VACTUBES. Miller Effect-Tet- UUM TUBE CIRCUITS.
cse(rleph
"gIt@yD "gtMCy'D
~IM@Í%'a

"Doe"

YOUR ELECTRONICS PARTS JOBBER OR
OR USE COUPON BELOW!

rodes-Pentodes-A.C. Plate
Resistance

illustrations $4.95

ELECTRONICS BOOK SERVICE

One Park Avenue
New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me VACUUM -TUBE CIRCUITS FOR
THE ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER for a free
understand that if
7 -day trial examination.
am not completely satisfied, may return the
will
book and owe you nothing. Otherwise,
remit $4.95 plus small charge for postage, packing and handling. Same return privilege and
I

I

I

I

prompt refund guaranteed!

NAME__

(please print)

ADDRESS
CITY

~tee"

ZONE_STATF

EF6L/
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CASH FOR YOU - Bookshelf
(Continued from page 34)

usT E
J

-

quencies, gives the locations of fixed transmitters, headquarters of the mobile units,
class of service, and call letters.
Published by Communication Engineering
Book Co., Radio Hill, Monterey, Mass. 181
pages. Soft cover. $5.00.

-

c

Electric APPLIANCES
Learn at Home $3 to $5 an Hour
Be Your Own Boss
Spare Time, Full Time
FREE BOOK tells about
profitable business you can
run right at home. Repair
Electric Appliances, using

-

easy, pictured instruction
backed by 45 years of success

-

-

in home -training
Prepares
you for top earnings. Earl

MOST -OFTEN -NEEDED 1962 TELEVISION
SERVICING INFORMATION
compiled by

Reid of Thompson, Ohio
says: "Made $510 In one
month spare time." At no
CASH
Appli400 MILLION Appliances are extra charge you get
In American homes right ance Tester, too. Finds trousimple tools. Pays $3-$5 an

hour!

IN ON THIS BIG BOOM

now. People need them fixed.
You make good money doing
It. In your basement, garage,
even your kitchen.

,

QUICK WAY TO GET STARTED
a day our

OPPORTUNITY

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Appliance Div.
Dept. D4M1,. Washington 16, D. C.

Send Free Book, Free Appliance Repair
Course Lesson. Am interested in:
Spare Time Earnings

My Own Business

n1bKK1XY

10

lntan S1n,aK

Better Job

Name
Address

LCity

Beitman

A collection of factory -prepared data for all
popular 1962 TV sets, this manual is designed to simplify servicing and adjustment.
Double -page schematics, alignment data,
and printed -board views are included, as
well as recommended changes, waveforms,
and voltage charts.
Published by Supreme Publications, 1760
Balsam Rd., Highland Park, Ill. 192 pages.
Soft cover. $3.00.

Get your FREE Book and
FREE Sample ..
Lesson! Mail Wi c.
coupon below,
letter or postcard, now

For less than 20*
r

M. N.

ble -spots, checks your work.

New Catalogs Available

Zone.... State

Accredited Member National Home Study Council.

'

KUHN

h`

o

,

1^

1

;',

'

MOBILE
FIXED
CONVERTERS

RECEIVING 'EQUIPMENT'

'

345A

Complete

$29.95

POLICE

A new

high gain

Crystal

Con.

Raivity

toon

install.

Easy

signed for stand and transistor car
radios. Requires
no high voltage
supply. 2-54 MC
or 150-162 MC.

COMMERCIA L
CITIZEN'S . ,

-BAND

KUHN CONVERTERS .. the most advanced line
.. designed for optimum performance.
348A

Complete

$34.95

$23.95

Transistorized, directly tunable Converter. Powered with
If- ontained mercury cell.
Excellent
Esensitivity and staIdlity. Designed for car,
home
or portable receivers. Two
typesavailable: Aircraft VHF
115-130 MC or 150-162 MC.

CATALOG

.

,

low cost Crystal Controlled Converter designed for
use with standard transistor
car radios. Operates directly
from 12V DC. Rugged con.
struction. Good sensitivity.
A new

Range 2-54 MC.

Complete

or

SEND FOR FREE

315A

con.

$14.95

A logy cost Tunable Con
verter for any 10 MC area
of: 26-54 MC. Aircraft

t

or 150-100 MC.
Easily installed. For use
with home or auto sets.
316A Directly Tunable
Converter. Available in
four ranges: 28-30 Ile.
30-50 'MC, 115-130 MC.
or 150-100 MC. Complete
$21.95
20 GLENW00D
CINCINNATI 17,
OHIO

38

Kit builders will want to have the latest
Heathkit and EICO catalogs. Heathkit's
comprehensive 100 -page catalog lists over
250 different units -40 of them new ones;
it's available for the asking from the Heath
Co., Benton Harbor, Mich. The free 28 -page
EICO catalog includes over 80 items-write
EICO Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., 33-00
Northern Blvd., L.I. City 1, N.Y.

VHF,

taining cómplete
information on a
full line of;
CONVERTERS AND
RECEIVERS FOR
EVERY APPLICATION

'

344A

Complete

TODAY

Catalog 620, write Lafayette
Radio Electronics Corp., 165-08 Liberty
Ave., Jamaica 33, N.Y. The Allied 444 -page
Catalog 210 is obtained from Allied Radio,
Dept. 201-K1, 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago
80, Ill. "The Shack" will send along a copy
of its 336 -page "consumer" catalog if you
drop a line to Radio Shack, 730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass.
340 -page

trolled Convert r. Excellent sen
ugged construc-

FIRE

ORDER

You can keep informed of the latest equipment, parts, and prices with free 1962
catalogs now available from Lafayette Electronics, Allied Radio, and Radio Shack. For

.,.'LEADERS IN SPECIALIZED

Data on more than 400 industrial and
special-purpose tubes are arranged in easy to -read reference chart style in CBS Electronics' new 52 -page catalog. Principal
characteristics and ratings are shown, as
well as base diagrams and physical dimensions. For catalog PA -400, send 50 cents to
CBS Electronics, Danvers, Mass.
30
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We'd like to send you
these important new books for a

7 -DAY FREE TRIAL EXAMINATION

--

ji
t1

'

.

----7--,-

Class

1,

CITIZENS

RADIO\

CLASS D CITIZENS RADIO

Leo G. Sands

Here is the first complete hook on Citizens Radio Operation. Ever since the initial
use of 2 -way- radiotelephone by police departments, this field has been
growing in
importance and application. Now, with more than a million vehicles equipped for its
use. Citizens Radio is a major phase of the electronics field. This important
new volume
covers every aspect of the field-its history, rules, and everything about how it worksin seven big chapters with one hundred major sections. You'll learn exactly what
Citizens Radio is. its applications. what equipment you need. the full story on receiver
circuits and transmitters, antennas, installation, and maintenance, full FCC rulings,
how to apply for licenses, etc. Many illustrations.

$4.95

COMPUTERS AND HOW THEY WORK
by James Fahnestock
Here is a fact -filled exciting guidebook to the wondersvorld of electronic computers.
with more than 120 illustrations and easy -do-follow tables in 10 big chapters. Step by
step, you'll see and understand the workings of every type of computer ever used.
This important new book illustrates the basic principles of computers in methods
that require no knowledge of electronics. You'll learn all about computer memories,
flip-flops and the binary counting system. You'll learn the mathematical language of

computers where
= 10. Other chapters show you how computers use tubes and
transistors to make complex logical decisions in thousandths of a second. COMPUTERS
AND How TIIEY WORK is must reading for career minded students and for electronics
pros who want a more complete knowledge of this field.
1

1

S4.95

THE ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL
by David A. Findlay
With

a few dollars worth of basic tools, and this book to guide you,
you can explore
the magic of electronics experimentation more completely than ever before. In a
few short hours, you'll start your first project. You'll learn about every component
used in experimentation, every tool, its function and why it is used. There are 10 big
sections, each covering a specific phase of construction. There's a giant section of
projects you can build, test equipment you'll construct and use in your future work.
THE ELECTRONIC EXP'ERIMENTER'S MANUAL will give you the professional know-how
you must have no matter what phase of electronics is your specialty.
$4.95

SEE

7 DAY FREE

EXAMINATION
When your books arrive,
read and enjoy their diversity of contents, the thoroughness of their coverage.
Then after seven days examination, if you decide that
they are not everything you
want, send them back and
receive a complete refund
of the purchase price.

YOUR ELECTRONICS PARTS JOBBER

OR BOOKSELLER OR

USE

COUPON

BELOW.

ELECTRONICS BOOK SERVICE
One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
Please send me
copies of CLASS D CITIZENS RADIO
and hill me at only $4.95 a copy plus postage and handling.
Please send me
copies of COMPUTERS AND HOW THEY WORK. and
bill me at only $4.95 a copy plus postage and handling.
Please send me
copies of THE ELECTRONIC EXPERIMENTER'S
MANUAL, and bill me at only $4.95 a copy plus postage and handling.
If I don't agree that this is one of the hest electronics investments I've ever
nude. I may return the book(s) wtihln seven days and get a full refund.
$
enclosed. (SAVE MONEY! Enclose payment with your order and
we'll pay the postage.)
Name

Address

City

Zone

November, 1961

State

EF 626
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BEST BUYS IN STEREO AND MONO HI=FI
fTf

New

f!

Transistorized

Stereo/
Mono
4-Track

Tape
Deck
RP100

-7

¡
O

New 70 -Watt Irdegrated
Stereo Amplifie- ST:0
Kit $94.95
tired $149.95

X1%7

"- !

e II

'

omm

tt,5'1185

(?')

í

Semikit (electronics

form) $299.dá

kit

in

11,.
i<

New FM -AM Stereo Tuner ST96

t

Wired ;399 95

Kit $89.95
Incl. FET

Wired $129.95

New 40 -Watt In-egroted
Stereo Amplifier ST40
Kit $79.95
wired $129.95

Tuner HFT90
Kit $39.95 Wired $65.95
Incl. FET Metal Cover $3.95

FM

r.,... ,

4

28W Integrated

Stereo Amplifier HF81
Kit $69.95
Wired $109.95

,

Incl. FET
Wired $65.95

AM Tuner HFT94

Kit $39.95

.

0

...4,,
-rE/CO";

Stereo Preampli'ier íF85
Kit $39.95
Wirer $64.95

EXCELLEIE..
Stereo
Power

Amplifiers
100W
70W
28W

s-1*,.-

Kit

HF89: $99.50
HF87: $74.95
HF86: $43.95

,--",

FM -Multiplex
Autodaptor MX99
Kit $39.95

NEW

Wired
$139.50
$114.95
$ 74.95

Wired $64.95
(PatentssPending)

Bookshelf Speaker.
System
P
Y
HFS1

Kit $39.95 Wired $47.95

CREATIVE-

;

BEST .BUYS IN CITIZENS TRANSCEIVERS, HAM GEAR, RADIOS
Citizens Band Transceivers TT

f---#

t rom

Kit
$59.95
Wired
$89.95

. -,

r

New 60W CW Transmitter =723

Kit_ $49.95

Wired

ELECTRONICS

NEW Walkie -Talkie
Citizens Band

$79.95

Over 2 MILLION
,EICO instruments in
use throughout tie

Transceiver #74)
Kit $54.95.
Wired $79.95.
Complete with
rechargeable
battery & charger.

BEST BUYS IN TEST EQUIPMENT

world. Compare, take
them home
right
off the shelf" -from 1500
neighborhood
dealers, most of

-

whom offer

°

New Metered

Variable AuloTranslormer AC
Bench Supplies
Model 1073
(3 amps)
'a
Kit $35.95 Wired $47.95
Model 1078 (71/2 amps)
Kit $42.95 Wired $54.95

m=®

Peak -To -Peak
VTVM =232
&

Uni-Probe®

Tester
=625
Kit $34.95

DC

Pat. =2,790,051

-S

MC

5" Scope =460
Kit $79.95

Kit $29.95
Wired $49.95
VTVM =221
Kit $25.95 Wired $39.95

Wired $129.50
5" Push -Pull Scope =425
Kit $44.95 Wired $79.95

-4018-

Signal
1-5,',3
Generator
=324
C
Kit $26.95
,..s.-.
Wired $39.95
RF

*}

Tube

Wired $49.95

...

-

"lir
9
Tj

J

1000

Ohms/
Volt
=536
Kit $12.90
V -0-M

Wired $16.90

1

-11
L.I.C. 1, N.Y. Pt
ever
N. Blvd.,
describing
EICO, 3300
Catalog
[) Send free products, free SteTeO
80 top-quality
Short Course est
of nea
Hovi Guide,Licfree
36-page
Send
Novice
new

dealer.

6- & 12V
.I

I

Battery
Eliminator
Charger
=1050
Kit $29.95
Wired $38.957
&

NEW AC

Extra -filtered for

Volt-Watt
Meter #250
Kit $49.95
Wired $79.95

transistor equipt. =1060
Kit_ $38.95 Wired $47.95
Listen to the EICO Hour, WABC-FM,

40

r

budget terms.

N. Y.

HI-FI for

GUIDEBOOK

for postage
enclose 25¢

Signal
Tracer
#145A
Kit $19.95
Wired $28.95

I

95.5 MC, Mon.Fri., 7:15-8 P.M.

......................

'

'

handing.

Name ...............

Multi-

J`

_....

Address ...........
................
Zone ... State
City ..............
th a West
Ad1_5% in

@.1961 by EICO, 33-00 N.

Blvd.,

L. I. C

I,

N. Y.
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Al one time only,a dream: of science, heatless illumination is
now a. reality. Electroluminescence is. being' put tó- i ork' to:
'

'

;;make paper -thin panelstwhich someday may light your hoiiie.º
%

.

By JAMES E. PUí`aH, Jr.

IN

EARLY TIMES, the glowing tree -trunk seen by a lone traveler in
the woods or the strange "burning" of the sea noticed by a wide-eyed
_sailor seemed to portend evil and disaster. Today 'we know that both
are caused by chemical reactions in the cells of tiny living things, and
our superstition has changed to active interest. Scientists have been
fascinated by the heatless light produced by certain organisms for
decades but, until recently, they couldn't even come close to duplicating
it on a practical scale.
The introduction of the fluorescent lamp-(1938) was a stép in the
!right direction. Here, less power was wasted in the production of useless heat than with an incandescent bulb, though the loss was still
substantial. In the late 1940's, however, the phenomenon 'of electro luminescence, a direct conversion of electricity to a "cold" light much
like that found in nature; moved out of the laboratory. Today you can
_buy an electroluminescent lamp for a few cents in any hardware store.
But just what is electroluminescence? Well, Webster defines luminescence as "any emission of light not ascribable directly to incandescence,
and therefore occurring at low temperatures." Generally speaking, luminescencé is caused by excitation of the electrons in a chemical com-pound called a "phosphor." In the case of living things which luminesce,
the excitation is brought about chemically and the phenomenon is usüally referred to as chemiluminescence. Therefore, electroluminescence, as
you might guess, is luminescence produced by_a phosphor which has been
excited electrically.
Electrical "Sandwich." Though electroluminescent lamps are not yet
efficient enough to provide general lighting (being most commonly used'
_as night -lights), they have some unique physical and electrical char '

-

p

-

-

Naeember, 1961
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ALUMINUM FOIL
(BACK ELECTRODE)

Sandwich -like construction of an

electroluminescent lamp can be
seen in this simplified drawing.
The front plate has a transparent
conductive coating which acts as
an electrode, yet passes light.

PHOSPHOR
LAYER

TRANSPARENT
CONDUCTIVE COATING
(FRONT ELECTRODE)

GLASS PLATE

acteristics which suggest many uses.
The lamps are made by sandwiching a
layer of phosphor (often zinc sulfide)
between two plates of electrically conducting material. The front plate usually consists of glass having a special
transparent coating which allows it to
act as an electrode, and the complete
unit is not much thicker than that plate.
When an alternating curreñt is connected across the two plates, the electrons in the phosphor are excited to a
higher energy level-causing it to emit
a soft, glareless light with almost no accompanying heat. The color of the light
depends on the selection of the phosphor

and the impurities which are deliberately
introduced into it. Green, blue, orange,
yellow, gold, red, and white phosphors
are available, but at present green yields
the most light.
Contrast the way in which light is
produced by an electroluminescent lamp
with the operation of standard fluorescent or incandescent units. Though a
phosphor is also used in the fluorescent
lamp, it is not excited directly by an
electric current-but rather by ultraviolet rays. These rays are produced
(along with wasted radiations at other
frequencies) by an electrical discharge
through mercury vapor gas. In the case

Graphs show brightness versus frequency (left) and voltage (right) for lamps of different ratings.
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The manufacturing equipment, in theory, imposes
the only limitation on the size of the lamps. Here, a
phosphor layer is being baked in an infrared oven.

of the incandescent lamp, of course, the
light is only a byproduct of the heat generated in a fine wire by the passage of

an electric current.

The new

Advantages and Drawbacks.

light source is usually produced as a flat
sheet, but it can be cut into almost any
conceivable shape. And, since no vacuum
is required for its operation, the only
limits to its physical size are those imposed by the manufacturer's equipment.
One unit recently made by Sylvania
measures eight by two feet-a whole wall
could be made to glow with a soft, pleas-

What may be the world's largest electroluminescent lamp measures eight by two
feet. It has a brilliance of five foot
lamberts, an estimated life of five years.
-

TYPICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF ELECTROLUMINESCENT LAMPS
4Q

¡

1.8
1.5

2

I.0

Operating Voltage

Available in standard voltages from
120 to E00 volts

Operating Frequency

Most useful range:
25-1000 :ycles.

Resistance
(of a square foot)

24,000-55,000

Capacitance

0.35-0.109 uf./sq.

e

.6

aºú

.4

A

:

2

2

0o

.5

I

1.5

2

25

3

35

4

45

s°

TIME IN THOUSANDS OF HOURS

Freedom from "burn out" is one feature
of the new light source. Light output
simply diminishes with time as illustrated in this graph of a typical lamp
operating at 120 volts, 60 cycles. One
manufacturer's conservative estimate of
the maximum usable life of his product under these operating conditions
is 5000 hours. Another maker claims up
to 20,000 hours of useful operation.

.

ohms, depending
on voltage rating

ft., depending

on

voltage rating
Operating Current
(@ 120 v., 60 cps)

16-36 mal./sq. ft.

Light Output
(@ 120 v., 60 cps)

0.5-1.9 footlam-

Ufe Expectancy
(@ 120 v., 60 cps)

5000-20,000 hours
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BROóKLAWN DR.
BUCKING M4

PARK

Sylvania photos

Electroluminescent lamps are well suited for
use as indicators of all kinds: above is a
glowing street sign, plus night -and -day photos
of a tractor dashboard incorporating the new
light source. Interior decorators have alsc been

finding

applications

for

electroluminescent

lighting-table top in photo below emits a
soft "candlelight" glow flattering to diners.
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ant light by installing a number of
these panels side by side.
The electroluminescent lamp's main
drawback is its present inability to produce enough light for high -intensity applications. The light output of a given
phosphor, however, can be increased by
raising its supply voltage and/or frequency. Though 120 -volt, 60 -cycle operation is common, special oscillators have
been used to provide higher frequencies
(up to 20,000 cycles), and lamps rated
at voltages up to 600 are readily available. An interesting idiosyncrasy of
these lamps is that, with some phosphors, a color shift occurs as the frequency is raised. In the case of one
green phosphor, the color changes to
blue at frequencies over 400 cycles.
It will be a while before you can light
your house with glowing ceiling or wall
panels but, in the meantime, electroluminescent lighting will find plenty of applications. In addition to their other advantages, these "miracle" lights have a
usable life expectancy of up to 20,000
hours. During this time a burn -out never
occurs-the light intensity simply decreases slowly until it reaches a level so
low that the unit must be replaced.
Then, too, power consumption is quite
low. A Westinghouse "Rayescent" lamp,
for instance, draws only 0.6 watt per
square foot when operating at 120 volts,
60 cycles.
Present and Future.

Long life, freedom from "catastrophic" burn -out, and

glareless light make these lamps particularly well suited for use as indicators
of all kinds. Among the applications in
this category which have been suggested
or already developed are lighting for aircraft, auto, and boat instrument panels,
highway signs, and "read-out" numbers.
Interior decorators, too, are excited
by the possibilities of this flexible light
source. Glowing walls and ceilings (primarily for decorative effect rather than
illumination) are already a reality, and
electroluminescent panels have been incorporated into many types of furniture.
Perhaps in the not -too -distant future
this revolutionary lighting material will
be improved to the point where it can
be used for general lighting as well as
decoration-and you may have to look
in an antique store to find one of today's
"old-fashioned" light bulbs.
30
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Build a

RADATI'N

\DETECTOR
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Sensitive ionization chamber
By JACK MANDEVILLE

N

detects ions produced by
CONSTRUCTION of an ionization chamber type radiation detector is
usually limited to a "laboratory" of
sorts, since this is the only place where
the special tools and machinery normally needed to fabricate and assemble
such a detector will be found. But building the ionization chamber described
here requires only hand tools and readily
available, inexpensive materials.
This radiation detector is actually a
rate meter which indicates radiation in
terms of time (i.e., 10 milliroentgens
per hour). The instrument gives a relative reading based upon the rate of radiation before and during exposure to the
radiation source. With proper facilities, it could be calibrated to indicate
the actual amount of radiation present.
Except for a tube and a meter, the
necessary parts are frequently encountered in the spare parts box of any
electronics experimenter. And even if
you start out by purchasing all necesNovember, 1961

nuclear radiation
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frorp ionizadión'chamber into -amoplifier,

sary materials, you'll probably find that
the total cost of the instrument won't
exceed $30.00 or so.
Construction. The ionization chamber
consists of a medium-sized, thin -walled
can with a lid. (A half -pound shortening can with a hinged lid is ideal.)
Mounted in the chamber are a three -pin
connector and a device (terminal board
or clamp) to hold subminiature electrometer tube VI (see Fig. 1).
The meter chassis ( shown in Figs. 2 and
3) is connected to the ionization chamber by a plug and cable combination and
contains a 0-50 /Ia. meter, three potentiometers, a switch, batteries, and a transistor. Actually, meter MI can be almost any basic movement up to 0-250 µa.
-the more sensitive the meter, the
more sensitive the instrument. (As a
matter of fact, the author used a 20 -/.La.
Triplett unit he had on hand rather
than the 50 -pa. meter specified.)
Take care during construction to avoid
contaminating the electrometer tube by
breathing on or holding its base. If the

tube is thus contaminated (zero -signal
plate current will exceed 150 µa. in such
cases), you can decontaminate it by
washing it with alcohol and cleaning it
with a brush.
46
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Adjustment Procedure. To set up the
unit for radiation measurements, perform the following steps in the order indicated here.
(1) Turn potentiometer R1 to its full
counterclockwise position.
(2) Turn potentiometer R3 to its full

clockwise position.

(3) Turn potentiometer R4 to its full
counterclockwise position.
(4) Switch Si to "on."
(5) Allow about a minute for conditions to stabilize.
(6) If the meter reading is below midrange, rotate R¢ clockwise until the
meter indicates mid -range. If the meter
reading is above mid -range, rotate R3
counterclockwise until the meter indicates mid -range.
(7) Adjust R3 for zero (background

radiation without source).
(8) Place a radioactive source next to
the chamber.
(9) Adjust R1 and R4 for a full-scale
meter reading.
(10) Repeat steps 7, 8, and 9 until
readings are constant.
Properly adjusted, this instrument is
capable of detecting radiation from such
weak sources as the dials of luminous
wrist watches. But remember that the
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Fig. 3. Controls and meter M1
are mounted on chassis (top),
with batteries and transistor
attached to bottom plate. Handles (see Fig. 2) and rubber
feet (above) are both optional.

4. Circuits for ionization
chamber (box at left in diagram) and d.c. amplifier; J1
and PI at top refer to connectors on cable between two units.
Cable consists of three wires
to connect points A, B, and C.
Fig.

ONIZATION
CHAMBER

intensity of radiation varies inversely
with the square of the distance, and
large fluctuations in rate cannot be expected from weak sources at great distances.
About the Circuit. Radiation particles
from the source to be detected will enter the chamber and ionize the atoms
and/or molecules in the air. The resulting ions will have either a positive or a
negative charge and will therefore be
either repelled or attracted by the collector grid and the shell of the ion
chamber.
The flow of these ions constitutes a
flow of current in the- grid cathode -shell
circuit. This flow of grid current in the

electrometer tube results in a corresponding increase or decrease in plate
current.
The actual circuitry is shown in Fig.
4. The electrometer plate current (approximately 100 µa.) is used for base
bias and signal current for the transistor d.c. amplifier. Connected in series
with the collector of transistor Q1, the
meter effectively monitors the amplified
d.c. signal.
Potentiometer R1 controls the basic
sensitivity of the ion chamber and the
base -emitter circuit of Ql. Resistor R2
is a current limiter for transistor protection, while potentiometers R3 and R4
control calibration of the meter.
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GOES ON TV
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Private eye Roger Smith (center) awaits report via CB from colleague
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. (at left), as "Roscoe" hovers in the background.
Zimbalist and Smith are the mainstays on ABC's "77 Sunset Strip."

k.

EVERY Friday evening between the hours of 9 and 10,
some 20 million -plus TV viewers watch "77 Sunset
Strip." A Warner Bros. production broadcast over the
ABC television network, "77 Sunset Strip" is the pioneer
hour-long detective/adventure show.
Much credit for the continuing success of this show
goes to the two leading men, Efrem Zimbalist, Jr., and
Roger Smith. Ideally suited for the parts they portray,
Zimbalist and Smith typify 'the American concept of a
"private eye."
In the series of this show now being broadcast, observant POPULAR ELECTRONICS readers will be able to see
these two detectives make use of CB equipment-employing the phony call -sign 11J5486. A CB transceiver
has been made a part of the office furniture in this TV
series, and hand-held transceivers will also appear from
time to time.
We at POPULAR ELECTRONICS are proud to report that
we assisted in this exposure of CB on network TV.
Needless to say, we urge all of our readers to tune in the
following three shows where CB equipment plays an
important part: "The Bridal Trail Caper," "The Bel Air
Hermit" and "The Unremembered." Your local TV program listings will tell you when these shows are on
30
the air.
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FLEA -POWER
GLOW LIGHT

A

batte' y -operated power supply for portable operation
of a standard electroluminescent lamp
By JAMES E. PUGH, JR.

THE electroluminescent night -lights now on the market are handy
gadgets to have around. Drawing a minimum of current, they'll
bathe a room in a soft, pleasant glow-yet can be left burning day
and night at a cost of only a few pennies a year. Though designed
to work on the a.c. line, the current demand of these units is so
small that a battery -powered Hartley oscillator is more than adequate as a power supply.
With the oscillator described here, you can use your night -light
on hunting trips; in trains, boats, and cars; or anywhere a soft,
low -intensity lamp is needed. A line cord has been included for
switching to a.c. when such operation is possible, and a convenient
intensity control allows you to vary the brightness.
The Circuit. Transistor QI is connected as a Hartley oscillator
and powered by battery Bl. The 6.3 -volt secondary of transformer
T1 serves as a tapped oscillator coil. Resistor R1 and capacitor
November, 1961
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Center -tapped secondary of reverse connected transformer T1 is coil
for Hartley oscillator circuit. About
125 volts appear across primary.
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LAMP

17"

I
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L

R2

S01

S2

PARTS LIST
B1

-9 -volt
lent)

battery (Burgess 2N6 or equiva-

C1-5-4., 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
C2 -160-µf., 15 -volt electrolytic capacitor
01-2.\408 transistor
R1 -6800 -ohm, %,-watt resistor

!

R2-1-mego/nn potentiometer (linear taper)

S1-D.p.d.t. toggle switch
S2-0.p.s.t. switch (oat R2)

S01-Chassis-type a.c. receptacle (Amphenol
61-F or equivalent)
TI-Filament transformer; primary, 117
volts; secondary. 6.3 volts @ 1.2 amp.
CT (Staucor 1'6134)
1
4''A" x4r," x4%" sloping panel utility
box (Premier .ISPC-1200 or equivalent)
-120 -volt, 0.02 -watt Sylvania "1'anclesceat" night light
tllisc.-Pointer knob for R2, 7 -lug terminal
strip. rubber feet. battery connector, cable
clamp for lint card. hardware, etc.

,

R

RI
CI

----R¡

-

TERMINAL''-.,/
STRIP
C2

1

r

[

TI

.

,

?i.

i

^"

I

$

-r= -`
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Cl determine the pulse rate, which is
about 60 cycles with the values specified. When the oscillator is in operation,
its output is stepped up by Ti, and approximately 125 volts are available at
the primary of this reverse -connected
transformer. The primary of Ti is wired
to the night -light socket (201) through
intensity -control potentiometer R2.
In the schematic, switch Si is shown
set for battery operation as described
above. When Si is in the A.C. position,
however, battery Dl is disconnected and
potentiometer R2 and socket SO1 are
switched from Ti's primary to the a.c.
line. Switch S2, which is ganged to po-

CABLE CLAMP

BATTERY CLAMP

fit neatly in compact utility
box. Note that most oscillator components mount on the terminal strip.
Parts

tentiometer R2, turns the unit on and off
regardless of which type of operation S1
is set for.
Construction. For best appearance and
ease of operation, the circuit is housed
in a 41/2" x 411i" x 4%," sloping-panel
utility box. To avoid damage to furniture, fasten three small rubber feet to
the bottom of the box.
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RUBBER/
(I OF 31

Pictorial diagram clearly shows parts layout and wiring details. Terminal strip at left is
tilted forward. for a better view of its connections, and color coding of Tl's leads is shown.

Using the photograph as a rough
guide, drill all the mounting holes. It's
most convenient to make the opening
for socket SO/ with a 1.4" punch or hole
cutter, but it can be drilled out and filed
to size. Now bend a 21/2" x 1,4" strip of
soft steel as shown to form a. battery
clamp.
With the above construction details
carried out, you can proceed to the
mounting and wiring of the components.
Begin by mounting transformer T1 and
cutting its leads to the lengths needed.
Next, solder all wires to switch S1,
making sure to allow enough lead length
to reach the various other components,
and fasten the switch in place.
All of the connections to the terminal
strip should now be made-take care to
avoid heat damage when soldering in the
transistor. Then mount the terminal
strip, as well as socket SO1 and poten-

tiometer R2/switch 22. Finally, install
the line cord and battery and complete
the wiring.
Using the Supply. For battery operation, set S2 to the Battery position; to
operate from the a.c. line, set the switch
to A.C. In either case, R2/S2 will turn
the light on and off and control its intensity. The lamp glows green when operated from the line, but you'll notice
that it's blue when the oscillator is being
used as the power supply. The color
change is caused by a high -frequency
component in the oscillator's pulse.
If you'd like to experiment with different oscillator frequencies, you can
change the values of Rl and Cl. Reduce
either or both to increase the frequency,
or increase them to decrease the frequency. For greater light output at very low
frequencies, the pulse should be broadened by making Cl much larger.
30
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Prolong the life of your equipment by giving it
adequate ventilation
By CHARLES H. WELCH

Right Side Up. With the rectifier tube
and capacitor close together in this amplifier, the temperature of the electrolytic stabilized at 100° F in 30 minutes.

THE DAMAGING EFFECT of heat is
one of the least understood and most
neglected problems in operating electronic equipment. Hi-fi amplifiers and
tuners have been particular casualtiesthey are often placed in poorly ventilated
enclosures where excessive heat can make
the most trouble.
To obtain a clear picture of what heat
damage means to hi-fi owners, let's take
a typical audio power amplifier tube, the
6AQ5, fit it with a standard tube shield,
put the tube in an unventilated cabinet,
and apply voltages equal to those found
in the average amplifier. Within a few
hours, the tube's glass bulb will reach a
temperature of about 400°C, or 750°F.
In other words, the tube is HOT.
What is the 6AQ5's response to this
treatment? You may consider yourself
lucky if the tube lasts for 1000-1500

a

hours. Since it is not uncommon for a
6AQ5 to last about 10,000 hours, excessive heat has lopped off possibly 90%
of the useful tube life.
However, this isn't the only thing that
has occurred-if the tube happens to be
part of a hi-fi amplifier. The 6AQ5, together with other heat -dissipating components in the circuit, will have raised
the temperature in the unventilated enclosure to about 125°C. This exceeds the
rated operating temperatures for electrolytic capacitors, some resistors, and even
a few transformers.
Our amplifier has started a frantic
race to see which of its components will
fail first. Let's look at what heat does
to the various components.
Capacitors. Practically all capacitors
used in hi-fi equipment will be temporarily or permanently damaged by ex -
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cessive heat. The most sensitive is the
electrolytic capacitor. When it is operated near its maximum voltage rating,
and the temperature exceeds the manufacturer's rating, the leakage current
goes up sharply. This causes additional
heating, which again causes the leakage
current to increase
making for a
vicious spiral which ends abruptly in the
explosive demise of the electrolytic.
Resistors. Not only can composition
resistors be damaged by excessive heat,
but in normal operation they may give
off some heat of their own which adds to
their problems-and those of surrounding components. One manufacturer of
.

.

.

emission, interelectrode leakage, and
cathode emission loss.
When you purchase an amplifier, take
a close look at how and where the tubes
are mounted. They should be in a position where air can circulate freely.
Use of the common J -type tube shield
generally raises the temperature of the
tube envelope by 50°C. Some designers
of hi-fi equipment now feel that too many
tubes are often shielded in preamplifiers
and amplifiers unnecessarily.
Give your hi-fi a chance to breathe,
and you'll find that it will work better
and longer, with fewer-if any-breakdowns due to excessive heat.
30

Wrong Side Up. Turning the amplifier
over put the capacitor above the tube;
its temperature rose to 136' F in
30 minutes and was still climbing.

quality composition -type resistors says
be expected to increase in resistance by about 6% for
each 1000 hours of operation at a temperature of 150°C. This means that the
voltages and currents applied to the
tubes in your hi-fi system can be expected to change, either throwing the system
out of balance, or introducing distortion.
Semiconductors. Practically all selenium or silicon rectifiers and diodes are
affected by heat. Generally speaking, the
maximum forward current of a semiconductor must be lowered as the temperature goes up. In one typical unit, a
forward current rating of 750 ma. at
40°C drops to 250 ma. at 125°C.
Tubes. Operating tubes above their
rated temperatures often leads to the
tubes becoming gassy. Other heat induced reasons for tube failures are grid

that his product can

Improved Tube Shield. Five times as expensive
(left), the Type B shield
from International Electronic Research (right)
dissipates heat rapidly. In tests by the author,
tubes fitted with this shield were 200° F cooler.
as the J -type tube shield
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WAYS TO GET CLIPPED
Suggested by

TIE CLASP-TEMPORARY
every male experimenter
battered tie clasps in his
can be put to use as

JOHN A. COMSTOCK

CLIP. Almost
has a few old,
dresser. They
heat sinks in

transistor experiments, or

as

tempo-

rary connectors to hold several wires
together which don't need to be soldered. A tie clasp will also serve as an
alligator clip in the negative lead of a
VOM or VTVM.

CLOTHESPIN TEST CLIPS. You can
make a couple of jumbo -size test clips
in a hurry from plastic spring -type
clothespins. Solder lugs to the ends
of your test leads and fasten them to
each clip with self -tapping
screws
turned into the coil of the spring. Then
cut a small U-shaped wire and solder
it to the spring on either side of the
clip; the other end of this wire is your
electrical contact in the jaws of the
plastic clip.

i
ALLIGATOR CLIPS GUIDE SAW. A pair
of alligator clips will help keep a hacksaw blade in place when you're starting
a cut in thin sheet metal. On many
occasions, you'll find that using these
clips will be easier than filing a notch
to start the new cut.

3.

v-_

CURTAIN CLIP COILS CORD. If you're
tired of tripping over dangling power
leads, take up some of the slack with
plastic curtain clips. These clips can
be found in the housewares department of any five-and-dime store. If the
cord is excessively long, use two curtain clips-one near the plug, the other
near the appliance.

.
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D A SQU 2CH TO TPE CB -1
Simple diode circuit eliminates super) egeneratit'e hiss

,

'__

L

`

By R. L. HAWBAKER,

IF

YOU OWN one of the popular Heath kit CB -1 Citizens Band transceivers,
here's a neat way to add an efficient
squelch circuit to the receiver section.
The squelch will block almost all of the
"between - stations" superregenerative
hiss and man-made noise-yet, if set
properly, it will pass the weakest r.f.
carrier. Installation involves adding
only a few components and making some
simple wiring changes.
About the Circuit. The changes to be
made center around the plate circuit of
detector Vlb. This circuit, before and
after modification, is shown in Figs. 1
and 2 respectively. In both diagrams, all
original components are marked with
their Heath part numbers. In Fig. 2,

10W0975

all new components are designated by
numbers beginning with "50" (i.e., V501,
R502, etc.)
Portions of the circuit
which are left unchanged have been
drawn with dotted lines.
Tube V501 is a 6AL5 dual diode, only
half of which is used. Its plate voltage
is taken from dropping resistor R501
and filtered by a network consisting of
R503 and R504 and capacitors C502 and
C503. The cathode is biased through
resistor R502 and potentiometer R106;
it receives the audio output of tube V1b
.

through capacitor C501. Capacitor C504
couples V501's audio output (by way
of volume control R108) to the grid of
the first audio amplifier (V2b).
Potentiometer R106, formerly the re -
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Fig. 1. Plate circuit of Heathkit
CB -1's detector before modifications

are made. Regeneration control R106
will become the squelch control.

generation control, serves to control the
squelch. Resistor R501 sets the regeneration at a fixed value, and the author
found that this causes no inconvenience
-the model shown has operated over the
entire Citizens Band with no noticeable
loss in sensitivity.
Squelch control R106 is normally set
so that the cathode of diode V501 is
slightly more positive than the plate. In
this condition, the tube will not conduct
and no signal will pass through to V2b.
When a carrier is received by detector
V1b, however, the diode's plate voltage
will rise until the plate becomes more
positive than the cathode. The tube then
conducts and the signal passes through.
With R106 set so that V501 is just on
the threshold of conducting, a rise in
plate voltage of only one volt will "break"
the squelch. The average readable signal causes a rise of 3 to 5 volts, but
superregenerative hiss and/or most manmade noise will not increase the voltage
to the value necessary for conduction.
Remember, though, that this device ís
not a noise limiter. It serves mainly to
squelch the hiss which is characteristic
of a superregenerative receiver when no
signal is being picked up. Man-made
noise is also suppressed when no signal
is present, but once a carrier causes the
tube to conduct, any noise will ride
through as well.
The only mechanical
Installation.
changes which must be made in the
56

Fig. 2. The circuit in Fig. 1 of er
it is modified. Dotted portions of

the schematic represent sections
which have been left unchanged.

CB -1 are the addition of a socket (SOD
for V501 and an extra terminal strip
(TS1). The pictorial diagram (Fig. 3),
which shows the corner of the chassis
(wiring eliminated) where these parts are
located, will help you with the placement. The original parts are marked
with their Heath designations.
The author installed a 5 -terminal (one
grounded) terminal strip, even though
a 3 -terminal unit would have worked, to
get good spacing of the parts. Only the
terminals marked 1, 2, and 3 are used.
Notice also that, to conserve space and
avoid drilling an extra hole, one side of
the new socket is held in place by one of
the mounting nuts for V2's socket.
Place a solder lug under the mounting
nut for the other side of the socket.
Wiring Steps. Once S01 and TS1 are in
place, you're ready to go ahead with the
wíríng. The steps are itemized belowcarry them out in order and check off
each one as you have completed it. An
asterisk appearing after a terminal
means that the last connection has been
made to it and it's okay to solder.
All of the terminal numbers mentioned
in the following instructions refer to
Fig. 3, and the photo of the underside
of the chassis will give you an idea of
the relative positions of the components.
When wiring, be sure to route all component leads so that they are as short
and direct as possible. In this way, undesirable effects, such as hum pickup or
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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p

1104

i

:C50Ú

\'
R501

A

-'

4

oy

-J

VSO!

yy

4.

'?

l

SOCKET

-- s-'

R502

C 503

'E4
C50ti

.

R503

-PARTS LIST
(501, C502 -0.05-µf., 400 -volt capacitor
0503-0.001-.0. ceramic disc capacitor
0504-0.07-4f. ceramic disc capacitor
R501-100,000 ohms
i502-1

megohm

R503-470,000 ohms
8504-560,000 ohms

all

"

R108

R504

C502

Bottom view of CB -1 chassis shows
some of the components to be added.
Extra terminal strip (not visible) makes
for a professional -looking installation..

2 -watt

resistors

-7 -pin miniature tube socket
-5 -lug terminal strip (center lug grounded)

501
751

Fig. 3. Components in area of chassis
where changes are made. Part and
terminal numbers are keyed to installation and wiring instructions in text.

F501 -6ÁL5 tube
Misc.-Tube shield for V2, solder lug, hardware, etc.

D

4Q

04

V2
SOCKET

1

ADDED

SOCKET
(S01)

L104

7

SOLDER LUG

L102
VOLUME

CONTROL
IR108)

\

4

F

0

ó
O

ADDED

TERMINAL
ST RIP (TS I)
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V501

Top of chassis after conversion looks
much as it did before. Only new components visible are V501 and the
shield for V2. Control R106 is
old part with new function.

1

1'

SHIELD

R106

Pik

the introduction of feedback will be
avoided. In addition, you'll have a
neater -looking job.
(1) Remove the 150,000 -ohm resistor
(R107) connected between terminal 2 of
choke L104 and terminal 1 of terminal
strip "D."
(2) Remove and save the 0.001-p.f. capacitor (C114) connected between terminal 2 of L104 and terminal 1 of volume
control R108.
(3) Connect a 100,000 -ohm resistor
(R501) between terminal 2 of L104 and
terminal 1" of terminal strip "D."
(4) Disconnect the lead from the center terminal of regeneration control
R106 (not shown in Fig. 3) and move it
to the ungrounded end terminal."
(5) Connect the center terminal" of
R106 to terminal 3 of terminal strip TS1.
(6) Connect pin 3 of socket SO/ to
501's center shield terminal.
(7) Connect SO/'s center shield terminal" to the solder lug`- installed under
SW's mounting nut.
(8) Connect pin 4" of SO/ to pin 4<,
of V2's socket.
(9) Connect R502 (1,000,000 ohms)
from terminal 3* of TS1 to terminal 1 of
S01.
(10) Connect C501 (0.05 pi.) from
terminal 2 of L104 to terminal 1" of
SO1.

(11) Connect R503 (470,000 ohms)

from terminal 2" of

L1011

to terminal

1

of TS1.

(12) Connect C502 (0.05 p.f.) from
terminal 1 of TS1 to terminal 2
(ground) of TS1.
(13) Connect R504 (560,000 ohms)
from terminal 1" of TS1 to terminal 7
of SO/.

(14) Connect C503 (0.001 µf.-formerly C//4) from terminal 7 of SO/ to
terminal 2" of TS1.
(15) Connect C'504 (0.01 pf.) from
terminal 7" of SO/ to terminal 1" of volume control R108.
With the wiring completed, the only
work remaining is to install a shield on
V2. Tube V2's socket could be changed
to the type having a fitting for a shield,
but the author found it more convenient
simply to slip the shield over V2 and
solder it to one of the socket mounting
screws.
Using the Squelch. After all of the wiring has been double-checked, turn on
the receiver and let it warm up. Start
with R106 at its maximum resistance
position, rotating it until the super regenerative hiss just stops. The control
is now set for proper operation and need
not be readjusted until the set has been
shut off and turned on once more. After
you've used your new squelch circuit
for a while, you'll wonder how you ever
30
got along without it.
POPULAR
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ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC ANALOGY QUIZ
By ROBERT P. BALIN

Electronic circuits perform
orm functions similar to many
mechanical devices and natural phenomena, and ,finding an analogy between them often leads to a better
understanding of both. See if you can match the numbered electronic circuits on the left with the lettered
sketches on the right. Answers appear on page 124.
B

.

2

A

B

1E:
3

4

5

6

D

E

F

.,as

7

+

.a..

8
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EQUIPMEN
Letters are printed on cell plane sheets- having a weak adhesive backing. Cut therwout with a needle-sharp stylus and' transfer them to a
sheet of transparent -acetate. White' paper
will do 'if you plan to, use photostat labels.

Does ,it strike you that some
home -built 3güipment shoisl.l g+c
back where it came firenn-f,-he
junk box? You can make g92
looking labels from Ce ilo- ak.
Artyp'e .or Prestype, a,Lx.ilcb&
from. your local 'art supplier

i

J

_.

Y

r
q
o:1y

a

With a straight edge and sharp knife, carer&
ly cut 'the individual labels from the pterdo
negative (white lettering on black ba;:kgroundl
or photostat. Maine 'the cuts "edeny to insure,
that the labels wilt all be rectangudsr.

Carefully glue each label into its proper, position on the instrument's 'panel. You can' use
any one of the numerous glues and adhesives
that will bond' dissimilar substances. Do NOT
use" rubber cement-the labels will peel off.

60
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LABELING --SIMPLIFIED
By CHARLES SMITH
Aign the hor;zontal lines printed bélów each
letter. Watch your letter -to letter spacing.
Using a bone burnisher or the bowl end of a
.tablespoon, press the letters down on the acetate so that the adhesive holds them in place.

The acetate with the pressed -on letters can be
used as a negative to make a contact pr nt.
Ask a photographer friend to let you use his
enlarger to ncrease or decrease type s ze.
Photostat copies are good but cost a bít more.

,o

s

p

""5,7.

ea.I'r
1+

...

gain

-

A3er gluing a label in place, -you may find
the white edge of the photo paper distracting..
Paint -the edge with thinned -out bi'ac<"nail bob
or with India ink. Use a. very -ine'brush
aid take care that the ink doesn't ruff.

=

world of difference! This Ipo<s like a professional piece of equipment-one that you can
proudly:show to your friends and acquaintances.
A
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DOUBLES
AS INTERCOM

RADI(Ó)

Hartley oscillator circuit transmits
intercom signal through home receiver
By MARTIN H. PATRICK

ALMOST any home radio receiver will
perform as an efficient intercom with
the addition of this simple circuit. Because the intercom signal is actually

"broadcast" into the receiver, it's not
necessary to make extensive modifications to the radio's audio system. When
it isn't in use for communication, the set
can be operated normally-or even
played through the remote intercom
speaker. Handy to have around the
house, the sensitive intercom can be used
as a "baby sitter," door announcer, or
paging system.
The Circuit. Transistor Q1 is connected
in a simple Hartley oscillator circuit
which is tuned to the broadcast band. A
PM loudspeaker, connected in series with
the tap of coil L1 and used as a microphone, supplies the modulation. The
oscillator is powered by B1, a single penlight cell.
The receiver's loudspeaker is discon62

nected from the output transformer, and
the speaker and transformer leads are
connected to "Talk -Listen" switch S2.
Also connected to 82 is a second, remote
speaker (SPKR 1)
Switch S2 is so wired that, in its
"Listen" position, remote speaker SPKR 1
modulates the oscillator and the receiver speaker is connected to the output
transformer. Anything spoken into
SPKR 1 is transmitted to the receiver by
the oscillator and heard in the receiver
speaker. In the "Talk" position, the
connections are reversed-the receiver
speaker does the modulating and the receiver's audio output is connected to the
remote speaker.
Construction. First check to see that
the receiver you're planning to use has
a PM (permanent magnet) loudspeaker.
Most of the newer sets do, but older ones
are often equipped with dynamic speakers (you can recognize these units by
.
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)TO RECEIVER'S SPEAKER

Switch S2 in intercom circuit

interchanges SPKR 1 and radio
speaker between output of receiver
and input of Hartley oscillator.

1100 TURNS

200 TURNS

52 (SHOWN IN 'LISTEN"

PO

;ITION)

)TO SECONDARY

CI

OF

'

OUTPUT

O.Ipf.
JJ

TRANSFORMER
'RECEIVER'S

81

1.5V

JI

1

,;_é
!t`

-.-

_

9

SPKRI

PARTS LIST

-

.
# '

I

PI
®

=.C2 -SEE TEXT

,11

131

HOLE FOR

S2'S SHAFT

-1.5 -volt

penlight cell (Burgess Type "Z"

or equivalent)

C1 -0.1-µf., 200 -volt paper capacitor

C2-Optional-see text
II-Open-circuit phone jack
L1-300 turns of #29 or #30 enameled wire,
tapped at 100 turns, scramble -wound on a
5/16" -diameter, 1" -long form-see text
Pl-Phone plug
Q1 -2N1265 transistor
R

1-1500-oknn.

s -watt resistor

S1-S.p.s.t. switch
S2-4 -polo, 2 -position rotary
switch (Mallory 3242J or
equivalent)
SPKR 1-PAI speaker to match
unit in radio-see text

casliv

A1isc.-3%" x PA" perforated

board, wood or plastic box.

transistor socket, battery
holder, enclosure and cable for
remote speaker, etc.

Major components are mounted
on perforated -board chassis
housed in wooden box, but plastic case could be used instead.
QI

the fact that they have four leads rather
than two). Receivers with dynamic
speakers are not suitable for use with
this intercom circuit.
When you've got your set picked out,
remove it from its cabinet and disconnect the loudspeaker from the output
transformer secondary. Next, attach new
sets of leads (each about three feet
long) to the speaker and transformer
secondary. The receiver can now be re-

installed in the cabinet with the new
leads running through a convenient
opening in the rear. The free ends of
these leads will be connected to S2.
With the receiver modifications completed, proceed to the construction of the
oscillator/control unit. The author
mounted all of the parts, with the exception of switch Si and jack J1, on a
31/2" x 31/4" piece of perforated board.
The board was housed in a homemade
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wooden box to which S1 and JI were
fastened. Switch 82's shaft extends outside the box through a ,=G" -diameter hole.
You can vary the construction details
to suit yourself, but don't use a metal
box. Coil L2 is also the oscillator's "antenna," and to shield it in a metal enclosure would prevent the signal from
reaching the receiver. A small plastic
instrument case or utility box should
make a good substitute.
Wiring the unit is a simple job, but
be sure to keep the leads as short and
direct as possible. Capacitor C2 should
not be installed at this point, since it
may not be necessary (see "Operation"

section)
Coil LI consists of 300 turns of No. 29
or No. 30 enameled wire "scramble wound" on a ,5;" -diameter, 1" -long form.
At the 100th turn, make a tap about 4"
long by twisting together a loop of the
wire. Bring the tap out to the end of the
coil and wind the remaining 200 turns
over it. The form can be cut from a
piece of W" -diameter polystyrene rod or
tubing. A 3/4" x 3/4" plastic square glued
to each end of the form retains the wire
and makes a handy mounting base.
To finish up, select a remote loudspeaker (SPKR 1) that matches the
one in the receiver as closely as possible
and house it in an appropriate enclosure.
.

Install phone plug

131 on the end of
SPKR 1's cord, plug it into J1 on the
oscillator/control unit, and you're ready
to try out the intercom.
Operation. Place the oscillator/control
unit so that coil L1 is parallel to the receiver's loop antenna and as close to it
as possible. Then move remote speaker
SPKR 1 into the next room (to avoid
feedback) and snap on power switch S1.
Turn on the receiver and tune in the
oscillator's signal; it should be strong
enough to "drown out" any broadcast
station which happens to be on the same
frequency.
With a friend stationed at SPKR 1,
turn S2 to "Talk" and speak into the
receiver's speaker-your voice should
come from the remote speaker. To receive an answer, turn S2 to "Listen"
and have your friend talk into the remote unit-you should be able to hear
his voice through the receiver speaker.
If SPKR 1 and the receiver speaker
are well -matched, the remote and local
volumes should be about the same. If
they are not, you should be able to equalize them by connecting a paper capacitor,
size determined by experimentation,
across one speaker or the other (see
In the author's
C2 in the schematic)
model, a 0.05-/Lf. unit was installed at
SPKR 1.
30
.

FLY SWATTER BECOMES
CARTRIDGE TESTER
An inexpensive plastic fly swatter is
the basis for this simple, but handy,
gadget for testing phono cartridges.
Cut off 10" of the swatter's handle and
discard the "business end." Then tape
a 30" length of standard phono pickup
arm cable to the handle as shown in the
photo below, installing a pair of miniature alligator clips on the short end and
a phono plug on the long end. In use,
the cartridge is taped to the end of the
2.5'

TAPE
PHONE
CARTRIDGE

handle and connected to the cable via
the alligator clips. Plug the free end of
the cable into an amplifier and support
the cartridge over a record revolving on
-Art Trauffer
any turntable.

_
ALLIGATOR

4A'

-

\TAPE

CLIPS

PHONO

yi
¡

S
ai
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Headband bracket matches tapped holes.

-

Use separate leads for each speaker, and phase for best bass.

STEREO HEADSET
on a BUDGET
By R. F. DRISCOLL

YOU CAN ASSEMBLE your own stereo headset for about half the
price of a factory -made product. Pick up a pair of Quam 25A07N
replacement speakers (they come with holes tapped in the back plate),
a pair of headset cushions, and a Trimm headband. Cut the lour
flanges off the speakers, and fit the speakers into the headset cushions
(be careful of the speaker cones) after attaching some flexible wire
leads to the voice coil terminals. Attach the Trimm headband by
sweat -soldering a bracket with holes to match the spacing of those
already in the speakers. Connect each pair of leads to plugs, reversing
the leads to one plug for best bass, then sit back and listen.
-{}Total cost of the five items you will need to make
the stereo headset should be approximately $4.60.

okr

Speaker mounting flanges should be clipped off as
shown. Enlarge holes in cushions for best response.

1

-
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PEDIACOUMETEFZ
Electronic jack-in-the-box aids
hearing tests of small fry
the hearing of children too
young to understand the usual methods is a difficult problem. To solve it.,
Dr. C. Olaf Haug of the University of
Texas medical school has developed an
electronic jack-in-the-box.
Called a "Pediacoumeter," the machine
is equipped with seven dolls-each representing a different audio tone. The
child is told (see photo sequence starting at top left) that if he hears a doll
cry out and presses the button, the doll
will be released.
Each ear is tested for the seven tone
signals. A hidden operator controls the
test via a selector switch and a master
switch to prevent accidental or premature release of a doll head. Then the
operator increases the strength of the
tone signal until the child reacts.
With 3- and 4 -year olds, the Pediacoumeter has been providing complete audigrams in 80% of the cases tested. Dr.
Haug reports that evaluation of hearing
deficiencies at a time when they are most
easily cured can prevent permanent psychological damage to a child.
r TESTING

-Dennis J.
-
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for photographers

Bi-Slave
for AG -1's
The flash bulb on your camera triggers the slave
into action-providing an extra "sync -in" flash
By JIM GOSS

PHOTOFLASH FANS, both amateurs
and pros, are always interested ín
adding at least one photoelectric slave
unit to their lighting equipment. But
the Bi-Slave is unique since it has no
competitors on the market which can
fire the mighty but tiny AG -1 flash bulb.
(The "Bi" in the unit's name is derived
from two photoelectric cells which pick
up the triggering light from the camera's
flash bulb.)
Costing less than $16.00 to build, the
Bi-Slave can be assembled in an evening.

In fact, building two or three at once
adds only about one hour to the construction time because you save valuable
workshop "tooling -up" time. If you
make two Bi-Slaves and like to tote
around a case of AG -1 bulbs (144),
you'll find that the total weight is only
two pounds.

To use the Bí -Slave, you simply snap
in an AG -1 flash bulb, set a switch (Si)
to "on," aim the reflector at the subject, then let the flash bulb on your
camera do the rest. The Bi-Slave will
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OPEN FLASH

SWITCH S2
CLEAR

PLASTIC
GUARD

L

'

Compact design keeps slave's weight down to six
ounces; reflector adaptor can be removed when
slave is not used. "Open Flash" switch (S2)
does not fire bulb unless Si is set at "on."

i

Ili

ON -OFF SWITCH

4

WALZ AG -I

REFLECTOR

I

OPTIONAL TRIPOD
MOUNTING SOCKET

ADAPTOR

synchronize up to 1/30th of a second on
X and F and up to 1/125th of a second
on M sync.
The brighter the room, the shorter the
distance the unit must be from the triggering flash bulb. Tests made using the
AG -1 as the triggering light determined
that, in normal room illumination, the
slave could be 12 feet away. In semi dark rooms, it's possible to position the
slave up to 20 feet away. But this distance can be increased by using #5 or
larger type flash bulbs. (Electronic flash
units will not trigger the Bi-Slave because the flash duration is normally too
short to activate the photoelectric -relay
circuit.)
Since the two photoelectric cells face
out, the AG -1 Bi-Slave can be placed on
either side of the camera. An added
push-button switch (S2) permits the
user to trigger the slave by hand whenever open flash shots are taken.
The circuit is simplicity itself. When
the series -connected photoelectric cells
(PC1 and PC2) sense a burst of light,
their voltage output climbs suddenly,
providing a positive pulse through Cl to
the base of Ql. This causes Q1 to conduct heavily and energize the relay, Kl.
68

As the contacts on K1 close, the charge
stored in C2 is discharged through the
flash bulb in socket SO/.
When the bulb fires, it opens Cl's discharge path and B1 begins to recharge
the capacitor. By the time the spent
bulb is removed and a new unit installed,
Cl is fully charged and set to fire again
when the next pulse energizes the relay.
Mounting the parts is easy provided
that you spend enough time positioning
them and marking hole centers. Follow
the parts layout the author used and
you should have no trouble.
Punch a 3/4" hole for the reflector
adaptor in the chassis box cover, centering it exactly over the location of bayonet socket SO/. An off -centered hole
will prevent you from mounting the
reflector adaptor properly.
Mount the two B2M photoelectric cells
on top of the unit, making sure that you
face the glossy -coated surfaces on the
cells out to the sides. A clear plastic
tube, of the type that many drugstore
items come in, is cemented over the cells
to protect them from accidental knocks.
An optional plate tapped for a 1/4-20
thread secured to the bottom of the
unit serves as a tripod socket.
POPULAR ELECTRONICS

PCI

PC2

Battery B1 snaps into holder springs of B.C. pack
(C2) which, in turn, is mounted in the penlight
cell holder. Metal shell connected to negative
terminal of C2 mist be :aped to prevent shorts.

61

1N44

att.sOr'

PCI
62M
RI

'Cr
321.1

\/

BLACK.

52

(OPEN FI,ASHl
á

SI
(ON -OFF).
1

T

10.561
(FLCS!iBOLB SOCKEI)

PARTS LIST
BI -15 -roll battcry (Ev:ready #504

or equiva-

lent)
C1-20-14., 6 -vol clrUrrlytic capacitor
C2--Kodak third- B.C. pack (l00-µf.)1
K1-S.p.s.t. seta?. 100( -ohm d.c. coil, 7 -ma.
pull -in (Sigma 111,-10)0-G/S/L)
PC1, PC2-Solar cell
International Rectifier
13-2M Sun Batt-ry)
Q1-2.\'44 transistor

Wiring up the unit introduces no problems except at the transistor leads-grip
each lead with a pair of long -nose pliers
between the transistor and the solder
joint to prevent the heat of the soldering
iron from damaging the transistor. When
the wiring is finished, be sure to tape the
metal shell on the B.C. pack capacitor,
C2, to prevent shorting. Also, a careful
check should be made for other accidental shorts and wiring errors.
To test the unit, insert the battery and
secure the cover on the chassis box.
Snap the Walz AG -1 reflector adaptor
into the bayonet socket and plug in an
AG -1 flash bulb. Then set off a flash
bulb about 10 feet away from the BiSlave, and POP !-the flash bulb in the
slave should ignite. Use a new bulb and
test the Open Flash button-it should
fire the flash bulb only when S 1 is "on."

R1 -10.000 -ohm. 1 -wall resistor
S1-S.p.s.t. slide switch
S2-S.p.s.t. switch, normally -open push-button
type. (Switchcraft Tini-Switch 951 or equivalent)

501

Single-coulect bayonet candelabra socket

)Allied Radio ±2E857 or equivalent)

1--II%alc AG -1 reflector adaptor*

1-Penlight dry -eel! Irold"r (mounts

1-4% x21/4

equivalent)

x

1,Y4

chassis box

Alisc.--II ire, solder, hardware.

B1 and C2)
101 or

(LD/B

etc.

from most phu,lographic supply

\*Available

stores

Your photographic supply dealer has
nondestructive test lamps that you can
use in place of the AG -1 flash bulbs during these tests if you wish.
Now you are all set to take some pictures. Incidentally, if you forget to turn
the unit off, don't worry about it. The
battery circuit will be disconnected until
you remove the burned -out bulb and put
a new flash bulb in the socket.
-3(
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MEET THE WINNERS!
If you read POPULAR ELECTRONICS for December, 1960,
carefully, you'll remember the "Bonus for Authors" awards
we outlined at that time. Checks totaling$625.00 are now
in the hands of six autl, ors whose articles were published
during the first half of 1961. As promised, "bonus payments"
equal to the original purchase price of their stories were
made to three of these authors. In addition, consolation
checks of $50.00 each went to the three "runners-up."
BEST "ELECTRONIC NEWS" FEATURE ARTICLE

:

4

wrMh,Ms

The winner of the bonus for the most outstanding "electronic news" article in any issue of POPULAR ELECTRONICS published between January
and June, 1961, is Charles Fowler. His article, "The Noise That Banishes
Pain" (January, page 47), told the story of audio analgesia, including
results of tests and equipment designs that he had perfected. Hundreds
of readers asked for more information-especially as to where the "white
noise" phonograph records could be purchased. Mr. Fowler, now a freelance writer, is probably best remembered far his long tenure as the editor

IhN

~an

of High Fidelity magazine.
close second in this category was Ken Gilmore's story "The Truth About
the Danger of Radar Waves." Although not of as great immediate personal
interest as Mr. Fowler's article, the radar story was recognized as a prime
example of factual reporting. Appearing in the March issue (page 41),
it has since been reprinted for the U.S. Air Force safety training program.
A

1,o.
N

®

Sixteen

BEST HI-FI ARTICLE

,

There was never any serious competition for Jim Kyle's "Sweet Sixteen"
stóry in the January issue (page 55). This story described the construction
of a speaker system using 16 five -inch speakers wired in series -parallel.
For months the author was deluged with mail, while manufacturers happily sold over 12,000 speakers for use in "Sweet Sixteen's." Jim's followup article in the April issue (page 55) elaborating on the design of this
system augmented the downpour-whetting more appetites and further
deluging the author with hundreds of postcards and letters.

Runner-up in this category was "Sinclair" far his humorous article called
"On The Grid." This surprise -ending story, which appeared in our February
issue (page 66), received much favorable comment.

LISTEN TO :.
YOUR HEART

BEST ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION ARTICLE
Selecting the best article in this category was not an easy job. However,
reader interest definitely favored the four -transistor cardiac monitor described and built by Edward Lininger ("Listen to Your Heart," June,
page 47). This device picks up the minute voltages generated by muscular
action and converts them to audible sounds. Scores of readers could not
resist duplicating it for friends working in the field of medicine, and it
has also turned out to be a great Science Fair project.

CB'ers cast their votes for Don Stoner's "Citizens Band Q -Multiplier"
(March, page 76) in such great numbers that Don is the runner-up in this
category. His device sharpens the selectivity of many CB transceivers.

Congratulations to all the winners-and thanks to all of
our readers who told us about the stories they liked best
POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Pick up your plate, screen, bias, and
heater voltages from one compact supply
By E. H. MARRINER,

WbBLZ

THIS VERSATILE bench supply is 100 ma. Bleeder resistors RI and R2
ideal for test -powering receivers, also act as a voltage -dividing network,
amplifiers, small transmitters, and a va- insuring that the same voltage appears
riety of other types of electronic gear. across each of the two filter capacitors.
Designed around the now -familiar silicon
Transformer Ti, incidentally, has a
diode rectifiers, it dispenses with the rating of 200 ma. But this assumes the
usual rectifier tubes and their associated use of a standard full -wave rectifier,
filament transformers. The four d.c. out- which delivers only about half of the
puts deliver 560 volts at 100 ma., 250 transformer secondary voltage (270
volts at 100 ma., 150 volts (regulated) volts). With the bridge circuit actually
at 15 ma., and 0-130 volts (negative) at used, almost the full 540 -volt secondary
15 ma. An additional output provides r.m.s. voltage is available. The power
6.3 volts a.c. at 8.5 amperes.
capabilities of the transformer remain
About the Circuit. The high -voltage the same, however, so its current load
secondary of transformer Ti is connected must be cut in half.
to a bridge rectifier circuit employing
The center -tap of transformer Ti
diodes D1 - D8. Two 400-PIV diodes in would not be used if the full secondary
series are used in each leg of the bridge, voltage were all that was desired. Availeach diode pair being the equivalent of able at the center -tap, though, is half
a single 800-PIV unit. Choke Li and of the bridge rectifier's output. Feeding
capacitors Cl and C2 form a filter which this output through another filter system
smooths the pulsating d.c. from the rec- (capacitors C3 and C4, choke L2) gives
tifier circuit. The output of the filter is us a 250 -volt, 100 -ma. source. Part of
about 560 volts under a full load of this voltage is dropped, through resistor
November, 1961
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Photographs of bottom and top of the power supply chassis clearly
show parts layout and most wiring details. Capacitors Cl C4
(above) are mounted on terminal strips. Wiring of diodes Dl D9
and resistor R5 is simplified by use of a terminal board. Power
resistars R1 - R4 (below) are placed atop chassis for ventilation.
.
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6.3VAC
8 5AMP

TI

Since diodes are used for rectificat on in the
circuit, there are no filaments to light. Filament winding on T1 serves to light pilot lamp.

+150V
REGULATED
15mo.

FI

}

C3

4pf.
450V

II

+

C4
40Vt

450V

R4
IOOK

D9

SI

11511694

R5
3311

CS

40Vf.
250V

PARTS LIST

Cl, C2, C4 --40-µJ., 450 -volt electrolytic capacitor

C3-4-1tf., 450 -volt electrolytic capacitor

C5-40-µf., 250 -volt electrolytic capacitor
D1 - D8 -1N1695 diode or equivalent
D9-IN1694 diode or equivalent
P1
-ampere, 3AG fuse
I1
-volt pilot lamp (G.E. Type 47 or equiva-

-3
-6

lent)

14-Insulated tip jack
L1 -2.3 -henry. 150 -ma. filler choke (Stan co
C2304 or equivalent)
L2
-henry, 100 -ma. filler choke (Thordarsou
20053 or equivalent)
R1, R2, R4 -100.000 -ohm, 20 -watt, wire -wound
resistor
R3 -8000-ohm, 5 -watt, wire-wound resistor
R5 -33 -ohm, 2 -watt resistor
R6-50,000 -ohm. 1 -wall potentiometer
S1-S.p.s.t. toggle switch
S01-Octal socket
TI-Television replacement power transformer;
primary, 117 volts; secondaries, 540 volts CT
@ 200 ma., 5 volts @ 3 amperes (not tosed),
6.3 volts @ 8.5 amperes (Stareor P-8172 or
11, 12, J3,

-8

equivalent-see text)

T2-Power transformer; primary,
secodaries, 125 volts a
0.6 amperes

V1 -0A2

tube

117

volts;

15 ma., 6.3 volts @

(Sla,co' PS -8415

or equivalent)

1-Chassis-cabinet

can bin at ion
(California
Chassis LTC -463 or equivalent-see text)
Misc.-Binding post, fuse holder, pilot light
terminal strips. terminal board,
grommets, solder lugs. lice cord and plug,
insulating washers for R1 - R4, etc.
assembly,

November,

1

+

R6
50K

-0-130V
o15 ma.

R3, across an 0A2 regulator tube (V1),
providing a 150 -volt, 15 -ma., regulated
output. Resistor R4, of course, is a

bleeder for the filter system.
It should be kept in mind that the
560 -volt, 250 -volt, and 150 -volt outputs
are all drawn from the same power transformer (T1). To avoid overloading T1,
the combined loads on these outputs
should not exceed about 100 ma.
A separate transformer (T2) is the
basis of an independent bias supply delivering 0-130 volts (negative) at 15 ma.
Diode D9 (protected by current -limiting
resistor R5) and capacitor C5 do the
rectifying and filtering. Potentiometer
R6 controls the voltage. The 6.3 -volt
winding on transformer T2 powers pilot
light 11, and is not used for anything
else.
All of the outputs from both trans-

formers are brought to an octal socket
(SO1) located on the front panel. In
addition, the four d.c. outputs are connected to monitoring jacks (J1- J.t), so
that voltages may be measured while a
load is plugged into SO/. A grounded
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Front panel of power supply
is simple, yet complete;
SO1 is output socket, J1 -J4
allow metering under load.
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binding post for use with the monitoring
jacks is on the rear lip of the chassis.
Construction. The author housed the
power supply in a chassis -cabinet combination (Model LTC-463) available
from the California Chassis Co., 5445 E.
Century Blvd., Lynwood, Calif. The
chassis measures 11/2" x 6i" x 8f" and
the 41/2" x 714" x 91e," perforated cabinet is fitted with a 41/2" x 71/4" front
panel. (Any similar unit may be used.)
Switch S1, the fuse holder, and pilot
light 11 occupy the upper half of the
front panel. Potentiometer R6, socket
SO/, and jacks J1- J4 are mounted
through matching holes in the chassis
front and lower front panel.
On top of the chassis are transformers
T1 and T2, chokes L1 and L2, tube V1
and resistors RI - R4. (Transformer T1
in the author's model is a Philco 32-8673
TV replacement unit which was purchased at a surplus sale an exact Stan ;

This schematic shows how author
connected SO1 and J1 -J4 to power
supply outputs, but any other
convenient arrangement will do.

cor equivalent is indicated in the Parts
List.) It may be necessary to remove
T1's top cover to provide clearance for
the chassis to slide into the cabinet. Resistors R1- R4 are held down with long
machine screws passed through their
centers-insulating washers on the ends
of the resistors prevent shorts to the
screw heads and the chassis.
The rest of the components are
mounted beneath the chassis. Diodes
D1 - D9 and resistor R5 are wired to an
insulated terminal strip. Capacitors
Cl - C4 are fastened to a system of
terminal strips and solder lugs bolted to
the chassis.
To make a neater looking job, the author cabled most of his wiring. This is
not necessary, however, and the leads
may be routed in the most convenient
manner. Be sure, though, to use rubber
grommets to protect all leads passing
30
through the chassis.
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On the Citizens
By DICK STRIPPEL, 2W 1452

ALONG ABOUT the end of this year,

Citizens Band licensees should pass
the quarter -million mark applications
have been pouring into the FCC at the
rate of better than 10,000 per month.
And with all this activity on the hand,
many users have been giving serious
thought to possible ways of reducing or
eliminating interference.
Back in June, 1961, mention was made
in this column of an inexpensive "scrambler" that was being developed for CB
use. Since then, we have heard of
another such device being readied for the
market.
It's possible that enterprising CB'ers
with the required electronics knowledge
will be building adapters for their sets
that will trip a squelch control when a
certain coded signal is received. The use
of tone signals to establish voice communication is permitted by the FCC, so
perhaps we could borrow a page from the
radio control boys and come up with
something of this sort.
Here are two other "blue sky" ideas
for gadgets which might stimulate some
thinking among our reade-s who have
construction experience:
an adapter which would not only
"open" the receiver when a certain signal was received, but would also indicate.
perhaps by a flashing light, when the
channel was in use by other parties.
a device, possibly using a telephone
dial, which could single out one of a
group of mobile units, or permit a call
from one mobile station to the base station without other mobiles hearing it.
If foolproof units of this nature could
be developed, which the average electronics hobbyist could build from readily
obtainable parts, your CB Editor would
like to be one of the first to know.
Tech Notes.
From Almon Hyrum
Clegg of Provo, Utah, comes this idea
for a base -loaded mobile antenna. He
says that it cost him about $2.00 and
:

has given excellent results through snow,
rain and hot sun.
The loading coil is wound on a 5"
length of broom handle or dowel stock
with .209" galvanized wire, and has 24
turns; leave 31,2" leans on the coil. Drill
a r/8" hole to a depth of 11/2" in one end
of the coil form and insert a 38" length
of spring steel wire. Then wrap the coil
end around the wire whip and solder
securely.
Mount the coil and whip on the end
of a No. 21/2 can (soup can), using a
long wood screw, and insert a rubber

24 TURNS OF .209" WIRE

38" LONG ROD
1/8' OlA.
SOLDER COIL
END TO ROD

SPLICE AND SOLDER

COAX CABLE

TRANSCEIVER

COIL FORM
5" LENGTH
CUT FROM
BROOM

ro

-F----RUBBER

".°"5
SHIELD
SOLDER LUG

41311.4.r,-NO.

01~1F

--LONG

-

HANDLE

GROMMET

2-1/2

CAN

WOOD SCREW

grommet between the top of the can
and the bottom of the coil for a shock
absorber. With tin snips, cut the sides
of the can to within one inch of the top
and "flange out" the strips thus formed.
Attach the center conductor of a length
of coaxial cable to the free lead from
the loading coil, and connect the coax
braid-with a solder lug-to the can.
Now mount the antenna on the auto (Continued on page 112)
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Mowto r9 < to Aroo= 9/"«)
By FRED E. EBEL,

IT HAPPENED during

one of those
awkward conversational vacuums abhorred by party hosts. My host, an upand-coming insurance man, suddenly
turned to me and said, "I understand
you're a radio ham."
I produced one of those it's -really nothing type of smiles. But secretly I
was flattered. All eyes were on me, including those of three beautiful young
ladies. And then came the question that
must come to all hams at one time or
another.
"What do hams talk about?"
My interrogator was a platinum blonde.
When our eyes met, it was like an a.f.c.
locking circuit. We resonated.
"Well," I began, "take that QSO-that
means talk-I had with a ham in India
the other day. He-"
"I know, I know !" broke in a bearded
chap who had just recited some weird
poetry while tapping a bongo rhythm on
his knees. "This fellow had just been
bitten by a king cobra. Your message
made it possible to fly in antitoxin in the
nick of time."
"No, this ham lives in the Himalayan

country-"

The blonde squealed. "The home of the

W9PXA

man-eating tiger. The tiger had attacked
a native and was -oaming the village for
its next victim. The ham wanted you to
send in professional hunters."
I winced. "No, no, no This ham was
just an ordinary postal clerk. He gave
me an S9 report and said my modulation
was tremendous."
I had delivered this information with
considerable heat. But all I saw were
blank expressions. Perhaps they didn't
understand. I cleared my throat. "You
see, this ham was on the other side of
the world, yet he gave me that wonderful
S9 report. It meant I was really barreling in."
Another of those vacuums resulted.
My host smiled through clenched teeth.
His words would have made good battery acid. "How very interesting. Please
tell us more."
"Yes," a pretty redhead said, "tell us,
what do hams really talk about?"
I searched my brain for a typical example. I had it. A very interesting QSO
during which my DX contact had successfully made two transmissions, though
his antenna had fallen to the deck of the
ship.
I managed a smile, then: "I once
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talked to a ham who was the radio operator on a tramp schooner that was cross-

ing the South China Sea, and here's the
interesting part-"
"The ship was caught in a typhoon,
sinking fast. But thanks to your quick
action, port authorities were notified and
a rescue ship got there just in time,"

chair, after automatically switching on
the TV set. It was time to review the
past events with analytic calm. What
had happened? What had caused me to
blow my top

?

Breaking into my thoughts came an
excited voice
"CQ emergency CQ
emergency."
said the redhead, beaming like a quiz
I looked up. There on the television
kid.
screen, parka -clad and kneeling next to
I wiped my brow, counted down from
a dog sled, was a man speaking into the
x minus nine to zero before I answered. microphone of an emergency transceiver.
"No, the interesting part was that the
Then a cut to the radio shack of a
antenna wasn't in the air. It was lying young operator. "Read you loud and
on-" But I got no further.
clear, old man. What is your message?"
"I know," blurted a shiny -eyed guest.
Cut back to the frozen north. "Dogs
"Mutiny had broken out on the ship. The broke loose, partner broke legs in crecaptain already was bound to the mast vasse fall, wolves closing in. Need imand the crew of cutthroats was trying mediate help! Our position is-"
to get to the radio operator!"
I switched off the TV, smiled. Of
The circuits in my brain shorted out. course, that was it. The public is conI jumped to my feet and ran out as I ditioned to make-believe hams who have
screamed: "Yes, that was it. Mutiny! exciting adventures. For them, no talk
The crew had gone berserk. The typhoon about weather or technical stuff. These
had ripped open the cages of the wild - fictional hams are men of action, their
animal cargo. Three gorillas, two tigers. conversation laced with "Medical help
an elephant, and five cobras were loose. on the way"
"Stand by for instrucThe boiler had just exploded, and- tions on emergency appendix operaand-" But the rest of my words were tion...
lost in the wind as I raced home, hatAn idea played around in the back of
and coat -less.
my head. Why not give my friends a
show? They wanted drama. I would
HOW LONG I stood behind the closed give them drama. Hama -drama!
door of my apartment having visions
I immediately wrote a dramatic sketch
of two men in white coats coming to get of exciting, imaginative ham adventures
me, I don't know. But finally, letting out and put it on tape. Being a mimic, I had
a huge sigh of relief, I sank into an easy
(Continued on page 122)
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as it affects gilik

"I'm sorry to report that your
living stereo

...

has died."

"I'd like to try that anesthesia
but all

I

by stereo,
have are Desi Arnaz records."

OLIN

"It's about

my husband and that
damn stereo, Doctor."

I

"With three women in the house,
don't think could stand stereo."
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Ham Elands
By
HERB S. BRIER
W9EGQ

DX'ING AND

THE SUN

THE MOST EXCITING PART of ham
radio for many old-timers and newcomers alike is working distant places
(DX'ing). But, according to some of the
stories heard on the ham bands lately
(quoting or misquoting various authorities), the days of good DX conditions
are gone for the next 5 to 50 years.
These reports are based upon the decline
of the present 11 -year sunspot cycle and
predictions that solar activity in the next
few cycles will be low.

Actually, such pessimism is not justiWhile the 10- and 15 -meter ham
bands are gradually becoming less reliable for regular long-distance work
(say 700 to 12,000 miles), they will improve again in a few years. More important, DX conditions on the 40-, 80-, and
160 -meter ham bands are good right
now, and are getting better.
As we enter the 1961-62 DX season, 15
meters is livelier during the day than
it was a few weeks ago, and even 10
meters occasionally shows some signs of
life. In general, though, 20 meters remains the best daytime DX band. As
day turns into night, however, these
bands usually go dead, leaving only 40,
80, and 160 meters useful for regular
DX work. Fortunately, static is now low
on these bands, and nighttime signals
from remote points are plentiful.
Ionization Effects. High -frequency radio waves, like light waves, travel in
straight lines. Therefore, the curvature
of the earth would limit our communications range to line -of -sight distances if
these waves could not be `bent" in some
manner. Obviously, they can be
and
this is where the sun comes in.
As the sun's rays beat down towards
the earth, they ionize the atoms in the
"ionosphere," a region located between
about 45 and 300 miles above the earth.
fied.

...

These ionized particles gather together
in layers, called the D, E, Fl, and F2
layers, located at average heights of
45, 70, 140, and 200 miles, respectively,
above the earth. At night, the D and E
layers usually disappear completely, and
the two F layers combine in a single
layer approximately 175 miles high.
If the ionization is intense enough and
the frequency is not too high, radio signals striking these layers are gradually
bent, or refracted, back towards the
earth. The D and E layers, being the

Novice Station of the Month Danny Weatherman, KN9ZGQ, Waveland,
Indiana, submitted the winning photo in this
month's contest. Danny has worked 22 states
so far with his Johnson "Adventurer" transmitter and Hallicrafters SX-43 receiver. His
paper route and neighborhood odd jobs pay
for his ham equipment, and he's saving now
for a new transmitter to go with his General
Class license-which is on the way.
Danny will receive a 1 -year free subscrip-

u

h

a

tion to P.E. for his photo. If you'd like to try
for a similar award, send us a picture of
your station-preferably with you at the controls, and include some information about
yourself, your equipment, and your activities.
Maybe you'll be one of the lucky winners.
Entries should be sent to Herb S. Brier, c/o
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 678,
Gary, Indiana.
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farthest from the sun, are the least high-

Frequencies above 7 mc.
usually blast right through them. On
good days, however, frequencies up to
about 30 mc. are "fielded" by the F2
layer and reflected back to earth.
"Skip" Conditions. The distance between the transmitter and the point where
the signal returns to the earth is called
the "skip distance." Depending upon the
height of the reflecting layer and the angle at which the signal strikes it, the
skip distance varies from as little as zero
miles on 80 meters in the daytime to over
500 miles at night. On 40 meters, daytime "skip" is currently over 500 miles,
increasing to over 1000 miles at night;
ly

ionized.

T12AL

"Ike"

1-1911

during periods of intense sunspot activity. Since the sun is actually closer to
the earth in winter, daytime m.u.f.'s are
higher in winter than in summer. Winter
days are short, however, and the m.u.f.
starts decreasing as the sun sets-therefore, winter night m.u.f.'s are low.
Other Effects. Unpredictable solar explosions and magnetic storms (the latter
often accompanied by visible aurora
borealis displays) may blank out all DX
signals for days at a time. On the other
side of the ledger, intensely ionized
patches often suddenly appear, near the
height of the E layer, at any hour of the
day or night, summer or winter. They
will reflect signals, over distances up to

1

,ta,r

Kisilevich, PJ2CR, P.O. Box

533, Curacao, Dutch West Indies,
spends most of his time on 15 meters. He's trying to work all states
with his screen -modulated Globe
Chief De luxe-he QSL's 100%.
More details on PJ2CR appeared
in last month's "News and Views."
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and on 20 and 15 meters, minimum
"skip" is currently around 1000 and 1500
miles, respectively.
The maximum distance that can be
covered in a single hop is approximately
2500 miles, representing a signal transmitted on a tangent to the earth and
reflected by the F2 layer. Actual "one hop" distances are usually less than this
ideal figure, but the signal is not restricted to a single hop. It may bounce between the earth and the ionosphere
several times, vastly increasing the
transmitting range.
The highest frequency that can be
used for "skip" communication between
two specified areas is called the maximum usable frequency (m.u.f.). The
m.u.f., depending as it does on the degree
of ionization in the ionosphere, is highest
80

1400 miles, on frequencies up to 70 mc.

Scientists call this phenomenon "sporadie-E propagation." Hams call it
"short skip."
The sun also agitates the molecules in
the "D region," the lowest of the ionized
layers. The only effect of the D region
seems to be to absorb low -frequency radio
signals. Fortunately, it dissipates rapidly with the setting sun, which is why
80 meters improves so rapidly as dusk
arrives.
LOW-PASS FILTER REDUCES TVI

If your transmitter is reasonably well
shielded, yet still radiates v.h.f. harmonics which interfere with your own or
your neighbor's TV receiver, a low-pass
filter may be the answer to your problems. The 50 -ohm unit described here
POPULAR

ELECTRONICS

works on all ham bands up to and including 10 meters. It also covers the
11 -meter Citizens Band.
A model of this filter was connected
to a 150 -watt transmitter which had
been seriously interfering with a TV set
located five feet away. It reduced the
TVI to a negligible amount-and a $17.00
commercial low-pass filter, connected to
the same rig, did no better. The unit is
easy to put together and, if built according to instructions, requires no adjustment after completion.
Construction. The low-pass filter shown
here is built in a 4" x 4" x 2" aluminum
utility cabinet. The input and output
connectors (J1 and J2) are mounted on

coupling between them, and cut the capacitor leads as short as possible.
Installation. Screw the covers on the
box and, for best results, bolt the unit
directly to the transmitter case. Use the
minimum practical length of coaxial
cable between the output connector of
the transmitter and the input connector
of the filter. You may be able to get

JI

L3

L2

L4

`J COUPLER
OR

IOLI

LS

0

CI
T47yyf.

...-,.....CO
C2

C3

L4

C4

150yyf. T47yyl.
I

i
C3

J2 TO

r1 ANTENNA

FROM
XMTR

L5

Low-pass filter circuit is quite
simple, but parts placement and
lead length are critical. If you
use the layout shown and follow
the instructions carefully, the
ter should require no adjustment
after it has been completed.

fi

PARTS LIST
C4 -47-µµJ.. 5% silver mica capacitor (Cornell-Dubilier Series 22R or equivalent)
C2, C3-150-1214., 5% silver mica capacitor
(Cornell-Dubilie Series 22R or equivalent)
!1,.12-Chassis-type coaxial receptacle (Am phenol 83-1R or equivalent)
L1, L5-5 turns
wound from #14 enameled
L2, L4-7 turns
wire. %" inside diamL3-8 turns
eter, 8 11111 per inch
1-4" x 4" x 2" aluminum utility cabinet (Bud
A U-1083 or equivalent)
41isc-Solder Gigs, screws, roils, etc.

Cl,

LI

f

CI

diagonally opposite sides of the box, approximately 3/4" in from the corners.
Next, four holes are drilled, one on each
2" side of the box, to accommodate 6-32
screws for fastening the solder lugs to
which the silver mica capacitors (C1,
C2, C3 and Ci) are grounded. The lugs
for grounding Cl and C!1 are positioned
approximately 11/2" away from J1 and
J2 respectively; those for grounding C2
and C3 are positioned approximately
21/2" away (see photo).
After winding the five coils (see data
in Parts List), carefully scrape and tin
their leads. Also scrape the capacitor
leads clean. These preparations permit
rapid soldering of the connections, so
the values of the capacitors will not be
changed by excessive heat. Position the
coils as shown in the photo to minimize

away without any cable at all by using
an appropriate combination of coax fittings. Connect the coaxial line from the
antenna or antenna coupler to the output
connector of the filter.
The filter is designed to work with 52 ohm coaxial cable such as RG-8/U or
RG-58/U. If the SWR on the line is low
(under 2:1), the unit will safely handle
50 watts on 10 meters, over 100 watts
on 15 meters, and over 200 watts on 20
meters or lower. Although tests were
made at 150 watts input on 10 meters for
short periods of time, regular operation
at this power level would probably have
resulted in blown capacitors.
(Continued on page 115)
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By LOU GARNER

transistor case, modified by the
addition of a small glass window.
Not yet in full production, the GAU401 carries a price tag of $100.00 (each)
in small quantities. As with other semiconductor devices, this price will probably drop considerably when mass production is started.
In contrast to the GAU-401, which is
essentially a photovoltaic cell, the
"Photran" is roughly analogous to a
light -controlled thyratron. Before light
strikes its sensitive area, it is in a high impedance (over 10 megohms) "off"
state. When a light impulse is applied,
it switches rapidly to a low -impedance
(under 10 ohms) "on" condition and will
remain "on" indefinitely until turned off
electrically. The light signal used to
trigger the Photran need only be a momentary pulse. In some respects, the
operation of the Photran is similar to
that of the "Dynaquad" discussed in the
September column, except that light
rather than a base current impulse provides the initial triggering signal.
Typical Photran circuit arrangements
are given in Fig. 2. Component values
are not shown, since they will vary with
the type of Photran, the supply voltage,
the sensitivity desired, and the nature
of the load. In Fig. 2(A), a d.c. power
source is used, and the Photran acts as
a light -actuated latching relay. When
light strikes the device, power is applied
to the load. Since the Photran continues
to conduct even when the light is removed, an s.p.s.t. "reset" switch is provided to turn load power "off."
On the other hand, if an a.c. power
source is used, as shown in Fig. 2(B),
the Photran will provide half-wave rectified d.c. to the load when light is applied
and no power when the light is removed.
The Photran itself will not conduct during negative half -cycles whether or not
light is applied; this means that it is

TO -18

NEW photoelectric semiconductor devices have been announced by two
manufacturers: Philco (Lansdale, Pa.)
and Solid State Products (1 Pingree St.,
The Philco GAU-401
Salem, Mass.)
is a gallium arsenide photovoltaic detector with greater sensitivity than related devices such as photomultiplier
tubes and silicon photodiodes, while the
Solid State Products' "Photran" is basically a pnpn semiconductor switch that
can be triggered by light energy instead
of (or in addition to) an electrical signal.
Philco's GAU-401, shown in Fig. 1,
provides high sensitivity for both visible
and near-infrared radiation and, unlike
conventional photodiodes, does not suffer
a loss of sensitivity when exposed to
daylight. In addition, it can be used at
operating temperatures up to 120°C with
no loss of sensitivity. The detector
crystal itself is mounted in a standard
.

Fig. 1. Philco's GAU-401 photovoltaic detector uses
standard TO -18 case modified to pass light.

f
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turned "off" automatically on alternate
half-cycles, eliminating the need for a
special "reset" switch.
A variation of the a.c. control circuit
is shown in Fig. 2(C) here, power is
applied to the load only when there is no
;

Fig. 2. Three typical circuits incorporating Solid
State Products' "Photran." See text for details.

light dimmers for automobiles, automatic light switches for the home, special types of light meters for photography, and
whatever an active mind
can devise.

...

Reader's Circuit.
The majority of
low- to medium-priced commercial tran-

sistor testers are designed to make static
tests, i.e., checks of the transistor's
basic d.c. characteristics. In general,
leakage is checked by applying a d.c.
voltage to one pair of electrodes and
noting current, while gain (or beta) is
determined by applying a fixed d.c. base
bias and comparing it to the corresponding collector current. A dynamic tester,
on the other hand, checks the transistor's
a.c. characteristics, i.e., its ability to
amplify a small a.c. signal. Most dynamic testers are relatively expeflsive
and are designed primarily for precision

(A)

laboratory tests.

Seeking a simple technique for performing dynamic tests in his own workshop, reader E. S. Millman, W3WNE
(5700 Ogontz Ave., Philadelphia 41,
Pa.) has devised an interesting dualpurpose instrument: an easy -to -build and
inexpensive transistor checker that can
"double in brass" as a code practice
oscillator. The circuit he used is shown
in Fig. 3.
Assuming that a transistor is connected to the base (B), emitter (E), and
collector (C) leads, we see that the unit
is basically a modified Colpitts-type audio
oscillator. Base bias is provided by voltage divider R1 -R2, while R3 serves to
,

191

DI

LOAD

(C)
9

light on the Photran, and is removed
when light strikes the unit.
As of this writing, prices range from
$14.00 for a 15 -volt Type 3P15 Photran
to $46.00 for a 200 -volt Type 3P200. In
all types, the maximum continuous forward current (d.c.) is 300 ma., but
8 -millisecond pulses of up to 5 amperes
can be handled.
Both the GAU-401 and the Photran
have potential applications in light sensing and measuring instruments, in automatic controls, in burglar alarms, and in
some types of computers. As far as the
hobbyist is concerned, these new units
might be used in such items as automatic
door openers, annunciators, automatic
November, 1961
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20001

MAGNETIC

HEADSET

Fig. 3.

Reader

Millman's dynamic
transistor checker.
Note that Cl, C2,
and the magnetic
headset are part of

Colpitts oscillator tuned circuit.
a
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isolate the emitter electrode and to stabilize operation. The feedback necessary
to start and. maintain oscillation is furnished by a "tapped" capacitor made up
of two units, Cl and C2, in series; Cl
and C2 form a resonant circuit with the
inductance of the magnetic headphones
used as a collector load. Operating power

y

two penlight or flashlight cells connected
in series (B1)
Short, flexible leads
terminated with miniature alligator clips
.

are provided as transistor connectors,
but a socket may be employed if you
prefer. Standard 2000 -ohm magnetic
headphones are used.
In operation, the jumper is installed
and S1 is preset for the basic type of
transistor to be checked. The test leads
are connected to the transistor. If the
transistor is "good," the circuit will
oscillate and a tone can be heard in the
earphones. If the transistor is excessively leaky or has low gain (or both)
or is shorted or open
the circuit
will not oscillate. The instrument can
be used as a CPO by installing a "good"
transistor and replacing the jumper with
a standard handkey.
Although W3WNE's dynamic tester is
fairly reliable, it is not completely foolproof. For best results, both static and
dynamic tests should be made.
Product News. Recognizing that excessive heat while soldering can play
havoc with semiconductors, two firms
have recently introduced low-cost clip -on
heat sinks. Hunter Tools (9851 Alburtus Ave., Santa Fe Springs, Calif.) is
producing miniature units made of
BERYLCO 10 alloy and equipped with
plastic -covered handles; illustrated in
Fig. 4, these units carry stock number
51G. And Macdonald & Company (Glendale 6, Calif.) is offering a series of "Little Joe" aluminum units in three different sizes-see Fig. 5.
Radio Corporation of America (Semiconductor Division, Somerville, N. J.)
has announced a new line of high -voltage silicon rectifiers having peak inverse
voltage ratings from 1200 to 10,000 volts
and average current ratings from 550
to 825 ma. at 60°C. These rectifiers are
made up of a series of hermetically
sealed diffused -junction rectifier cells
shunted by RC voltage equalizing networks, and molded into a rugged case of
insulating material.
Most of the. large mail order supply
houses have issued their 1962 catalogs,
and the number of transistor items offered is amazing. Glancing through the
new catalog put out by Radio Shack
(730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17,
Mass.) , yours truly spotted such items
(Continued on page 110)
.

Fig. 4. Hunter Tools' miniature clip -on heat sink.

Fig. 5. MacDonald & Company's

"Little Joe" units.

"

is furnished by a 3 -volt battery, B1,
through a polarity reversing switch, S1,
to permit checks of both pnp and npn

types.
A duplicate instrument can be assembled in a single evening without trouble.
All components are readily available
and neither layout nor lead dress should
be critical. Resistors R1, R2 and R3
are half -watt units; capacitors Cl and
C2 are small paper or ceramic types,
working voltage non -critical and switch
Si is a d.p.d.t. toggle, slide or rotary
switch. The power supply is made up of
;
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Three -Hand Soldering
Suggested by JOHN A. COMSTOCK
(who has only two hands)

r.

.,(11;11.-

SOLDERING TABLE CLIP. Take two large
tin can lids and bend one to a U -shape.
Solder the ends of the U to the other
lid. Now glue a piece of asbestos to
the flattened -out bottom of the U,
and use it as a soldering bed or
table-you can hold small parts
in place with an alligator clip.

SOLDERING PENCIL WEDGE. One of the
simplest ways to get a third hand for

soldering those difficult jobs is to drill
a suitable -sized hole in your work-

bench-then wedge the soldering

pencil into the hole. Make the hole
just big enough to squeeze in
the cork barrel and line cord.

SCREWDRIVER THIRD HAND. To convert the handle of
one of those interchangeable screwdriver sets into a soldering tool, cut off a 5" length of solder, loop it, and chuck
it in the handle. Slip the loop over wires to hold them in place.

-

"'^ r.^../'

e

PLASTIC CLIP CLAMP. Keep a couple of those
plastic curtain or drapery clips on your workbench,
and the next time a three -hand soldering job is
called for-clamp the work to your roll of solder.

SECOND-HAND FORK IS THIRD HAND. When your
wife isn't looking, raid the kitchen and grab one of
her old stainless steel forks for your workshop.
You can use the tines to steady wires for tinning.

November, 1961
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Short - Wave
Report
a

By HANK BENNETT
W2PNA/WPE2FT

MORE QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

JULY of this year, your Short -Wave
Editor answered in print several questions that were being asked most frequently by the readers of this column.
Judging from the mail since then, this
question -and -answer format was well received, and many readers have asked
that we do it again. As before, the questions listed below are typical ones.

reply, you should include several IRC's
with your report. Check with your
local post office for airmail rates into
the U.S.A. from other areas.

ITN

Q:

A:

Q:
A:

You have mentioned IRC's from time
to time in connection with sending reports. What is an IRC? Where can
they be obtained, how much do they
cost, and what is their purpose?
International Reply Coupons (IRC's)
are obtainable at post offices for 15
cents each. They are used when it is
necessary to send postage to a foreign
country. Needless to say, stations in
foreign countries cannot use U.S. postage stamps on verifications sent into
this country. However, if you furnish
an IRC with your report, a foreign country station can redeem it at the
local post office for the postage needed to send you a reply by surface mail.
If you would like to have an airmail

Clarence C. Huff, WPE6BL, Los Angeles, Calif., has been DX'ing on the
medium waves since the 1920's. Four
years ago he turned to short-wave
DX'ing, with a Hallicrafters SX-100
receiver (shown) and a S -20R Sky
Champion (not shown) as a standby.

Q:
A:

r

Where can I obtain a general listing
of amateur stations ?
While this question is not really in the
s.w. broadcast category, it is frequently asked. You can purchase the Radio
Amateur Callbook (two volumes; one
covering the U.S.A., the other listing
foreign stations) from Callbook Magazine, 4844 West Fullerton Ave., Chicago 39, Ill., or from many of the
wholesale radio parts shops. The
American Edition, which costs $5.00,
is published in March, June, September and December, while the Foreign
Edition ($3.00) comes out in March
and September.
What can you tell me about radio
clubs I might join ?
We have a free leaflet available which
lists several clubs: "Leaflet H-Clubs
and Publications," and you can obtain
(Continued on page 88)
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NOW! A FULL LINE OF FAMOUS
REALISTIC ELECTRONIC KITS

.

to
of craftsmanship
the pride little effort.
von' .

with

AT RADIO SHACK

put your
to 42%1
save
quality.
savings into

professionallyand
Loo k like
equipment
assembled
long.
last as

.Wof

from
idest"a55°rmeet from

1

choose
designs to

-

Radio Shack's whole new family of audio and test equipment kits employs
the most advanced designs and engineering concepts known today! They meet
the most exacting requirements in performance and appearance. They're easy
and fun to build! Critical areas are pre -wired, factory -aligned. Even a
novice can follow the simplified assembly manuals. And they're easy to own
on No Money Down credit terms. Every kit backed by a money -back guarantee.
We show here six kits newly introduced in our exciting 1962 Catalog.

Plug 'n Talk Intercom Kit-Beautifully styled by
Realistic! New completely wireless 2 -station Intercom System-easy to build yourself. Operates over
mile! 3 -position switch: talk, listen, permanent.
"B" speaker for good voice reception. Rear panel
squelch control. Front panel volume. Use it in kitchen,
bedroom, sickroom-ideal as a baby-sitter. 117-V
power line circuit operates anywhere. 901X844-

REALISTIC

F/,yq

1

$29.50

Realistic "Novatherm" Kit-the one and only professional type electronic thermometer for the home! Compact,
supremely accurate! Use in refrigerator, freezer, fish aquarium, lab. At flip of switch reads 2 temperatures in 2 different
locations. Instantaneous readings from -20°F. to 120°F.
Portable, uses 13c battery. Has "accessory probe"-use in
freezer, liquid, even acid. Thermister type. Meter -0-200µa
D'Arsonval movement. All 1% resistors 94LX095-$19.95

Radio Shack's 1962 Line of
Kits Includes All These:
Stereophonic Preamplifier Kit
Stereo 140W Basic Amplifier Kit
40 Watt Stereo Amplifier Kit
Complete Stereo System Kits
Universal Multiplex Adapter Kit
Hi -Fl 12 Watt Amplifier Kit
FM

Teak AM Rodio Kit.
5 tube superhet circuit. Handsome teakwood case.

30 - in -

1

Transistor

Experimenter
Kit.
Build 30 different cir-

901636-S16.95

9810375-518.95

Send

962

Radio

Kit. Major parts pre.
mounted. Easy to do
and save!

9010637-012.95

Adapterlit

Stereo Balance Meter Kit
Wireless Intercom Kits
Deluxe Signal Generator Kit
Deluxe VTVM Kit
Standard VTVM Kit
Ultra -Modern Tube Tester Kit
500W Variable AC Supply Kit
VOM Kit with 4,1' Meter
Signal Generator Kit
AC VTVM Preamplifier Kit
Electronic Photo Relay Kit

6 - Transistor

today

for-

Stereo Balance Indicator Kit. Top qual.

ityt

Gold

anodized

case. Easy to build.

cuits)

F R E E1962

911547-S5.95

Catalog

Gentlemen,
Please send me your
giant new 340-page
Electronics Catalog

of over

100,000

items and every ex,

citing Supplement
for one full year-

/all

FREE

and POST-

"Novatherm" Thermometer Kit
5 -Tube Teakwood Radio Kit
2 -Transistor Home Radio Kit
6 -Transistor Portable Radio Kit
Transistor Experimental LabKit

RADIO SHACK Corp.

See complete specifications of
these fine kits in Free Catalog

Boston 17, Massachusetts

Your Nome

61170

Your Address

City and Zone

State

PAID.
For u

Mail coupon to

730 Commonwealth Ave.

November, 1961
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a copy of it for return postage. In the
near future, your Short-Wave Editor
plans to run a complete listing of clubs
in this column, and all of the presently
operating clubs are invited to write in.
We would like to know the club name,
dues and membership requirements,
type and frequency of publication (if
any), how long the club has been in
existence, total number of members,
type of organization (one man or full
board), and future plans. Any awards
program that might be in effect would
also be of interest. Although we need
all of this information, we will be glad
to withhold certain items if requested
(such as the total number of members, for instance).
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

By Thomas Windser

2

/

3

/2

Rotating part found in analog
computers.
Part of a circuit having one
function.
9 Street: German abbrev.

j

22

15 Type of lever switch.
17 Element used in the coating

29

19

34

26
29
31
33

Electronics

corporation:

34
35
37
39

abbrev.
Preposition.
Distress call.
Rowing implement.
High frequency: abbrev.

42

abbrev.
_color

40

Rhode

Island Academy:

46

47

- --

cell uses liquid electrolyte.
51 Eight: combining form.
53 Titled.
48

r

36

43

//l////
57

56

6/

%/

65

166

32

a

component.

61

main tuning capacitor.
Suffix used in chemistry.
Loudspeaker diaphragms.
Ohm's law: abbrev.
Found inside thyratrons.

62
64
65
66 Potentiometer networks used
in audio distributing circuits.
67 Notes in music.

%//
//
49

a

- -

DOW N

whisker.
2 In the past.
3 Used to attract iron.
1

4 Made a sale.

Sometimes suitable for supporting an antenna.
6 Type of battery pack used in
portables.
5

plate machined to hold
other parts in place.
Latin phrase meaning "and
others."
9 Moving part in potentiometer.
10 Greek letter.
11 Dial calibration used in tachocans.

they

believe

18 Light blow.
20 Single -cotton

eat

tin

abbrev.
22 Conscious of.
23 Type of FM detector circuit.
25

Cathode-ray
abbrev.

oscilloscope:

27 Seen on radar screens.
28 Floating platforms.
30 Soil.

/

/i/

54

55
56
57
59

60
63

39

45
50

v

¡/j///
59

/
32
36
38
41
43
45
47
49

28

33

58

52

-enameled:

27

54

63

62

8

meters.

ji)

26

44

%

53

7 A

16 Some

11

/B

38

37

55 Lead coming from the side of

58 Small capacitor in series with

%J
4

25

///%3/

48

///

50 Girl.

.

iJ//

5/

46 Ages.

24

35

40

generator used on

TV sets.
44 Common use for No. 47 bulb.

30

%/
4/ %/ 42

55

/O

20
%

///

9

74 /4

/3

/7

23

J

8

7

/ :62,

up.

21
22
24

6

5

4

419

12
Khan.
13 Planet path.
14 It disappears when you stand

of vacuum -tube cathodes.
Standing waves have them.
Boy.
Length times width.
Single -cotton -covered: abbrev.
One of equal rank.
Units of electrical power.
Unit of work.

Why is it that I am unable to tune in
many (or any!) of those so-called
rare stations that you list ? Others
seem to hear them.
If we could all hear those rare stations, my friend, we wouldn't be able
to refer to them as "rare," would we?
To log the real rough ones, you must
have (1) an infinite quantity of patience and (2) good ears. A "hot" receiver with a good antenna/ground
system will also help. Some of the
rare stations are only heard by the
experts at infrequent intervals-one a
month, perhaps-but those fellows
will park on one frequency night after
night and continually tune and listen.
(Continued on page 125)

/6

/5

4

_--

A:

%/

ACROSS
1

Q:

60

64
67

-- __at
Spark.____
Plant seeds.

transmitter.

Vexed.

Diodes have them.
calls used by CB'ers.
Adjustable attenuator network.

Science: abbrev.
recordSounds are
ing studios.
Diplomacy.
Matter has
Slang for station equipment.
Collection of information.
Cut off.
Electronic industry associa
tion: abbrev.
Railroads: abbrev.
Continent: abbrev.
(Answers on page 1141
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BUILD HOME
20 RADIO
CIRCUITS AT
with the New

$

...ass

PROGRESSIVE RADIO "EDU-KIT"®
°A Practical Home Radio Course
Now Includes

** 312TRANSMITTERS
RECEIVERS
** SQ.
WAVE GENERATOR
TRACER
** SIGNAL
AMPLIFIER
SIGNAL INJECTOR
* CODE OSCILLATOR

*
*

*
*
*

No Knowledge of Radio Necessary
No Additional Parts or Tools Needed

EXCELLENT BACKGROUND FOR TV
Training Electronics Technicians Since 1946

SCHOOL INQUIRIES 'INVITED

FREE EXTRAS

Sold In 79 Countries

SET OF TOOLS-

YOU DON'T HAVE TO SPEND
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS FOR A RADIO COURSE

SOLDERING IRON

"Edu-Kit" offers

you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME
COURSE at a
ock-bottom price. Our Kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics RADIO
Technicians. making
use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio theory. construe.
ion practice and servicing. THIS 15 A COMPLETE RADIO COURSE IN EVERY DETAIL.
You will learn how to build radios, using regular schematics; how to wire and solder
in a professional manner; how to service radios. You will Work with the standard type
of
punched metal chassis as well as the latest development of Printed Circuit Chassis.
You will learn the basic princIples of radio. You will construct. study and work with
RF and AF amplifiers and oscillators, detectors. rectifiers, test equipment. You will learn
and practice code, using the Progressive Code Oscillator. You will learn and practice
trouble -shooting, using the Progressive Signal Tracer. Progressive Signal Injector, Pro.
gresslve Dynamic Radio & Electronics Tester, Square Wave Generator and the accompany
ing Instructional material.
You will receive training for the Novice, Technician and General Classes of F.C.C.
Amateur Licenses. You will build 20 Receiver, Transmitter, Square Wave Generator. Radio
oscillator, signal Tracer and Signal Injector circuits, and learn how to operate them. Code
You
will receive an excellent background for television. Hi -Fi and Electronics.
Absolutely no previous knowledge of radio or science is required. The ' Edu-Kit"
the
Product of many years o1 teaching and engineering experience. The "EduKit" willis provide you with a basic education in Electronics and Radio, worth many times the complete
price of $26.95. The Signal Tracer alone Is worth more than the price of the entire Kit.
The

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
You d0 not need the slightest background
In radio or science. Whether you are interested in Radio & Electronics because you
want an interesting hobby a well paying
business or a lob with a future. you will find

the "Edit -Kit"

a

Many thousands

worth -while investment.
of Individuals of all

ages and backgrounds have successlully
used the "EduKit" in more than 79 countries o1 the world. The "EduKit" has been
Carefully designed, step by step. so that
you cannot make a mistake. The "EduKlt"
allows you to teach yourself at your own
rate. No instructor Is necessary.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD

The Progressive Radio "Edu-Hit" Is the foremost educational radio kit in the world.
and is universally accepted as the standard In the field of electronics training. The "EduKit" uses the modern educational principle of Learn by Doing." Therefore you construct.
learn schematics, study theory, practice trouble shooting-all in a closely integrated program designed to provide an easily -learned, thorough and interesting background in radio.
You begin by examining the various radio parts
the 'EduKit.' You then learn the
function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then youof build
a simple radio. With this first
set you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations. learn theory, practice testing
and trouble -shooting. Then you build a more advanced radio, learn more advanced theory
and techniques. Gradually, in a progressive manner. and at your own rate. you will
find yourself constructing more advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a
professional Radio Technician.
Included in the 'Edu-Kit" course are twenty Receiver. Transmitter, Code Oscillator.
Signal Tracer. Square Wave Generator and Signal Infector circuits. These are not unprofessional "breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits, constructed by means of professional wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the new method Of radio construction
known as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits operate on your regular AC or DC house current.

THE "EDU-KIT" IS

COMPLETE

You will receive all parts and InstructiOn necessary to build 20 different radio and
tronics Circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube sockets, elecvariable, electrolytic. mica, ceramic and paper dielectric Condensers, resistors, tie strips.
hardware, tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Manuals, hook-up wire, solder.
selenium rectifiers. volume Controls and switches, etc.
In addition. You receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit
special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of chassis,
tools, a
professional electric soldering iron, and a self.pOwered Dynamic Radio and Electronics
Tester. The "EduKit" also includes Code Instructions and the Progressive Code Oscillator.
in addition to F.C.C.-type Questions and Answers for Radio Amateur License training. You
will also receive lessons for servicing with the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, a High Fidelity Guide and a Quiz Book. You receive Membership in
Radio -TV Club, Free Consultation Service, Cer ificate of Merit and Discount Privileges.
You receive all parts, tools, instructions. etc. Everything Is yours to keep.

ELECTRONICS TESTER
PLIERS -CUTTERS
ALIGNMENT TOOL
WRENCH SET
VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD

CERTIFICATE OF MERIT
TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL
HIGH FIDELITY GUIDE
QUIZZES
TELEVISION BOOK
RADIO
TROUBLE -SHOOTING BOOK
MEMBERSHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB:
FCC
CONSULTATION SERVICE
AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
PRINTED CIRCUITRY

SERVICING LESSONS
You will learn trouble -shooting and
servicing in a progressive manner. You
will practice repairs on the sets that
You construct. You will learn symptoms
and causes of trouble in home, portable
and car radios. You will learn how to
use the professional Signal Tracer, the
unique Signal Injector and the dynamic
Radio & Electronics Tester. While you
are learning in this practical way, you
will be able to do many a repair job for
Your friends
cerg
hich swilld farligll eed thenprice
of
il Edu-N itu Our
Service
will help you with any technical problems you tray have.

FROM OUR MAIL BA
J. Stataltis, of 25 Poplar Pl., Waterbury, Conn.. writes:
have repaired
several sets for my friends, and made
money. The "Edit -Kit" paid for itself. I
was ready to spend $240 for a Course.
but I found your ad and sent for your
Kit."
Ben Valeri0, P. O. Box 21, Magna.
Utah: "The Edu-Kits are wonderful. Here
I am
sending you the questions and also
the answers for them. I have been in
Radio for the last seven years, but like
to work with Radio Kits. and like to
build Radio Testing Equipment. I enjoyed every minute I worked with the
different kits; the Signal Tracer works
fine. Also like to let you know that I
feel proud of becoming a member of your
Radio-TV Club."
Robert L. Shoff, 1534 Monroe Ave..
Huntington, W. Va.: Thought
would
drop you a few lines to say that I received my Edu-Kit, and was really amazed
that such a bargain can be had at such
a low price. I have already startedrepairing radios and phonographs. My
friends were really surprised to see me
get into the swing of It so quickly. The
Trouble -shooting Tester that comes with
the Kit Is really swell, and finds the
trouble, if there is any to be found."

'I

1

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE

PRINTED CIRCUITRY
At no increase in price, the Edu-Kit'
now includes Printed Circuitry. You build
a
Printed Circuit Signal Injector, a
unique servicing instrument that can detect many Radio and TV troubles. This
revolutionary new technique of radio
construction is now becoming popular
in commercial radio and TV sets.
A Printed Circuit is a special insulated
chassis on which has been deposited a
conducting material which takes the
Place of wiring. The various parts are
merely plugged in and soldered to terminals.
Printed Circuitry is the basis of modern
Automation Electronics. A knowledge of
this sublect is a necessity today for
anyone interested in Electronics.

'ORDER DIRECT -FROM AD-RECEIVE FREE BONUS`
RESISTOR AND CONDENSER KITS WORTH $7
Q Send "Edu Kit" postpaid. I enclose full payment of $26.95.
Q
Q

Send "EduKit" C.O.D. I
Rush me FREE descriptive

will

°

pay 626.95 plus postage.

literature concerning "Edo. Kit."

Name
Address

PROGRESSIVE "EDU-KITS" INC.
1186 Broodwoy, Dept. 586-D, Hewlett, N. Y.
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KITS
from
Mail Coupon for
CONAR

Carl and

Jerry

N

RKITS

CONARR-...

CO

1962

CATALOG

kRivtit,

FREE
1962 CATALOG
TEST INSTRUMENTS STEREO
HAM RADIO
& MONO HI-FI
EQUIPMENT CITIZEN'S BAND
TOOLS
TRANSCEIVERS

COÑAR products are low
in cost, high in quality and
kit -engineered for easy construction. All Antercan-.made parts. Performance
NRI
tested, approved and GUARANTEED byfor
half
a
the first name in Electronics training
century. Monthly payment plans.

- MAIL

TODAY FOR FREE CATALOG-

CONAR INSTRUMEN'1S

MA

3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington 16, D. C.

Print Name
Address

State

Zone

City

A DIVISION OF NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE

L

PURCHASING A
HI-FI SYSTEM?
AVAILABLE
TIME PAYMENTS

Up to 2 Years

to Payl

Jim Lansing*

Send Us

Your List of
Components
For A Package
Quotation
YOU CAN BUY WITH
CONFIDENCE AT AIREX
All merchandise is brand new,
factory fresh and guaranteed.
Free Hi -Fi Catalog

AIREX

RADIO

Altec Lansing
Electrovoice
Jensen
Hartley*
Viking
University
Acoustic Research
Janszen

Texas Crystals

International Crystals

Concertone
Bell
G.E.
Weathers

Harman-Kardon
Eico
Pilot
Fisher
ESL

Roberts

Bogen

Dynakit

TEC
RCA
H. H. Scott

Sherwood*
Thorens*
Dual Changer
DeWald

Challenger
National
Wollensack
Garrard
Frazier
Pickering
Miracord
Glaser-Steers
Polytronics
Rek-O-Kut
Tandberg*
Audio Tape
Conrac
Norelco
Magnecord*
Fairchild
Sonar
Rockford Cabinets
'Fair Traded
Sony

CORPORATION
85 -PE Cortlandt St., N. Y. 7
90

Superscope

Wharfedale
USL Citizen Band
Gonset
Hallicrafter

WO 4-1820

,'

r
By
JOHN T. FRYE

-:

W9EGV

SUBSTITUTE SANDMAN
SELDOM were Carl and Jerry separated for long, but this weekend Jerry had gone home from the university
to attend the wedding of a cousin while
Carl remained at school to do some
studying. It was now Sunday evening,
and Carl drifted into his and Jerry's
room for the umpteenth time to see if
his pal had returned. Bruce, a fat boy
from across the hall, tagged along.
Carl pushed open the door to discover
Jerry speakingly slowly and distinctly
into the microphone of a tape recorder
sitting on the desk before him:
"The derivative of a quotient of two

functions is the denominator times the
derivative of the numerator minus the
numerator times the derivative of the
denominator, all divided by the square
of the denominator.... the derivative of
the product of two functions is-, oh, hi
there, Carl hi, Bruce."
"Hah You finally flipped and started
talking to yourself !" Bruce exclaimed
with a loud laugh. "I knew that math
would get you."
"Not quite yet," Jerry answered with
a good-natured grin, stopping the moving tape. "I just decided to do a little
experimenting with 'sleep learning.' "
"You mean you put material you want
to memorize on tape and play it back to
yourself while you're asleep? I've heard
of that. It's a lot of hogwash," Bruce
sneered as he flung himself on hís back
on Carl's bed.
A frown crossed Carl's face, but he
turned to his friend and said quietly,
"Tell me about it, Jerry."
"I've wanted to try it for a long time.
My curiosity was aroused when I saw a
You Asked For It program on which a
;

!
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student, under test conditions, learned
conversational French while asleep in
seven days time, and then demonstrated
his ability to a French language authority in front of the camera. After that I
saw an Art Linkletter program on

which Art talked to some sort of Chinese government official, speaking to him
in Mandarin Chinese, one of the world's
most difficult languages. Art learned his
Mandarin in ten nights of sleep learn-

ing, and the Chinese gentleman said Art
could travel in China and make himself
understood by anyone who spoke the
Mandarin dialect.
"Candidly, I don't know if the method
works or not; but the military forces
used it during the war to speed up the
learning of code and languages. Many
medical authorities, however, scoff at
the idea that the brain can learn anything while it is asleep and resting.
Others, on the other hand, maintain that
the brain never really rests; and they
prove it with electroencephalograph
waves."
"I didn't think anyone believed what
they saw on TV any more," Bruce
scoffed.
"Oh, I don't know," Carl retorted, getting a little red in the face. "Ignorance
comes in several flavors. It's just as
stupid to deny a truth as it is to believe
a lie. Our English teacher says education is the process by which a person
moves from cocksure ignorance to
thoughtful uncertainty. Some folks are
hard to move."
(Continued on page 94)

FOR SHARPEST, CLEAREST VOICE TRANSMISSION
WITH ANY CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVERS, SPECIFY

THE TURNER

3500

Even the best citizens band equipment is no better than the microphone
it uses. That's why more Turner 350C microphones are used as original
equipment in CB than any other. That's why it will pay you to specify
the Turner 350C when you buy CB equipment or replace your microphone.
The 350C is furnished with an 11" retracted (five foot extended) coiled
cord. Hanger button and standard dash bracket are included for mobile rig

mounting. Response: 80 to 7000 cps. Output: -54 db. Net price: $10.08.
See Turner microphones at your electronic parts distributor or ;end coupon
for complete information and the name of your nearest Turner distributor.

TURNER 254C FOR BASE STATION
Desk type ceramic mike operates by a
touch bar on -off switch and lever lock
on -off switch. Response: 80-7000 cps.
Output: -54 db. Net price: $14.10.

THE

TURNER

MICilOPIONEi-COMPANY
946 17th Street NE,

Gentlemen{

Cedar Rapids, Iowa

send ine further information on the 350C and 254C CB
microphones and the onme of my nearest Turner distributor.
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the earn, economical

sat*l/l

New "value -packed"
FM

Tuner in charcoal gray and ivory

Performs in the true I-lcathkit quality tradition. Loaded with
such features as flywheel tuning and slide rule dial. AFC
control, assembled prealigned front end for easy kit completion. 9 tube function. ±20-20,000 cps. A honey for looks!
Features multiplex jack for use with the Heathkit AC -I I
Multiplex Converter to provide FM stereo.

ZGI

with lile

Kit AJ-31 FM Tuner (shown)...8 lbs
Kit AC -11 Multiplex Converter...4 lbs

$39.95
$32.50

New HEATHGIFTS

1962 IIBAff111/i
Catalog
World's biggest kit catalog-offers over

250

kit selections.

The big, new 100 -page leathkit catalog is the world's shopping center
for kit builders. It offers over 40 completely new kits and a variety of
products priced from $7.95 up. I Icathgift certificates are available in
any dollar amount you wish.
I

New easy terms; order now-pay later!
Heathkit's new relaxed terms are the easiest ever. Now, no down payment is necessary
and take as long as 18 months to pay. See the
order blank in the 1962 Heathkit catalog or write for application forms
today.
.

New Test Instruments

.

Heathkits give

a

world of pleasure-at half the price!

With Heathgifts you provide more than just a remembrance. You open
an exciting, challenging, satisfying new world of pleasure-that lasts
a lifetime. What's more, you give the highest quality electronic equipment, but pay up to 50% less than the cost of ready-made units.

..

for the technician or serious amateur
AC VTVM has clean design. Extended freq. redb 10 cps to 500 kc. 10 megohm input imp.; 10
voltage ranges; -50 to +50 calibrated db scale.

The IM

-21

sponse

I

Versatile 10-21 "general purpose" 3' oscilloscope perfect
for industrial, medical and general use. Push-pull vent. and
horiz. amplifiers; 20 to 100,000 cps sweep; automatic sync.
Kit IM -21 AC VTV VI. ..4lbs
$33.95
Kit 10.21 3" Oscillc scope...14lbs
$49.95
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Deluxe
9

....

transistor

.

Walkie -Talkie

learn

keeps you in touch

Units at twice the price can't compare!
Operating range of I to 3 miles; meets FCC
regulations. Crystal controlled superhet
receiver; squelch noise limiter circuit; push to -talk sr itch; rugged, 2 -tone alum. case.
Use for private reception, as wireless mike
or for paging. 75 hours on 9 volt battery.
Collapsible 35' whip antenna.
G W 21

...3

$44.95

lbs

as you

build-an

Educational Kit on Transistors

room in the house

anytime, anywhere

Kit

Handsome Radio for every

A

Teaches basic fundamentals of transistors

Choose from 3 spanking new ivory and
beige radios. Low cost AM set provides
hours of pleasure. Economical FM table
radio is noise -free; has ',reassembled tuner.
AM Clock -Radio has Telechron unit, sleep
switch, radio alarm, pillow speaker jack.
Kit GR-121 AM Clock-Radio,8 lbs. $29.95
Kit GR-11 FM Table Radio, 7 lbs. $27.50
Kit GR-t0 AM Table Radio, 7 lbs. $19.95

while performing interesting experiments!
Text is written in simple easy -to -understand language. Final product is highly
useful two -station intercom. Textbook
provides a storehouse of valuable reference
material. Designed for youngsters and
adults alike. All components and materials
furnished.
Kit EK-3 Basic Transistors...
4

make it a me rrier Christm

$16.95

lbs

for anyone!

w

Safe
New

cruising

Accessories

to make

a

"Ham" happy

Ham accessories that sing performance,
price, features! Spectacular, compact tunnel diode "dip" meter does everything a
"grid dip" can do. New rugged VFOcovers
80 thru 2 meters. New "Q" multiplier has
2 peak I. F. positions. Exceptional values!
Kit HG -10 VFO...12lbs
$34.95
Kit HM -10 "Tunnel Dipper"...
3

2

"0"

Compare for price. for quality!

Multiplier...

lbs

Short Wove Radios put the

why the
3 -band "Mariner" gives you so much. Includes consolan, beacon, broadcast and
marine phone bands. 10 transistor. I diode
circuit. Functionally styled with'"sense"
antenna, waterproofed 4" x 6" speaker.
Preassembled tuner. 'Bearing accuracy of

Kit MR -11 3 -band "Mariner"...
12

$14.95

lbs

world at your fingertips

See

.3°.

$34.95

lbs

Kit HD -11

for the Boating Enthusiast

$109.95

HEATH COMPANY

Hours of fascinating broadcast, amateur
radio, and short wave pleasure await you
in the GR-91. Covers 500 kc to 30 me in
4 -bands. Illuminated 7" slide -rule dial &
meter. Versatile controls for top reception.
"Velvet touch" tuning. Easy circuit board
assembly. Beige & Aqua color.
Kit GR-9t S W L Radio.. .9 lbs
$39.95
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Benton Harbor 10, Michigan
Yes, send me my free 1962 Heathkit catalog

Free Catalog!

NAME

.

ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Order direct by mail or see your Heathkit dealer.
Parcel Post
Ship
Express
C.O.D.

New Wireless Intercom

Best Way

Ordering Instructions: Fill out the order dent. Include charges for parcel poll
cording to weights shown. Express orders shipped delivery charges Collect. All
prices F. O. B. Benton Harbor. Mich. A 20% deposit Is required on all C.O.D.
orders. Prices subject to change without notice. Dealer and 0.00,1 crises slioht'v

saves time, saves steps
No home, office or factory should be without this transistorized all -master intercom
system. Imagine, only 3c a month to operate. No wires between units, just plug in.
Any station calls other stations. Easy to
build. In beautiful two-tone beige.
Kit GD-51 Intercom...4 lbs
$22.95
Kit GD-51-2 (peir)...8 lbs
$45.90

ZONE

higher.
ITEM

MODEL NO.

PRICE

5
Send en today for your Iree
IOO.page catalog. Over 250
kits (more than 40 are new)
in this most complete cats.
log of kits. Every piece is
top quality
save up to
50%. Get a catalog now and
receive 1962 Heathkit sup.

...

elements.

L

This Christmas Give a Heathgift

November, 1961
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from the World's Shopping Center for Electronic Kits
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Jerry hastily broke in, "The output

and over; hence, the name. Here's how
it works.
"Inside the case is a 225 -foot roll of
special, friction -free tape. The inside
end of the roll is brought out at a small
angle through this slit in the top of the
case and is fed past the record and playback heads into the tape -pulling mechanism. As the end comes out from between the capstan and pinch -roller, it's
spliced to the outside end of the roll of
tape. The roll turns freely on a spool
inside the case, so that the tape which is
pulled from the inside of the roll is constantly fed back on the outside. Since no
tension is put on the tape, it doesn't
wind tightly; and the whole thing works
very smoothly. The cartridge is placed
on the supply roll spindle simply for
support at the proper level. Turning of
the supply or take-up spindles has nothing to do with the operation."
"How long does it play?" Carl asked.
"At 33/4 ips, it runs for about twelve
minutes; but I've put a Mábius loop in
the tape to make it run twice that long."
"Hold it!" Carl interrupted. "Don't
give me that Mábius loop jazz. A Má -

of the recorder is fed into this under the -pillow speaker so I can hear the material I want to memorize without the
sound disturbing anyone else in the room
-namely you, Carl. The tape recorder
is controlled by this clock -timer salvaged
from a clock -radio. The `sleep switch'
will keep the recorder running for better than an hour after I go to bed, and
the turn -on mechanism will start the
recorder again about an hour before I
expect to awaken. These two periods, at
the beginning and end of a night's rest,
are supposel to be the best for implanting material in the memory. The recording. of cou~se, is o-1 an endless loop of
tape so that it will repeat over and

over."
"T'1is doesn't look like an endless loop
of tape to me. It looks more like a tape
cartridge of some sort," Carl observed
as he loo.:ed c.osely at the small roll of
tape nesting inside the round, clear
plastic case.
"It's a Cousino `Audio Vendor,' " Jerry
explained. "It was originally designed
to repeat an advertising message over
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the magnificent new
sound of stereophonic
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home-today!
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now-at
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with Automatic Frequency Control 549.95'
Also available as Model 604 FM Radio 539.95'

2
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fine dealers.
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Write for free booklet "THE

MODEL SC4 GRANCO FM
STEREO COMPANION 529.95'
for use with Models 704 and 604

WONDERFUL WORLD OF STEREO FM"
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bius loop is formed by cutting a loop of
tape, twisting one end through 180 degrees, and splicing the ends back together, right?"
"Right," Jerry answered with an
amused smile.
"So, okay! One time around, the
coated side is pressed against the heads
and you get a normal recording; the
next revolution, the plastic backing is
against the heads and you have a very
weak and unnatural recording, even
with 1/2 -mil Mylar which places the
minimum space between the magnetic
coating and the heads. A MSbius loop
is fine to insert a space between repeats
of the message recorded on the coated
side, but it's strictly blah as far as doubling the playing time is concerned."
"That's true with ordinary tape," Jerry commented; "but remember I said
this tape was special. It's coated on both
sides. One side is red and the other
black, but you can see under a microscope that both sides are covered with
magnetic particles. Naturally a Mdbius
loop of this stuff gives you a continuous
recording for two complete revolutions
of the loop."
"Why fool around with that?" Bruce
asked as he heaved himself to a sitting
position. "Let me hypnotize you into
remembering the derivative formulas.
Carl will tell you that I can put you
under."
Carl answered Jerry's questioning
look. "He can hypnotize a person, all
right. Just before you got back a bunch
of us were watching him hypnotize Mike
Garrick down the hall. He had Mike doing all sorts of kookie things. Bruce
claims he learned to hypnotize out of
a hook."
"Guess I'll skip the offer and stick to
my sleep learning," Jerry said firmly.
"I don't know much about hypnotism,
but I never thought it was a toy to be
played with. No one is going to hypnotize me unless he has respect for his
powers."
Bruce's small blue eyes glinted with
anger. He suddenly got to his feet, lumbered over to the tape recorder, started
the tape moving, and chanted:
D of x, g of x, dielectric K,

Latera recta, operator j;

Secant, asymptote, coordinate pair,
Old Jerry is a root -mean -square!
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;'YOUR CAREER

MSOE
To guide you to a

successful future in

ELECTRONICS
RADIO -TV
COMPUTERS
ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
This interesting pictorial booklet tells you
how you can prepare for a dynamic career
as an Electrical Engineer or Engineering
Technician in many exciting, growing
fields:

MISSILES

AVIONICS

AUTOMATION

DEVELOPMENT
ELECTRICAL POWER
ROCKETRY
RADAR
RESEARCH
SALES

Get all the facts about job opportunities,
length of study, courses offered, degrees
you can earn, scholarships, part-time work
as well as pictures of the Milwaukee
School of Engineering's educational and
recreational facilities. No obligation it's
yours free.
MILWAUKEE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

-
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MAIL-COLl.PON''TODAY!`
Milwaukee School of Engineering

Dept.PE-1161,1025 N. Milwaukee St., Milwaukee, Wis.
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"Knock it off, Bruce," Carl said
sharply.
Bruce laughed mockingly, but he
swaggered out the door Carl suggestively held open for him.
"What a character!" Jerry mused as
he backed up the tape and erased the
doggerel. "As soon as I dictate a few
more formulas I'll take you over to the
Co-Rec Gym and give you a couple of
lessons in badminton."

GROVE CB SALE!!
Closing out our
at $39.95 up.
crystal, cabinet,
Rush your order

stock of CB kits. Nationally advertised
Complete with power supply, tubes,
coils, etc., less mike, Kit sales final.

today!!

$19.95
$22.95
$22.95

110 VOLT CB TRANSCEIVER KITS
12 VOLT CB TRANSCEIVER KITS
6 VOLT CB TRANSCEIVER KITS

GET THE GROVE PRICE ON ANTENNAS!
Q 3 -ELEMENT BEAM ANTENNA (Reg. $29.96)
(Mounts horizontally or vertically)
Q GROUND PLANE ANTENNA (Reg. 515.95) $9.99
(Heavy duty-solid aluminum rods)
$3.99
11 -PC. MOBILE NOISE SUPPRESSION KIT
(Includes tunable Generator Filter)

11.99

IT

WAS a couple of hours later when
the
boys returned to their room and
$6.99
BODY MOUNT + 102" WHIP + SPRING
got ready for bed. Jerry set his timer
$8.99
BUMPER MOUNT + 102" WHIP + SPRING
clock and reached over to turn on the
$2.99
100 ft.-RG 5811 COAX CABLE
recorder. "Hm -m -m, that's funny," he
$7.99
E 100 ft.-RG 8U COAX CABLE
muttered. "The recorder is still warm.
RECEIVING CB CRYSTALS (.002% Tol.- $2.49
It must have gotten pretty hot when I
M
Specify snake, model & channel)
JK CB XMTG CRYSTALS (.002%) (27MC Series
was recording."
1.99
-Specify make. model & channel)
Lots of
or more, $1.89 ea. -6 or more, $1.79 ca.
The lights went out, and Carl could
Check items wanted. Return ad w/check or M.O. Include Posthear
the faint whirring of the recorder.
age. Excess returned. C.O.D. orders 50"/0 down (Note: Beam
and Ground Plane Antennas must he shipped railway express)
Before
long, Jerry's rhythmic breathing
GROVE ELECTRONIC SUPPLY COMPANY
indicated he was asleep, and Carl was
4103 W. Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, III.
Rush items checked
not far behind. When Carl awoke the
Send FREE catalog of giant CB Values
next morning, the sleep -learner was alName
(please print)
ready up and had switched off the tape
Address
recorder.
State
zone
City
"Well," Carl asked as he picked up a
towel and headed for the shower, "do
you feel any smarter ?"
"No, I can't say I do," Jerry admitted
"but at least the playing of the tape
didn't keep me awake. I don't remember
hearing more than the first five minutes
of it."
,----=-The boys had no time to discuss the
.-r
matter further. Their busy schedule
kept them on the hop until finally Bruce,
._...--..
Carl, and Jerry met in math, the final
class of the day. The period was about
half over when Mr. Carney, the instrucCitizens, Band Transceiver
tor, mentioned the word "derivative."
As soon as he heard this, Jerry jumped
UNIT
OF
PROVEN
NEWEST DESIGN
to his feet and began to recite in a loud
DUAL NOISE LIMITER
sing -song:
HIGHEST SENSITIVITY AND SELECTIVITY
TRANSISTOR POWER SUPPLY
D of x, g of x, dielectric K,
ONLY 31/2" HIGH
MOST COMPACT
Latera recta, operator j;
Yours with easy terms.
Secant, asymptote, coordinate pair,
12 months to pay
15.95 down
Old Jerry is a root -mean-square!
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Now you can own the finest transceiver on the market.
The RADIOCOM has been designed, tested, and proven
by the thousands in service over a two and half year
period to be the ultimate in citizen band design. It is
available to you for only 159.50, on easy payment terms
of 15.95 down and 12 monthly payments of 12.95.
Quantity discounts available for dealers.
Let us prove this is the one for you.
Send NOW for FREE color catalog
RADIOCOM, P. O. BOX 147, Garland 11, Texas
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The shocked silence that followed was
finally broken by Mr. Carney. "You may
sit down, Mr. Bishop," he remarked
acidly; "and may I suggest that there
might be a better time and place for you
to rehearse your football cheers, or

whatever they are ?"
Jerry, red to the tips of his ears,
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slumped down in his seat while his classmates, including Carl, stared at him in
wonder. Across the room, Bruce grinned
broadly at Jerry's obvious discomfiture.
Nothing else happened until the very
end of the class, when Mr. Carney was
giving the assignment and again used
the word "derivative." Instantly Jerry
was on his feet repeating the ridiculous
poem. He broke off in the middle of it
and bolted from the room with Carl
right behind him.
"What's the matter with you?" Carl
demanded of his white-faced chum as

,`,

+.-r v7
-

46_

they walked through the gathering dusk
toward the residence hall.
"I don't know; I simply don't know!"
Jerry admitted miserably. "All at once
I had an uncontrollable urge to stand
up and say that stupid verse. I wanted
to stop but I couldn't. It was like a
nightmare."
"The word `derivative' seemed to
touch you off," Carl mused. "Do you
suppose messing around with this sleep learning thing may have unhinged you
just a little?"
"Naw, it's not that-I don't think.
What beats me is how I had that verse
down so pat after only hearing it once.
Ordinarily I'm not too good at memorizing, but I didn't hesitate a bit when I
was reciting the thing."
"Come on," Carl said as he broke into
a trot. "You've given me an idea. Per-

.

haps you heard that verse more than
once. I want to listen to that sleep -tape
of yours."

AFEW MINUTES LATER the boys
were in their room playing the tape.
The whole first half of it had obviously
TV-RADIO Servicemen or
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VOL. 6-TY CYCLOPEDIA! Quick
and concise answers to TV prob-

lems in alphabetical order, in-

cluding UHF. Color

TV

and

Transistors; 868 pages.
VOL. 7-TRANSISTOR CIRCUIT

HANDBOOK! Practical Reference
covering Transistor Applications;
oust 700 Circuit Diagrams;
410 pages.

VINYL CLOTH

WASHABLE COVERS

BOOk-FREE- TRIAL'_COUPÓN!

Educational Book Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

1455 W. Congress Parkway, Dept. B1 -PE. Chicago 7, 111.
Yes! Send me COYNE'S 7 -Volume Applied Practical T\'.
RADIO.ELECTIIONICS Set for 7-Days FREE TRIAL per
otter. Include "Patterns & Diagrams" hook FREE!
Name

Age

Address

'-

Chisogo 7,

CIRCUITS!

hundreds of illustrations, circuit
diagrams.
VOL. 4-EVERYTHING ON SERV-

BOOKS HAVE BRIGHT,

3

you
big book. '100
Televisiond PicturelsPatternos
(Diagrams
Explained" ABSOI.UTELY FREE lust for
examining Coyne's 7 -Volume Shop Library
on 7 -Day FREE TRIAL! Shows how to cut
servicing time by reading picture -patterns.
plus schematic diagrams for many TV and
radio sets. Yours FREE whether you keep
the 7 -Volume Set or not! Mall coupon

Eduaitiotial BookPülílishing iii

RADIO

ICING INSTRUMENTS! How they
work, how to use them. 366
pages; illustrated.

DIAGRAM BOOK!

ELECTRICAL SCCceN
H
,1455 W.Songrass.._Parkway
-PE.
Dept>.

TV-RADIO ELECTRONICS

7 -Volume Job -Training Set

on 7 -Day

Practical

Midis.

November, 1961

City
Zone
State
O Check here If you ant Set sent C.O.D. Coyne pays
postage
C.O.D. andv cosh orders. 7 -Day Money-Bock
o,
Guarantee.
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been prepared at home, for it was given
over to a background of organ music
against which Jerry spoke slowly and
soothingly of the vanishing cares of the
day, of muscles relaxing, of nerves
quieting, of the body sinking down,
down, down into sweet and restful slumber, and of the mind being prepared to
accept effortlessly but to hold firmly the
material soon to be offered it.
Carl started yawning just listening to
ít, but he snapped wide awake as the
voice suddenly changed. It was unmistakably Bruce's voice now coming from
the recorder:
"You will not awaken, Jerry. Instead
you will sink deeper and deeper into
sleep. Now you are really asleep. You
cannot awaken until I tell you to. You
are asleep; yet you can hear everything
I say. You will do what I tell you to do.
Tomorrow, in math class, whenever you
hear the word 'derivative,' you will stand
up immediately and recite this beautiful
poem:
D of x, g of x, dielectric K,

Latera recta, operator j;

Secant, asymptote, coordinate pair,
Old Jerry is a root -mean -square!
All who hear you will admire you for
being able to memorize and recite so
well. When you wake up in the morning, you will feel rested and refreshed.
You will remember nothing of this, but
you will recite the poem when you hear
the word `derivative.' "
"Just as I suspected," Carl said as he
switched off the recorder. "That hood
sneaked in here while we were over at
the gym last night and recorded that
post-hypnotic suggestion over the top
of your derivative formulas. No wonder
you remembered the poem after having
it drilled into your subconscious for
about two hours! You said he wasn't
going to hypnotize you he was determined to show you he could-hey, where
you going?"
Jerry, a grim look on his face, was
headed for the door. "I'm thinking that
our playful friend, Bruce, ought to add
phrenology to his study of the occult
sciences," he grated. "I'm going to give
30
him some bumps to practice on!"
;
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LOWER THAN WHOLESALE
6' U/L Cheater

10

Cords

EQUIPMENT

"BLITZ-BUG"-i

48.95
8.39
27.87
7.39
for 1.89
for 3.99
1.29

any standard coaxial cable
Will not effect performance
See your Local Distributor

CAMERA C3 Match-Matic #184 COMPLETE
TURNER 350-C Microphone
MAGNUM -27 M-81 Antenna
10 for
7.512 7 Watt Fuse Resistors
ARGUS

BAND

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
For

5
Deluxe Brighteners SERIES OR PARALLEL
ASTATIC #20 Univ. Xtal with needle
Prices effective to Nov.30, 1961. COMPLETE STOCKS OF EICO-PACO
Get put onto our confidential mailing
Terms:
list. We specialize in STANDARD
25% cosh with order,

NAME BRANDS at LOWER
WHOLESALE. Write today.

-p..y

THAN

,r1oP-,a

f
.11

$3.95
Net

A

H

S:CUSÑCRAFT

Save 30 % 4 track
Stereo music on tape

balance C.O.D.
EMPTY

3

in.

plastic reels 7( ea.

Bargain Prices! Send for our
Recorder/blank/prerecorded tape
catalog E-1 and see why!

NE.R 1

SAXITONE TAPE SALES

ELECTRONICS, INC.
2304 Chamberlayne PkwyRichmond 22, Va.

(Di .oiCommieeionedElecrroniea,

T.j

1776 Columbia Road, Washington, D.C.

NOW ...Tomorrow

and for years to come!

W.. CITIZENS

BAND RADIO

Channels, crystal controlled transmitter and receiver Tunable
receiver for 22 channels Transmitter 100% Class B modulated'
Adjustable squelch Automatic noise limiter R. F. Power indicator
Easy to install. Ideal for home, boat, car or
1 Year guarantee
business. Weighs only 9 lbs...43/i x9e/y x113/ FCC Type accepted'
(oin preference to only certification).
8

'

with 1 pair of crystals,
microphone and power cables

11V
98

$17950

.

SONAR RADIO CORPORATION, 3050 W. 21 St. B'klyn24, N.Y.
CB Radio.
Please send me complete information on Model
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Tips
Techniques

TIME-

NEON NIGHT -LIGHT

The relatively new high -current neon lamps
now on the market are bright enough to
serve as useful nightlights. The unit pic-

tured here incorpo-

rates an NE -51H, the
high -current counterpart of the NE -51. To
construct it, solder one

S AV I N G
Rí
ITN

Tv

"st

)tf

ti.

into the neck of a rubber plug. Finish the
job by wiring the free
ends of the resistor
and wire to the prongs
of the plug. A careful check for shorts
should be made before you finally attempt to
plug in the night -light.
-R. L. Winklepleck

SERVICE

A modern manual for fast,
"asymptomatic trouble analysis" and
servicing of TV receivers.

U1

lead of a 25,000 -ohm,
14 -watt resistor to one
lamp contact and a
short piece of wire to
the other-then slip
the whole assembly

This isn't a "study" book! From
beginning to end, this big manual is
designed for daily use at the bench
as a complete easily understood guide
to practically any TV receiver job.
Just turn to the Index. Look up
TAKES THE the trouble symptoms exhibited by
the TV you're working on. The
GUESSWORK HANDBOOK OF TV TROUBLES
OUT OF TV then tells you exactly what and where
to check. Outlines time -saving short
REPAIRS!
cuts.
Explains puzzling details.
Covers all causes of Eliminates guesswork and useless
practically every testing. Dlore than 150 test pattern,
trouble you're ever wave form and circuit illustrations
likely to be called help explain things so clearly you can
on to fix including:
hardly fail to understand.

LOOK! LISTEN!

BRIGHTNESS
CONTRAST
TROUBLES

HOLDER FOR WRENCH SOCKETS

Then Follow This Easy Guide!

PICTURE
DISTORTION

Keep your loose wrench sockets from rattling around in the tool box or becoming
separated and lost by storing them on a
long bolt. The sockets are simply slipped
onto the bolt and held in place by a nut. If

UNSATISFACTORY
PICTURE DETAIL
LINE OR BARS
IN PICTURE
SYNCHRONIZATION
TROUBLES
MISSING

PICTURE

SIZE AND
CENTERING
TROUBLES
r-

.

....

..

_

the bolt is cut to the exact length of the
stacked -up sockets, you'll be able to tell
immediately if one is missing.
-Homer L. Davidson

Master Guide to

bNOri°K

SOUND TROUBLES
TELEVISION
INTERFERENCE, ETC.

TRY IT 10

Almost regardless of set make or
model, this remarkable new 302 -page
Handbook helps you track down TV
troubles from the symptoms they produce in the set itself -screen intermittently dark; "blooming": abnormal contrast in pots; -snow-. pool detail;
s}'nc trooblcs: sound troubles and all
the ntu
othe. "Then it explains how
to make -needed.. adjusunents or replacements.
Written by Sol Heller, TV instructor
at Vorhees Technical Institute; former
editor of Technician magazine and owner
of a TV-Radio repair shop. From beginning to end. it is a down-to-earth, intensely practical book based on ACTUAL SHOT' EXIT;RIENCE and not
mere theory or guesswork!
Printed in large type. Has sturdy.
varnished covers for -on the job" use.
The TV TROUBLE INDEX helps you
find what you (cant in a jiffy.

DAYS-See for yourself!

1
Dept. PE -111, HOLT, RINEHART and WINSTON, Inc.

USES

FOR

623900

Technical Div., 383 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

INK CARTRIDGES

Empty plastic ink cartridges, such as those
from a Sheaffer "Skripsert" pen, can be put
to many uses by the electronics hobbyist.
To make a waterproof splice, for instance,
slide a cartridge over the joint and melt the
ends closed with a soldering gun. Need a
small coil form ? Use another cartridge,

Send new 302 -Page HANDBOOK OF TV TROUBLES (708.153)
for IO-day FREE trial. If I deride to keep book. I will then
send you $7.50 In full palyy1ment. If not. I
ill return book
postpaid nd owe you
yy
Send $7.50 with order
Same 0-ng. day
pay
privilege
ilege wi
money promptly refunded.
r

Name
Address

City.Zone. State
OUTSIDE U.S.A.-No .free
l rte
day retar. privilege

November, 1961

e a
Hon. Price $8.00 cash only.
eynr efunded.
Offer egplres July 1S. 1962

10 -
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Tips

DE 1NALD'
MFD. BY

mounting it by cutting off the closed end
and enlarging the hole in the other end to
take a small screw. These cartridges can
also be used for insulated spacers, standoffs, or shaft extensions.
-David Keller

.

LEADS AGAIN WITH
CITIZENS BAND

"RADIO -PHONE"

(Continued from page 99)

a

TR-910 TRANSCEIVER
a

WRENCH

FOR

WING NUTS

Antenna installers and other electronics
workers know that tightening wing nuts is
apt to be tough
on the fingers.

Pliers aren't

-t'9
''
1,-.--

a
a

In

Transmit
22 channel
Vernier Controlled receive
Automatic

noise limiter
me er
Furítinshed withCeramic Microphone
and one Transmitting, Crystal

.95

a

LIST

nu

Write for Brochure and Name of Your Nearest Dealer
Mad

a

br .e..

UNITED

SCIENTIFIC LABORATORIES, INC.ANC
LONG ISLAND CITY I. N. Y.

35-09 37th AVE.,
Also Mfr's of DnWald

a

auua.aaauauaa
HI-FI

Stereo Components and FM Radio

SENDING A BILL?
It'll get there quicker if you give your postal
delivery zone number with your address.
The Post Office has divided 106 cities
into postal delivery zones to speed mail
delivery. Be sure to include zone number
when writing to these cities; be sure to
include

your

zone number in

your

return

address-after the city, before the state.
T

º,

or bent.

'.

A

wrench made

from

a 5" -

-John

A. Comstock

CLEANING CORRODED TUBE PINS

When a radio is noisy, erratic, or intermittent, sometimes the only trouble is that corrosion has spoiled the connection between
tube pins and their contacts. This condition
is usually found in sets that have been

operated for years without a change of
tubes. To check for it, rock each tube in its
socket with a circular motion. If you find a
noisy connection, grasp the guilty tube
firmly and move it straight up and down in

First Miniaturized

RADIO!

tl

each postpaid

-

with batteries
Two for $49,90

.j

SPACEPHONE-FITS IN SHIRT POCKET! Twoway walkie.talkie sending and receiving set
in the smallest ease at the lowest price!

Absolutely self-contained, microphone-loudspeaker. 9 -volt transistor radio battery, trans- '
istorized transmitting and receiving sets with
the latest miniaturized printed circuitry. U.S. -.
designed and made. Volume control and tun.c
ing. Range I/º mile up.
Citizen's band-NO LICENSE, NO EXAMINA.
710N-NO AGE LIMIT. For hunting, boating. 1
fishing, hiking, all sporting uses, farms and
ranches. Will operate between vehicles.
Electrosolids Corp. products are now in use
on such projects as the Explorer VI Satellite.
Spacephone replaces and doe, the same job 'i=
as equipment costing from $114 to 5300 per
pair.
TO ORDER: Enclose cheek, cash or M.O. for
postpaid shipment. 55 deposit per unit for
C.O.D.10-day unconditional money -back guar.
Dealers inquire. Calif. res. add 4% state tax.
Electrosolids Corp., 13745 Saticoy Street,
tá
Panorama City 68, Calif.

100

-

broom handle
is the answer. Just saw a 1" -deep slot in one
end, making it wide enough to fit over the
largest nut apt to be encountered.

1t

HIGH

..ii`.

length of

141l/ TWO-WAY '1249.5
Just 5"

rr

often marred

Amazing at only

5 Channel

Pusl,-to-talk
Mike with
loolproot relay
Full Squelch
control
Built-in .s..
and plate cur-

'

really fitted for
the job either
-it's hard to
get a good grip
and the nut is

its socket several times-the friction should
clean both pins and contacts. If the corrosion is especially bad, try scraping the
pins and using a commercial contact cleaner.
-Carl Dunant
(Continued on page 103)
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NRI-Oldest and Largest Radio

I,..
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_

Television School Now Offers
NEW HOME STUDY TRAINING

I.

00

N

IN rATITTRAVIN5 ELECTRONICS

,

Special Training

EQUIPMENT
INCLUDED

Pick the field of your choice-and
train at home with the leaderNRI. In addition to Industrial
Electronics and FCC License training explained at the right, NRI
offers comprehensive courses in
Radio -TV Servicing and Radio -TV
Communications. Except for the
FCC course, all NRI courses include-at no extra cost-special
training equipment for actual practice at home building circuits and
working experiments. Makes theory
you learn come to life in an interesting, easy -to -grasp manner.

Multiplexing, FM Stereo
Broadcasting Included
NRI training keeps up with the
times. New, additional profit opportunities exist for the Technician
who understands the latest technical advances. Course material
now covers FM Stereo Broadcasting, tells you about Multiplexing
equipment, other recent developments.

This is the age of Electronics. Rapidly expanding uses for Electronic
Equipment in industry, business, the
military demand more trained men.
Prepare now for a career as an Electronic Technician. NRI now offers a
complete course in ELECTRONICS I.
-Principles, Practices, Maintenance. Computers,
telemetry, automation, avionics are changing our
world, yet all employ the same basic principles .. .
and that is what this NRI course stresses with illustrated lessons, special training equipment. Mail card
,

.

below.

NEW HOME STUDY TRAINING
FOR YOUR FCC LICENSE

kU An FCC Commercial License comf bind with NRI time -tested training
,_`j-%
can be the keys to a better future for
Z.
you with higher pay, interesting work,
more rapid advancement. Prepare at
home quickly for your FCC examinations through NRI's new, low-cost,
special training. Like other NRI-trained
men, you can be monitoring TV shows, radio
broadcasts, operating shipboard and avia- TURN
tion radio, or holding down other important PAGE
jobs. Get full details-mail the card below.
Fti

`

II)y

Cut Out and Mail No Stamp Needed

Learn More to Earn More

Act now. The catalog NRI sends
you gives more facts about the
field of your choice, shows equipment you get and keep. No obligation. Cost of NRI training is low.
Monthly payments. 60 -Day Trial
Plan. Mail postage-free card today.
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE, Washington 16, D.C.

?

NRI

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
'

WASHINGTON 16, D. C.

Send me your Electronic, Radio -TV catalog without
cost or obligation. I am interested in the course checked
below: (No representative will call. Please PRINT.)
Industrial Electronics
Communications
FCC License
Servicing
9

Name

Send for The Amazing
64 -Page Field of
CATALOG Electronics

FREE

1:0'+

Age

Address

City

jl
ra-

Zone

State

ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

ELECTRONICS NEEDS

Join The Thousands
Who Trained For

4TO7

QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS

Advancement With NRI
Thousands of NRI graduates throughout the U. S. and
Canada are proof that it is practical to train at home.
NRI graduates are in every kind of Electronics work:
inspectors, maintenance men, lab technicians, testers,
broadcasting and mobile communications operators,
Radio -TV service technicians, or in essential military
and government posts. Catalog tells more about what
NRI graduates do and earn. Mail postage free card.

FOR EVERY ENGINEER

Choose from 4 Courses
1. INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

2

is what Thomas
I EVER HAD"
Bilak, Jr., Cayuga, N. Y., says of his position with
the G. E. Advanced Electronic Center at Cornell
University. He writes, `Thanks to NRI, I have a
job which I enjoy and which also pays well."

"THE FINEST JOB

Learn about Electronic equipment
used today by business, industry, the
military. Covers computers, servos,
telemetry, multiplexing, other subFCC LICENSE
Communications stations must have
FCC -licensed operators. New NRI
course prepares you for your First
Class FCC exams. Train at home in
spare time.

'

and TV stations; police, marine, aviation, mobile radio, etc. Includes FM
Stereo broadcasting. Course also prepares you for your FCC license exam.
SERVICING
Service and maintain AM -FM Radios,
TV sets, Stereo Hi -Fi, PA systems,
etc. A profitable, interesting spare or
full-time business of your own.

SEE OTHER SIDE

E. Wallace,
Dallas, Texas. He holds a First Class FCC Radiotelephone License and works as a Recording
Engineer with KRLD-TV.

1"I OWE MY SUCCESS TO NRI" says Cecil

3. COMMUNICATIONS
Operation and maintenance of radio

4.

on specially -designed
plug-in type chassis, is the work of Robert H.
He is an Electronic
N.
J.
Laurens, Hammonton,
Technician working on the "Univac" compute/.
Laurens says, "My NRI training helped me to
pass the test to obtain this position."
BUILDING ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

t

jects.

job of E. P.
Searcy, Jr., of New Orleans, La. He works for
also
has
worked as a
Company,
Alcoa Steamship
TV transmitter engineer. He says, "I can recommend NRI training very highly."
MARINE RADIO OPERATOR is the

I

I

t

'

FROM

PERMIT

NO. 20-R
(Sec. 34.9, P.L.&R.)
Washington, D.C.

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

POSTAGE WILL

©Li;

MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

BE

LABORER TO HIS OWN BUSINESS

the success William F. Kline of Cincinnati, Ohio,
has had since taking NRI training. "The course
got me started on the road," he says.

FIRST CLASS

NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF

'

FACTORY

that rang up sales of $158,000 in one year. That's

PAID BY

National Radio Institute
3939 Wisconsin Avenue
Washington 16, D.C.

7-011
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a
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Oldest and Largest
School of Its Kind
Training men to succeed by home
study has been the National Radio
Institute's only business for over 45
years. NRI is America's oldest and

largest Electronics home -study
school. Don't delay. Cut out and
mail POSTAGE -FREE CARD.

MAIL POSTAGE -FREE CARD

Tips

ANNUAL
DOUBLE
BONUS

(Continued from page 100)
BULB AND

CELL TESTER

A simple device for checking flashlight batteries or bulbs can be made from a 6"
length of No. 12 or No. 14 wire and an alligator clip. Form the wire as shown in the
photo, sharpen one end, and solder the other
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NOW BOTH
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ors
World's finest
se, too. 1 's. l's. 2\Ce. $1
O 10 RCA PLUG'N'JACK
Sets for amps, tuners. re- $1
corder.. etc. Worth $2.
(1 60 Insulated Resistors
D tC. Va. 1W to 1 :nee.
$1
5% too. Worth $15.
100 '/2. Watt Resistors $1
70 1 -Watt ResistorsS1

40 2 -Watt Resistors5l
4 Output Transformers

end to the alligator clip. The jaws of the
clip are bent slightly for a better grip on
bulb bases. To use the tester, just slip a
bulb into the alligator clip and bridge it
across the ends of the cell. If you use a No.
112 bulb (1.2 volts) and let it burn for a
while, you'll be able to judge the condition
of the cell; doubtful cells might be strong
at first, then die down.
-Art Trau[ler
SPOOL

PROPS

MULTIMETER

If your multimeter has a wire handle, you
can easily make a prop to hold the instrument in a convenient viewing position. Sim-

ULO. etc.

a

Open frame

types. Worth $.a.

35

POWEto

50\RV

$1

RESISTORS
RESISOTO

ohms. Worth 512.

1

CRYSTAL PHONE
Jens:: vw! a /cord & Halt. S1
O 60 COILS & CHOKES
1,

1W. ant.

$1

S5.i
ose. slug -baled.
1.F. Worth $16.

10 "POLY" BOXES

snap -top covers; sizes t.,$1
4". Won't $3.
MINAL STRIP$S
íto010 LRc oints. Worth
0 $25 SURPRISE PAK
Wide ariety of usable ras$1
Ito -TV-hobby parts.

l'apers. molded.. oil,., ce-$1
ramie! to 1 mf to 600V.
Worth sle.
o
300 -FT. HOOKUP WIRE
Asst. colors. Inaulatlon. $1
sizes. Worth S5.
0 10 Transistor Sockets
Fit all types of transistor:.$i
and mini tubes. too.
O 50 Disc Condensers
asst. .0001 to .111 to
51
1000V. Worth $10.
cos.

CRYSTAL5" MIKE
sq. 100-7000$ 1
11.

O It/z LBS. HARDWARE
Nuts. bolts. etc. fide va $1
'lety. Dandy shOP asst.
15 AC -DC LINE CORDS
4 cons.
rubber. w/lnolde051
lugs. short lengths.
2000 OHM PHONE
ith
d & plug. ear
$1
loop. %Vern .13.
15 ROTARY SWITCHES
hnast. gangs. contacts: for $1
ow circuit changing.
Worth S17.
10 Electrolytic C'nd'o'rs
Incl. can & napes types. $
Duals loot Worth $tn.
O
35 SsInLVER MICAS
est mica, made. \Corti, .sR
60 MICA CONDENSERS
.011 to 600V. Worth 520.c
520. $1
60 Plugs & Receptacles
Intl: power. audio, bat -$1
tery. etc. Worth S8.
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o

ply saw a slot in one end of a film spool and
fit it over the handle as shown. Get a plastic
spool if possible -you'll find that it's easier
to saw than a metal one.

-Jerome Cunningham
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Tube.. b,1' Sylvania. Orly.
beeves.
30 Transistor "Thins"
Disc condensers. 0.05mfd. $
30 to100VDC.
40 "Tiniest" Resistors
Gutty only 4/16" long, 5$1

$i'
$1'

'

slues

LEKTRON

1/13w1 I

245 EVERETT AVE.
CHELSEA 50, MASS.
Write for Free Catalog

o

HOW TO ORDER: Ave. wt. per pak 1 Ib. Return ad with check or
M.O. including postage; excess returned. C.O.D. orders, 25% down:rated.
net 30 days. Include Postal Lone In address.
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is America's- Citizens Band Headquarterè-

LAFAYETTE
ShipIt.

to Shore

Sti

r

Construction
TESTS OR '

the

On

Farm

'AGE LIMITS

L_A-FAY.ETT

E

39.95
2 for 78.88

TRANSISTOR
CITIZENS BAND

"WALKIE TALKIE"

NO MONEY DOWN

-

Completely Wired--Ready to Operate
Fully Transistorized
Transistors olus 1 Diode
Uses -Inexpensive Penlight Batteries
Ne License, Tests or Age Limits
Comes with Leather
Carrying Case, Earphone, Antenna, Batteries and Crystals
As simple and easy to use as the telephone-and twice as handy.
Receives and transmits up to 1.5 miles under average conditions.
Weighs only 18 -oz. and slips into your pocket. Push -to -talk
button operates built-in speaker as sensitive microphone.
9

6
ro

PORTABLE-

:POCKET SIZE

Only
64íx31/4xl5ió

H E -29A

LAFAYETTE
Citizens Band

E-

H

2 0 A

TRANSCEIVER

for Greater Power Output
Series Gate ;Noise Limiter
"S" Meter
Superhet Receiver over all 23 Channels

Calibrated

Pi -Network

Tuneable
'4 Crystal Controlled Transmit Positions
4 Crystal -Controlled
Receive Positions
Dependable Push -To -Talk Ceramic
Microphone & Relay
Illuminated Dial
Built-in
12 -Volt Power Supply
Complete with Matched
Crystals for Channel 9

LAFAYETTE

HE

_

i

44

NO MONEY

-15A

SUPERHET

950
DOWN

Made in U.S.A.

Citizens Band

T

R

A

N

'a

SCE

I

V E

R

Completely Wired-Not A Kit
5 Crystal -Controlled Transmitting
Positions
Tuneable Receiver Over Full 23 Channels
High Output
Ceramic Microphone
Complete with Transmitting Crystal for
Channel

9

compact, precision transmitter and receiver covering up to a 20
mile or more radius, depending upon conditions. The HE -15A features
an effective full -wave variable noise limiter, planetary vernier tuning.
RF and, microphone jack on front panel, 12 tube pertormance from
4 dual -function tubes, 2 single -function tubes, 2 rectifiers.
A

1

HE -19
HE-16
HE -18

Made
in U.S.A.

LAFAYETTE ALL -IN -ONE
CITIZENS BAND MOBILE ANTENNA.
The Scoop Buy for
Citizens Band Mobiles
H E -B00 W X

Chrome Swivel Base
Stainless Steel Spring
1021/2" Stainless Steel Whip for Optimum 11 -Meter

Performance
Chrome swivel ball mount base designed for mounting on any surface. Stainless steel spring holds rod
in properly adjusted position and prevents rod damage from shocks and blows. Stainless steel whip for
maximum resiliency and strength.

á.FAYETTE
_-_ ___
-

111

104

SEND MAIL ORDER
JERICHO TURNPIKE, SYOSSETT, L. I., NEW YORK

Telescoping Whip Antenna
Power Supply for 12 Volts
Power Supply for 6 Volts

Net 3.95
Net 10.95
Net 10.95

NEW! LAFAYETTE
RADIO FIELD INDICATOR
Continuously Indicates Transmitter
Output
Rugged 200 ua Meter Movement
Requires No Electricity, Batteries or Transmitter Connection
Check the performance of marine,
mobile or fixed transmitter. Features
a 200 ua meter movement with variable sensitivity control. Earphones can
be plugged in for an aural check
of output. Antenna extends from 314"
to 103/á'. Magnet on bottom plate
allows easy mounting on car dash or
metal surfaces. Size, less antenna,

TM -14

6.95

31/8W, 21/4H, 2"D.
PLEASE
OTHER
LOCATIONS
LJAMAICA

INCLUDE SHIPPING CHARGES WITH ORDER

NEW YORK, N. Y.
100 6th Avenue

BOSTON, MASS.
110 Federal Street

PARAMUS, N. J.
182 Route 17

NEWARK, N. J.

PLAINFIFLD, N. J.
139 W. 2nd Street

165-0

Liberty Avenue

542 E. Foidham Rd.

24

Central Avenue

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

710 1910T'30

Engineered To Professional Standards
The Heme ... Dedicated To Music

... Designed For

STEREO HIGH-FIDELITY COMPONENTS

:r s o
-!:T.

NEW! LAFAYETTE LT -700

.41413/0./..4,5._,.

Criterion_"

FM STEREO MULTIPLEX TUNER-

-

Made in U.S.A.

Ready for Stere] and no Adapter Needed
.
opening a néw
era- In stereo, tie new Lafayette Criterion FM Stereo Multipex
Tuner is entirely self contained with its own built-in multiplex
facilities. Capab e of achieving the highest Laboratory Standarcs,
its exceptional :electivity and sensltivit5 together with drift -free

performance insures effective reception of even the weakest
multiplex or monaural FM signals.
AFC

FACTORY WIRED & TESTED

124.50

KT -6001

Made insU.S.A.
KT-250A

KT -250A 50 -WATT INTEGRATED
STEREO AMPLIFIER

74.50
Kit
in

LA-250A

99.50
Completely

Wired

Form

i

3rd Channel Output
Separate Bass & Treble Controls
Response: 15-40,000 cps ± .5db (at normal _listening
level)
50 -Watts Monophonically -25 Watts Each Stereo Channel
Pacesetting quality, performance and design. Features
include: unique "Blend" control for continuously variable
channel separation-from full monaural to full stereo,
4 -position Selector, Mode, Loudness and Phase switches.
Individual bias and balance controls. Harmonic distortion,
less than 0.25%. IM distortion, less than .5%. Hum and
noise 77Pb below .full output.

Lriterion

KT -600A

79.50

100-WáTT
BASIC STEREO

,
,

134.5Ó

LT -200 MULTIPLEX ADAPTER

47.50

FACTORY WIRED

& TESTED

Now enjoy stereo with all tie fidelity and convenience that only FM
can provide, by adding this brilliant
new multiplex adapter to your tuner.
Performs beautifully with virtually

/l

late model wide band -tuner
equipped with a multiplex output.
Front panel selector switch provides for On -Off. Mono -FM
and Stereo FM, while pilot lights indicate when pewer-is on
and when adapter is operating stereophonically. Complete
with enclosure and all necessary audio cables.

Made in U.S.A.

D

AMPLIFIER

Made in U.S.A.

.LA -600A
in Kit Form
Completely Wired
"Null" Balancing System
Response 5-40,000 cps = 1 db
Bridge Control Provides Variable 3rd Channel Output
Tape Head Playback Equalization for 4-Track Stereo
Variable Cross Channel Signal Feed Eliminates HoleIn- The -Middle Effects
Sensitivity 2.2 my for 1 volt out. Dual low impedance "plate
follower" outputs 1500 ohms. Less than .03%- IM distortion;
less than .1% harmonic distortion. Hum and noise 80 db
below 2 volts.

KT -550_

Cerfte1.i01.1.M

'

r M-

PROFESSIONAL STEREO CONTROL CENTER

any

-

Made in U.S.A.
KT -550

LA -550

134.50
184.50

Lafayette's NEW Easy -Pay -Plan

FREE'

in Kit Form

Completely Wired

Rated at 50 -Watts per Channel
Response from 2-100,000 cps; 0-1 db at 1 -Watt
Massive Crain Oriented Silicon Steel Transformer
Multiyle Feedback Loop Design (over 50 db)
Metered Calibration Control Panel
Absolutely Stable Under Any Conditions of Load
A néw 'laboratory Standard" dual 50 -watt amplifier guaranteed to outperform any basic stereo amplifier on the market. _Advanced engineering techniques plus the finest

components ensure flawless performance. Distortion levels

so low they are unmeasurable. Hum and noise belief than
90 db below 50 -watts. Complete with metal enclosure.

NO MONEY DOWN

YOURS FOR THE ASKING

-

LAFAYETTE RADIO, DEPT. IK 2-1
P.O. BOX 10, SYOSSET, L. I., N. Y.

FREE 1962 Catalog featuring the complete
line of Lafayette Stereo Components.

o

Send

S

Enclosed

for Stock No

Name
Address
City
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with

°

find new
adventure in
amateur
radio... -

of

1st choice

amateurs the
world over!

loaded with features ... kit or wired!

t,.

-

r

o`
°A 1}'<°!e

4N; '...°

.,NI

7+e

°

f.

pr®cucts
POWER -LINE MONITOR

manufactured by the
Radio Corporation of America, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York 20, N.Y.,
A power -line monitor

;,1p

ó ,i

1,,1.

f

RANGER -75

DVENTURER-50

watts CW input 80
through 10 meters.

240-181-1..
Am. Net

Kit

$54.95

FREE
CATALOG

watts
CW input; 65 watts
phone -160 through

VALIANT -275 watts
CW and 558; 200

10 meters.

through

240-161-2... .Kit
Am. Net...5229.50
240 161-1... Wired
Am. Net...$329.50

240-104-2.. .. Kit
Am. Net...$349.50
240-104-2. Wired
Am. Net...5439.50

watts

AM

-160

schematics on all

Johnson trans-

4

10 meters.

E. F.

JOHNSON CO -

2433 10th Ave. S.W.

Waseca, Minn.

NAME

mitters, ampli- ADDRESS

fiers, station

accessories, keys
and practice sets! CITY

alerts techni-

r-

120 i3p

kmtei

°

cians to voltage
problems before
they can cause

40

trouble. The

max

Model WV -120A
has an expanded

scale from 100

.

Complete speci-

fications and

00

f

(

11191

r

_

to 140 volts

-

(r.m.s.) and an
accuracy of ±2%a at 120 volts, ±3% at 100
and 140 volts. Fluctuations and "bounces
in the line voltage are revealed by the fast,
moving -vane action, and the large scale
can be read clearly from a distance of 10
feet or more. Price, $14.95.

STATE

TUBE TESTER MODERNIZING
á

BUILD THE

.

WITH THESE

°

=PRÓJECTS
DESCRÍB°EDi
b

.'.

IN .1:11197,
ISSUE OF...

PRODUCTS

POPULAR

ELECTRONICS
4"x4"x2"

$1.29

BI -SLAVES FOR AG -1

Uses BUD CU -3002A, 4"x21/e"xls/e"
aluminum chassis box
Uses

64f

Pr.
z2ZZaz

-'
."111wa

$1.68

BUILD A RADIATION DETECTOR
Uses 2"x7"x5" zinc -steel chassis

$1.30

BUD CB -629

BUD BOTTOM PLATE
BP -706

69<

All Bud products are available for immediate delivery from your authorized Bud
Distributor. They are the best for applications described In these projects.
WATCH

FOR THESE

IN

13:0. 1:/

LISTINGS

POPULAR

EVERY MONTH

ELECTRONICS

.RADIO, INC..

Cleveland 3, 'Ohio
55th' Stréet
-ill 8. Eaaf ik-."..Dept.. P.E.106

`

dv=.,,

FLEA POWER GLOW LIGHT
BUD AC -1610, 4"x45/u"x4" aluminum

sloping panel box

,.

,

LOW-PASS FILTER
Uses BUD AU -1083,
aluminum box

PANEL

Sencore's Model TM116 tube tester modernizing panel adapts any tube tester (except
the "cardomatic" types) for handling RCA
Nuvistors and Novars, G.E. Compactrons,
and Sylvania 10 -pin tubes. Plugging into an
octal socket on the existing tester, the
TM116 enables the instrument to make all

.8

"

checks on the new tubes that it would normally carry out on standard types. Price,
$24.95. (Sencore, Inc., 426 S. Westgate
Drive, Addison, Ill.)
LIGHTWEIGHT SOLDERING IRON

The lightweight "Penline-120" soldering iron
introduced by the General Electric Co.,
Schenectady 5, N.Y., is intended primarily
for production line operations, but it's also
well -suited for maintenance, repair, laboratory, and "do-it-yourself" use. The plastic
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

handle, designed for coolness and comfort,
can be fitted with either 30- or 50 -watt tip and -heater assemblies in a variety of tip

close control of output voltage. Sweep
width is continuously variable (from 0 to
over 20 mc. on high -frequency ranges). In-

ternal blanking eliminates the return trace
and provides a zero voltage reference line.
The marker pips indicate spot frequencies
on the displayed waveform without distorting its shape. Selling price of the G-32 in kit
form is $85.95, $119.95 completely wired and
tested. (Paco Electronics Co., Inc., 70-31
84th St., Glendale 27, N.Y.)

styles. Price of the iron, complete with
handle, cordset, and tip assembly, is about
$8.00.

SWEEP

GENERATOR AND

CRT

REIUVENATOR/TESTER

Specifically designed for TV service technicians, the Model TE -19 CRT rejuvenator/

MARKER ADDER

Covering frequencies from 3 - 220 mc. in five
fundamental ranges, the Paco G-32 sweep

generator and

d`._

uww.+

.._.

marker adder is

designed for
easy operation.
An electronic
voltage regulator keeps the
amplitude constant as the r.f.
output is swept
in frequency,
and dual attenu-

.

ators permit

S-

tester checks and repairs both black -and white and color TV picture tubes without

UILD°HE`= FINE §-,T"'"
The

°

"PROFESSIONAL"
Series-designed for
the perfectionist seeking
the finest in TV performance.
Easy to assemble. No technical
kncwledge required. An ideal
"Learning" Kit with a Complete
Course of Study is available.

Professional Quality Features:
Choice of push-pull 10 -watt audio or output to
your Hi -Fi system ... D.C. restoratic n ..
Ultra-linear sweep circuits ... Standard Coil
Guided Grid Turret Tuner ... Super-sersitivity for fringe areas ... Complete line of P Icessories for Custom Installations.
Choice of 23", 24" or 27" CRT. Prices range
from $119 to $199.
U.S. Armed Services and over 4000 schools and
colleges have selected Transvision Receivers for
educational television.
.

7.71

am. -r

.9ide4e ed

ie a

Beautiful Cabinets
designed to enhance sound

quality and blend with
modem decor. For TV or
combination TV and Hi-Fi.

elecfiioaiat ?

ASSEMBLY MANUAL -$2

See how easy it is to
assemble the Transvision Kit. Cost of
Manual refunded on
purchase of Kit.

P

WIRED

Meli_á1

n:,

I

1

Learn the basic principles of electronics from the Course available with the Kit.

Also available:

CHASSIS
for custom

Package!"
91111~1

A few of the

!.

!di

On Easy "Pay
As You Wire"
Terms. Only $15-"
for the Stating,

CUSTOMIZED,

..K.I

:

,

_

=4L

New Rochelle, N.Y.

NE 6.6000
START NOW
MAIL THIS COUPON
installations
s'p1r
Dept. PE
..w
7i Y1.;,,_;..!1.;,,_;..!TRANSVISION Electronics, Inc., New Rochelle, N.Y.
with a choice
El Send Free 8 -page catalog
El Enclosed 1: 52. far Assembly Instructions so that might
of vertical or horizontal
see how easy it is to assemble the Traesvision Kit. understand that this will be refunded if purchase a kit.
o'er
controls and the newest
° *
Enclosed is 515 for the Storting Package.
understand that can buy packages one at a time
23", 24" or 27"
wire. (Models range from 5119 to $199.)
ac

-

3,.1

I

I

I

.

I

R

I

CRT.

Name

'

City

Address.
Zone
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products.
(Continued from page 107)

friends
and your
RADIO SHACK'S

.-

1962 ELECTRONICS

r.

CATALOGS
Pecca

33, N.Y.)

Every New Supplement
For Next 12 Months!
Our bigger, better catalogs offer the widest line
of electronic parts and equipment in the world!

ALL-PURPOSE VTVM

A versatile and rugged all-purpose VTVM
for radio, TV, and experimental work is
offered by the

Stereo, Hi -Fi, Horn Radio, Test Equipment, Pre Recorded Tapes, Tape Recorders, Records, Parts
-plus 30 pages of Kits! 340 pages-over
100,000 items! No Money Down credit terms.
Money back guarantee of satisfaction.

Precision Apparatus Co., Inc.,
Glendale 27, L.I.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

a

ra ra

ri

a ra

RADIO SHACK Corp.
730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass.
Send Radio

Shack's famous

year-FREE and POSTPAID.

NM

The
1

electronics catalogs for one

Your Nome
Your Address
City and Zone
For a Friend
Address
City and Zone

61L7A
Stole
6IL7A1

=MN WM1~-ME-

Stale

fiMI

BOOKS
Want to get ready for
COMPUTERS?
Start here! Read

removal from the set. The TE -19 checks for
emission, shorts and leakage; repairs inter element shorts and open circuits. Each gun
of a color tube is checked and corrected
separately. The unit, including tube socket
adapters to accommodate 110° tubes, is
priced at $32.50. (Lafayette Radio Electronics Corp., 165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica

Model

48

employs a balanced vacuum -

tube

bridge

circuit for all
voltage and resistance measurements. It provides 7 d.c. volt-

meter ranges

megohms/
sensitivity
on the 1.5 -volt
range), 7 a.c.
voltmeter ranges (peak to peak and r.m.s.),
7 decibel ranges, and 7 ohmmeter ranges.
A 3 -way probe permits rapid, accurate testing. Price, $55.95.
(71/g

volt

ULTRAVIOLET KIT

The hobbyist or young scientist needs only
a screwdriver to assemble the "Minera -

UNDERSTANDING
DIGITAL COMPUTERS

light Gemini"

ultraviolet kit.
Equipped with

International Electric Corp.
Here's the firm grounding you need, for
what makes computers and data processors tick. Study this book: it gives bedrock principles rather than the gadgets
that go so quickly out of date. Study this,
and you'll soon be able to talk the comBy PAUL SIEGEL,

puter language. Most of the book goes
from theory to basic building blocks, then
on to showing how these blocks combine
into computers. Capstone of the book:
the description of the making of a specimen computer. 1961. 403 pages. $8.50.
M your bookstore, or
JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
440 Park Avenue South, New York 16, N.Y.
108

both long- and

short-wave

lamps, it can be
used for fluores-

cent analysis,
mineral exploration, and
gem identification. The lamps
operate from a
1111

wall plug or,

with the aid of
the "Mineralight
Power Pack" adapter, from a 6 -volt battery (illustrated). The kit costs $19.95, the
adapter, $14.95. (Ultra -Violet Products,
Inc., 5114 Walnut Grove Ave., San Gabriel,
Calif.)
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

SUBMINIATURE UTILITY

LAMP

Small in size but high in intensity, the
Tensor Model 5979 subminiature all-purpose
utility lamp can
easily be carried
in an overnight
bag. The lamp,
which measures
only 3" x 2" x
7" when folded,
gives more than

adequate light

for hobby work,
reading or shaving. Available in
a variety of colors, the Model
5979 is priced
at $14.95. (Tensor Electric De-

velopment Co., Inc., 1873 Eastern Parkway,
Brooklyn 33, N. Y.)
BATTERY ELIMINATOR/CHARGER

The EICO Model 1064 extra -low ripple battery eliminator and charger provides the
undistorted d.c.

necessary for
servicing tran-

sures maximum sensitivity and temperature
stability. The relay is a standard 5K Gem.
Power requirements: 1% volts "A" and
22% volts "B"; weight, 2.2 oz.; size, 1" x
1%" x 2". The unit is priced at $24.95.
VERSATILE TUBE TESTER

Claimed to be obsolescence -proof, the Model
700 dynamic mutual conductance tube tester
checks both old
and new TV and
radio tubes, including Nuvistors, 10 -pin
tubes, and 12 -

tions. European
hi-fi tubes, voltage regulators,

y

;t

48

--

HAM COMMUNICAIIIONS

other applica-

,i ,a

m.

1,

and most industrial types are k.:1
also accommodated. A multiple -socket section provides a
quick check for most standard tubes, and
other types are tested in a simplified switch
section. The tester, which automatically
compensates for line voltage variations, sells
for $169.95. (B&K Manufactvring Co., 1801
W. Belle Plaine Ave., Chicago 13, Ill.)

sistorized equipment or for any

RECEIVER

Lafayette Radio's Model HE -30, a 0.55-30
mc. communications receiver, is just the
thing for today's crowded ham hands. Its
illuminated slide-rule dial has markings
every 5 kc. on 80 and 40 meters, every
20 kc. on 20 and I5 meters, and every 50 kc.
on 10 meters. The receiver's sensitivity is
1.0 microvolt with a 10-db signal-to-noise
ratio, and there is a built-in Q -multiplier
for better selectivity. Among the HE -30's
other features are an automatic noise limiter, an adjustable BFO, and a transformer -

tion where ripple must be held
to a minimum.
Its two ranges
(0-8 volts
10
amperes, continuous, and 0-16
volts @ 6 amperes, continuous) are controlled by a
variable trans-

former

K",

pin Compac-

and

monitored by a voltmeter and dual -range
ammeter. More than enough current is
available for battery charging, and all parts
are operated well below their stated voltage
and current ratings. The Model 1064 sells
for $43.95 in kit form, $52.95 wired. (EICO
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc., 33-00
Northern Blvd., L.I. City 1, N.Y.)

`.

e

r

. .

-r. .

.~t,t

RADIO CONTROL RECEIVER

A new ruggedized, single -channel receiver
has been released by Gyro Electronics Co.,
36 Walker St., New York 13, N. Y. Said to

be the best available for proportional control, the "Tone King" has a tuning range of
26.995 to 27.255 mc. and is actuated by a
400-800 cycle tone. Use of a vacuum -tube
detector and 2 -stage transistor amplifier in -

.

.,,...........as.'' ...,

-

-

-

-

.,. __--`

)

A

v

powered full -wave rectifier circuit. Price,
$99.95; an additional $7.95 will buy you a
matching Model HE -11 external speaker.
(Lafayette Radio, 165-08 Liberty Ave.,
Jamaica 33, N.Y.)
3p
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FREE
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friends

1962 ELECTRONICS

CATALOGS
,jlEvery

Supplement

N

For Next 12 Months!
Our bigger, better catalogs offer the widest line
of electronic parts and equipment in the world!
Stereo, Hi -Fi, Ham Radio, Test Equipment, Pre Recorded Tapes, Tape Recorders, Records, Parts
-plus 30 pages of Kits! 340 pages-over
100,000 items! No Money Down credit terms.
Money back guarantee of satisfaction.
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MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

IRE
RADIO SHACK Corp.

RIM

RIM

730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass.
Send Radio Shock's famous
year-FREE and POSTPAID.

Your Name
Your Address
City and Zone
For a Friend
Address
City and Zone

RIM

ii

lag Ilia

elm
e

electronics catalogs for one

61L7B
State
611.781

iEli MIMNI=-

State

SELL .YOUR USED

EQUIPMENT Through: POPULAR ELECTRON ICS'

Classified Columns!

°

The 400,000 purchasers of POPULAR ELECTRONICS are always interested in good used equipment or
components. So, if you have something to sell, let PE readers know
about it through our classified columns. It costs very little: just 60¢ a
word, including name and address.
Minimum message: 10 words.

;

;

RADIO SHACK'S

.

Transistor Topics
(Continued from page 84)
as a 50 -watt stereo amplifier a transistorized thermometer a 10 -transistor
portable radio; a 5 -band portable receiver; a number of hearing aids, including
eyeglass styles; miniature tape recorders, power megaphones, intercoms; transistorized CB equipment; and a variety
of kit and component bargains, including
high -frequency transistors for $1.65 and
"packs" of four pnp or npn transistors
for 98 cents.
Specs Got You Down? The interpretation of semiconductor data sheets can be
a real chore. Even experienced design
engineers run into trouble on occasion.
One reason for the difficulty is the many
different ways in which a basic characteristic can be specified, depending on
individual manufacturer preferences.
High -frequency characteristics, for example, may be specified as alpha cutoff, beta cutoff, figure of merit, gain bandwidth product, or, in the case of
switching units, as switching speed in
microseconds. Another reason is that
"maximum" ratings must be correlated
with circuit conditions.
Motorola has taken a giant step toward
eliminating the mystery of data sheets
with the publication of a useful little
booklet entitled "How To Get More
Value Out of a Transistor Data Sheet."
For your free copy, write to Motorola
Semiconductor Products, Inc., 5005 East
McDowell Road, Phoenix 8, Arizona, and
request Bulletin No. PX-104.
That does it for now. We'll have more

'4-

info and news in December.

-Lou

j

ELECTR(
TUBE
DE PT.

'For
Martin Lincoln
further -. POPULAR ELECTRONICS
;information
Óne Park Avenue
write:
NéW York 16, N.'Y.
°
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nósv, for

the first time,
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SPEAKER SYSTEMS
mark I 8"model

yours
for
only

11" high. x 91/2" deep x 23" long
Shipping Weight: 27 lbs.

$15.00=013

Factory
Extended range domestic weaker
with new hi-efticiency magnetic
circuit. Ideal for medium and low
level monaural or stereo reproduction. 1" voice coil with E ohms
impedance. Speaker response 45.
to 13,000 cps. E.16 oz. new type
magnet.

and *22.50

-

-

'

test and compare

...

in your own home
the reputation for quality
which we have built since 1948 is in your hands
.. for 13 years Cabinart has been a leader in the
high fidelity field. This introduction of quality
speaker systems at low cost is completely in line
with our progressive development program .
prove to yourself that CABINART MAKES THE

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE!

cabinart guarantees
+

-

°.mark'II12"model

you must be satisfied that this unit is the best
performing you have ever heard
at any
comparable price or in many systems costing
dollars more,
you must be satisfied that this unit is the great-

-

14" high x '111/2' deep x 233/4"
long
Shipping Weight:,37 lbs.

"

$ 22.50

FOB Factory
Yi
.12" coaxial 6.3 oz. Alnico 4 magnet with 1" voice coil, heavy° one-

est advance in Cabinart's 13-year experience,
YOU MUST

BE SATISFIED WITH CABINART
SPEAKER SYSTEMS FOR 10 FULL DAYS OR

piece cone and -specially designed'
3" Alnico V PM tweeter. Power "
rating, 12 watts; impedarce, 8
ohms. Speaker response 40 to
15,000 cps. Built-in high pass °

YOUR MONEY BACK

All Cabinart Systems Guaranteed In Writing For
One Full Year!

filter.

.

cabinart cabinets
are made of an extremely dense wood product
% inch, thick throughout, solidly glued. Sanded,
ready to finish. Extra heavy construction
achieves maximum possible speaker response.
Cabinart's unique principle creates acoustical
resistive loading of the loudspeaker cone effectively improving low end efficiency to make it
comparable to mid and high range response.

cabmart

acoustical

°eng.

-units also" availab e in'
Lafayette Radio Stores or through
Lafayette's mail order division.

°These

r

"

Cabinart Acoustical Eng. Ccrp.
36 Geyer St., Haledon, N. J.
Please ship the following to be used in my home for 10
understand unit Cs) may be returned and
money refunded within that time unless fully

full days.

I

my

satisfe

Mark

corp.

(Please

1

make

$15.00 each
check

or

Mark
money

II

order

$22.50 each
payable

to

Cabinart Acoustical.)

Haledon, New Jersey

Name

Cabinart Is One Of Amer'ica's Largest Manufacturers of Speaker Systems and Enclosures

Address
City

Stale

L,
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On the Citizens Band

li

(Continued from page 75)

MOVING?
!,,A0

If you've recently changed your address, or plan to in the near future,
be sure to notify us at once. We'll
make the necessary changes on
your mailing plate, and see to it that

your subscription continues without
interruption. Right now-print the
information requested in the spaces
below and mail it to: POPULAR
ELECTRONICS, 434 So. Wabash
Ave. Chicago 5, Illinois.
Name

Please

PRINT!

#Arem llil No.

Old Address
State

City
i New Address
Zone

City

!I

Stale

Mail copies to new address starting
issue.
with

mobile roof with plastic tape applied in
long strips. (Tape placed on the can's
sharp edges will protect your car's finish.) Then run the coax to your transceiver through a window. Note that
no holes need be drilled and the antenna
can be removed with no after-effects.
With the cold
Cut Thermal Drift.
weather coming upon us in many parts
of the nation, CB'ers using tunable receivers in their cars might notice what
they consider to be excessive warm-up
drift. Temperature compensation is a
difficult thing to accomplish to perfection when you consider that the range
of temperature in a mobile unit might be
from below zero (if the car is parked
outside overnight) to above 100 degrees when the set warms up.
If you do park your car out-of-doors

during the winter, don't turn your transceiver on until your car heater is going
strong. You'll cut thermal drift in the
receiver and lessen the chance of cracking the glass on a tube or two when
the tubes warm up.
New CB Products. In line with the idea
of selective calling and communications,
the Martin Development Company has
announced the availability of a CB -

''(Your Account Number appears directly
above your name on the mailing label.)

T NEW

FIRST MINIATURIZED

TWO-WAY RADIO!
WALK

TWO -WAY
WALKIE-TALKIE

$29 50
EACH

Crystal Control American Made-sending
and receiving set In the smallest metal
case at the lowest price!!
Crystal microphone loud speaker 9 -volt transistor
radio battery, transistorized transmitting and receiving sets with the latest miniaturized printed circuitry. CITIZENS BAND-NO LICENSE, NO
EXAMINATION. NO AGE LIMIT.
A ruggedly constructed hand held unit for
hunting. fishing, construction workers, surveyors, stockyards, warehouses, firemen. police. etc. Will operate between vehicles.
!

EXCLUSIVE! WORLD'S SMALLEST 5-TRANSISTOR TRANSCEIVER CITIZEN'S BAND

Made in U.S.A. Fully Guaranteed.

OitIIEIt: Enclose check. cash or mover
order for postpaid shipment. or $5.00 deposit
tor
4%
residents add'onal
moneery atback guar. Californiadays
Sales Tax. healers inquire.

TO
I

-

WORLD WIDE COMPANY

1212 TOWNE WAY DRIVE
112

EL MONTE. CALIFORNIA

BEEPER. A transistorized 1000 -cycle
tone generator designed for use with any
transceiver, the BEEPER measures only
2" x 3" x 4" and is finished in attractive
antique black and gray hammertone.
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

Two models are available, a de luxe self powered unit, and a unit which takes its
power either from the transceiver or a
separate source. The manufacturer

states that transceiver connections are
easily made. For further details, write
to P. O. Box 82, San Antonio, Texas.
An interesting adaptation of an antenna technique used on jets and guided
missiles is represented by the new General Electromagnetics Corp. "Omni -Slot
Boundary Antenna." The manufacturer
of this broadband vehicular antenna

t. yóu and your friends.
RADIO SHACK'S' 1'962
ELECTRONICS. CATALOG

}

OneR

ÁCKI19

'ii,l`9-t...
.
1,

.:

EVERY NEW

ts '

'

l`".

SUPPLEMENTj
FOR NEXT

1,

(MONTHS_

claims that the device has the same gain
as a full V4 -wave vertical antenna, yet
its circular design places it only two
inches above the car roof. Three models
are being made, one maintaining full
efficiency over CB frequencies plus the
amateur 10- and 6 -meter bands. Fading
and blind spots are said to be eliminated,
and full gain at high vehicular speeds is
claimed. Contact this company at 11719
East Washington Blvd., Whittier, Calif.,
for further information.
"CB News and Views." That's the name
of an outstanding publication in "Chicagoland," and the official voice of the
Citizens Radio League (Box 28, North lake, Ill.) Each month's issue spotlights
a club member as "Personality of the
Month," and other items tell of the various activities of the club and its members. Although this is only a two -sheet
publication, it's printed by offset and
runs some excellent -quality photographs.
Two items in a recent issue of "CB
News and Views" especially caught our
eye, since they are subjects which probably concern CB'ers everywhere. The
first item, headed "No Exclusive Channels," dealt with the problem of who
has the prior right to the use of a particular channel-a Civil Defense Net or
a private individual. The club paper

Send coupon below for your FREE personal
copy of Radio Shack's 1962 giant catalog

....a 340 -page book-largest

in our

history!

It simply brims with over 100,000 items
for everyone who enjoys the fascination of
electronics. See the wcrld's largest line of
Stereo, Hi -Fi, Ham Radio, Test Equipment,
Pre -Recorded Tapes, Tape Recorders, Records, Test Equipment

...

brand new line of build -it -yourself
kits-finest for the money.
Plus a

Every item is easy to own on our new No
Money Down Credit terms. Your satisfaction
guaranteed or money back.
When you send coupon, you get our giant
catalog plus all other books for
year. Fill
in a friend's name, too.
1

.

RADIO SHACK Corp.
an MI

Boston, Massachusetts

Mm

m

MN EMI

MAIL COUPON TODAY
RADIO SHACK Corp.
730 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 17, Mass.
Send Radio Shack's famous electronics catalogs for one

year-FREE and POSTPAID.

Your Address

'

City and Zone

1

Your Name

61L7

For

IL

o

Address
City and Zone

November, 1961
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Friend
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---State

1
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Send

,POPULAR
ELECTRONICS

POPULAR
ELECTRONICS

Every
Month
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

ZONE

Check one:

STATE

O

3 years for

0

2 years

O

1

$10

for $7

year for $4

Payment Enclosed

Bill Me

In the U. S., its possessions and Canada. Foreign
rates: Pan American Union countries, add .50 per
year; all other foreign countries, add $1 per year.

Mail to: POPULAR
PE -1161H,

Dept.

434

S.

ELECTRONICS

Wabash Ave., Chicago

5,

III.

pointed out that regulations provide for
the shared use of all CB channels. In
the event that a private party wants to
use a channel on which a CB drill is being held, he can request the CD net to
stand by. The only possible exception
would be if the net were actually handling emergency traffic, but in this situation all other civilian communications
would probably be closed down anyway.
The second item concerned a crosscountry "Mayday." A CB'er aboard his
boat was in distress on Lake Superior.
Two operators, one in Chicago and
another in Duluth, Minn., heard his call
and telephoned the Coast Guard. Meanwhile, skip signals from Texas were
booming in. But when the Texas operators were informed of the emergency,
they stood by.
The channel on which this little drama
took place? Of all the ones to choose,
Channel 11! While we do offer a hearty
"well done" to all those stations who
participated, even if it was only by not
transmitting, the implications behind
this incident should be clear. In every
call area, Channel 11 is over -crowded,
while many others, including Channel 13,
are empty.
We'd like to make a strong plea for
the organized monitoring of Channel 13
ín areas where boating is popular, and
for a continuous "watch" by motels, restaurants, etc., of Channel 15, the semiofficial "national travel channel."
30

Solution to Crossword Puzzle
(Puzz

LEAtRN W
%

S LEEP !

Experiment in this fascinating, educational
neo field. Use your phono, recorder or amazing new "Electronic Educator" endless tape
recorder. Free catalog lists over 200 unusual
tapes, records, equipment for sleep -learning &
hypnosis experimenters. SleepLearning Research Ass'n., Box 24 -PE, Olympia, Wash.

POLICE, CITIZENS BAND, AIRCRAFT
Monitor these and other signals,
from any auto radio using the inexpensive and dependable Model
107 transistorized converter. Any
SINGLE frequency between 25-50
and 108-175 mes. Fully miniaturized, it can be installed in sec .p111
onds. Designed to give years of
dependable, trouble free service.
Order now, or send for free inforso.
mation. State frequency. Guaranteed for one full year.

/

ROBIN RADIO CO.
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Box 217

Greenville, Texas
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in seven months on the air, operating on 40

Across the Ham Bands

and 15 meters. He also earned a 15 -wpm code-

(Continued from page 81)
News and Views
Gary Yantis, KOBHM, 10809 Johnson Dr.,
Shawnee, Kansas, whose Novice station photo was the July contest winner, brings us up
to date on his activities. Gary now has his
General Class ticket, and has become a DX
and contest man. "If there is a big 'pile up'
after a rare DX station, look for me at the
bottom of the pile," he reports. Gary has
earned the following certificates so far:
WAC, WAS, WAK, WWC, CP-20, and RCC.
He is also very close to DXCC. WAC is
"Worked All Continents," WAS is "Worked
All States," CP-20 stands for "Code Prtificiency 20 WPM," RCC is "Rag Chewers'
Club," and DXCC is "DX Century Club," but
I have no idea what the other two are.
"Ken," KN3OEO, 909 Blunston St., Columbia,
Pa., offers to help you obtain your Novice
license. He operates on 40 meters with a
Knight T-50 transmitter and a Knight R-100
.

receiver....

Ron Pavluvcik, KN1REN, 87 Clover
St., Stratford, Conn., worked 10 states in
two months on 80 meters with his Heathkit
DX -60 feeding a 65' end -fed antenna. Then
he tried 15 meters and worked three new
states in two days. Ron receives on a National NC -54.
Tim Wright, KNOBFR, Hamburg, Iowa, has

worked

33

proficiency certificate.... Art Kobres, K4FWJ,
San Juan St., Tampa, Fla., worked 20
states the first two days after getting his
Novice ticket. It took another five months to
work the other 30 states. Art also worked all
continents as a Novice. He used a Knight
T-50 transmitter feeding a great variety of
antennas from "long wires" to Cubical Quads,
and a Hallicrafters S -53A aided by a Q -multiplier in running up this record. As a General,
Art is now using a Heathkit DX -100B transmitter and a Hammarlund HQ -110C receiver.
Bob Hough, WN4AJF, 3824 Cambria St.,
Lynchburg, Va., receives on a National HRO7, which he says was original equipment on
Noah's Ark. With it and his EICO 720 transmitter feeding a dipole and a couple of longwire antennas-not all at once-he worked
21 states his first month on the air. He spends
most of his time on 80 and 40 meters, dipping
into 15 meters for an occasional contact... .
Cary Africk, WV2SYD, 3739 Neptune Ave.,
Brooklyn 24, N. Y., only has room for a 15 meter dipole, which is just 10' high; but in
five days on the air, he made 22 contacts in
four states. An EICO 720 transmitter generates his r.f., and an old Hallicrafters S -20R,
plus a Heathkit Q -Multiplier, draws in the
signals.
Ira Reed Moore reports that his boss and
"pardner," W4TRQ, Orlando, Fla., who also
operates "portable -7" in Salt Lake City, Utah,
at 1281 Hyland Lake Drive, is Karl von
Mueller, the writer, treasure hunter, and ad 3909

states, Canada, and Puerto Rico

Up in the air over your next project? Make it

h aIIi(rafters great

Send for

...

Haiiicrafters'

"GUIDE

TO

SHORT WAVE LISTENING"

new
hayir!aNrrs

"SKY BUDDY" short wave

AMS

receiver kit !

You're "airborne" fast with this'dutstanding new HALLI-KIT,
precision -engineered in the most respected communications
laboratories in the world-Hallicrafters.

We've just published a new miniature book that tells you the
entire story of Short Wave -64
pages of facts on how it works,
what you can hear, where and
when to listen, antennas, tuning
information, etc. Send 35¢ to
Hallicrafters, Dept. 21, Chicago

AM plus

2 short wave bands (2-5.5 mc. and 5.7-16.4 mc.) covering
aircraft, ships, foreign stations, amateurs, etc.
Transformer -type power supply. Superheterodyne circuit with superb
sensitivity and planetary drive for sharp, selective tuning:
Built-in speaker and headphone jack, with function switch. Separate
switch for voice or code reception.

11,

U.

-119K "Sky Budc'y" Kit

ONLY

$399E

P.S. For another $10.0), you can

buy it factory wired and tested.

Sold only through authorized
Ñallicrafters distribútors and dealers.

-

t.naliicrofte,s..,
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"PHOTOGRAPHY

'DI.RECTORY

THE WHOLE
1NORLD OF

PHOTOGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT

-' ;f

IS YOURS, IN

-Your guide to what to. buy
how to buy ..': where to buy!

market-cameras, projectors, flash
attachments, lighting and sound equipment, darkroom supplies, accessories,
and film. Makes selecting your new
equipment as easy as

performance data on still and movie
cameras, movie projectors, and electronic flash equipment with easy-to -read
charts.

CHECK

the detailed specifications on each and
every product. Get prices, manufacturers, and distributors.

clear, accurate pictures of everything

from gadget bags to underwater
apparatus.

It's all yours in the 1962 Photography Directory and Buying Guide-now on sale at your
favorite newsstand. Or order your copy with
ONLY 1.00
this handy coupon.
Popular Photography Book Service
One Park Avenue,,New York 16,-N. Y.

-

a copy of the 1962 PHOTOGRAPHY
DIRECTORY AND BUYING GUIDE. I enclose $1.00, the
cost of the DIRECTORY, plus 100 to cover mailing and

Please send me

handling charges. (Canada and Foreign $1.25 plus 100
postage)

NAME
ADDRESS
ZONE

STATE
EF2039
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"Mobileer."

.

.

Lyle

"Shortie" Murphy,

Crestview Drive, Houston 28,
Texas, has been on the air for about 10 weeks.
Working 40 meters almost exclusively, he
has worked over 100 stations in 16 states.
A Johnson Adventurer running 50 watts generates the r.f. that his %-wave dipole antenna
bounces off the ionosphere. A Hallicrafters
SX-101 and an S -38E do the receiving.
Mark Alan Rowland, W4UCZ, checked with
the FCC about what type of calls the WN4's
now on the air would receive when they get
their Generals. The answer was "WA4," not
"W4." The FCC did not issue WV4 calls in
the southern states, since "WV4" was already
reserved for Novices in the Virgin Islands.
.

Larry Aldrich, KN8ZZW/K8ZZW, Maple Rapids, Mich., likes 80 and 15 meters. He has a

SEE:

CITY

venturer. If you make a solid contact with
Karl and follow it up with a QSL card, you
will get a return QSL with a $500.00 bill attached. Of course, the bill is Confederate
money. Look for W4TRQ, fixed, portable, or
mobile, on 20 and 40 meters. He uses a MultiElmac AF -68 transmitter and a PMR-8 receiver. When not in the car, the antenna is
a vertical. In the car, it is a Mosley MA -3
KN5KJY, 8174

1:COMPARE

--

0

j.

mation on all the products on the photo

3

o

J. E. Brazee, KNOCWW, Sumner, Nebr., worked 26
states in his first 5 months on the air-not bad
for a 34 -year -old "beginner." His transmitter is
an EICO 720, his receiver a Hammarlund HQ -145.

Featuring over 176 pages of vital infor-

2

,

»,11.

dipole for 80 and a "1 -element beam" for 15.
An EICO 720 does the transmitting, and a
Hammarlund HQ-110C does the receiving.
In two months on the air, he has made 110
contacts, 69 of them confirmed. Alaska is his
best DX. Larry's General license is on the
way, so his Novice career is going to be a

short one.

.

Dave Edger, KNSJBW, 4006 N.

Elgin Ave., Tulsa 6, Okla., would like to work
Alaska and Hawaii, but he does not think he
is the only Novice with that wish. If you want
to work Oklahoma, Dave is your boy. He's on
40 and 15 meters, with 40 being his best band.
His Globe Chief De luxe transmitter excites
a Mosley V-4-6 vertical antenna, and his receiver is a Hammarlund HQ -129X. Thirtyfour states, 30 confirmed, and 250 contacts
make up his record. Dave does his best to
paper the walls of other ham shacks by
QSL'ing 100%.
Send all your material for "Across the
Ham Bands" to: Herb S. Brier, W9EGQ,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, P.O. Box 678, Gary,
Indiana. Until next month, 73,
Herb, W9EGQ
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS

SHORT-WAVE MONITOR CERTIFICATE APPLICATION
To become a Short -Wave Monitor registered with
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, just follow these simple

costs. If you live outside the United States and
cannot obtain U. S. coins, send either 15 cents
in Canadian currency or two International Reply
Coupons (IRC's).

directions:
Fill out the form below. (You must be a shortwave listener presently active in the hobby to be
eligible for a Short -Wave Certificate.)
1

3 Insert the application form, coins (or 1RC's)
and a stamped, self-addressed envelope in another
envelope and mail it to:
Monitor Registration, POPULAR ELECTRONICS
One Park Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.

2 Send us 10 cents in coin to cover the cost of the
certificate as well as the handling and registration

Ham

(Please Print)

Call -Area
Prefix

Name

Address

City

Receivers

Zone

Make

Model

Make

Model

Principal SW
Bands Monitored

State

Number of QSL
Cards Received

Type of Antenna Used

Signature

Date

I

PERSONAL

No
^I

license required-may be used at once!
Meets FCC requirements for use with licensed
Citizens' Band stations, too!

rt .
F

"Personal Messenger'-a superbly engineered
-way crystal -controlled transceiver so compact it fits in your hand
flexible it can be used in thousands of applications! 11 transistors and 4 diodes-superheterodyne receiver with exclusive tuned
R.F. amplifier gives you twice the sensitivity and more than 40%
This is the new
2

-so

more range than units with conventional circuitry! Powerful two -stage
transmitter delivers more power output than similar units with the same

rated input! Unmatched aud-o intelligibility and razor-sharp voice
reproduction-automatic noise limiter-automatic volume controlpositive squelch control-elastic hand strap
operates on penlight or rechargeable
nickel-cadnium batteries.

-

$10950

ILLUSTRATED AT LEFT-The Viking "Messenger"-maximum legal power
Citizens' Bond crystal -controlled transceiver. Excellent receiver sensitivity
and selectivity-highly efficient transmitter punches your signal home! Built-in
squelch-AVC-AN L. With tubes, push -to -talk
microphone and crystals for I channel.
FROM

$13¿195A

r
E. F.

FREE

241E

Color Brochure

rá

Iwo

JOHNSON COMPANY

Tenth Avenue

S.

W.

1

Waaeea, Minneaeta

Please rush me your full color brochure.
NAMF
ADDRESS

Delivery or

fleet operation

Your own
personal use

ConBustruction or
si

xss

WRITE TODAY

L

CITY

STATE

Manufacturers of the world's most widely used personal communications transmitters
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"Multiplex

All -Transistor
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New Stereo Hi -Fi Systems -Everything in Hi -Fi Ccmponents
New Multiplex Stereo FM a All -Transistor Stereo Hi -Fi
Money-Saving Build -Your-Own KNIGHT-KITS5 for Every Need
Best Buys in Tape Recorders, Tape, and Supplies

Citizens

t.7

Band 2 -Way Radios
Short -Wave Receivers
Amateur Receivers, Transmitters,, and Station Gear
Latest Public Address Systems, Paging and Intercom Equipment
TV Tubes, Antennas, Accessories Batteries, Wire and Cable
Test and Laboratory Instruments Tools, Hardware
Huge Listings of Parts, Tubes, Transistors, Technical Books

Stereo IM

Stereo Hi-fi

exclusive mcney-saving KNIGHT° products
SAVE MOST on famous KNIGHT Stereo Hi -Fi -comparable
to the best in quality, styling and performance, yet priced far
lower. Select super -value KNIGHT components or complete
systems (including latess Multiplex Stereo and All -Transistor
hi-fi) and save most. KGIGIIT products are acclaimed by all
those who recognize integrity in design and manufacture and
vlro appreciate value.

NO MONEY DOWN
on Allied's new Credit Fund Plan
Now-enjo- 50% inure buying power-up to 21 moat hs
to pay-sec our 1902 Catalog for simple details.

SEND FOR

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
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All -In -One FM -AM Tuner -Amplifier
Kit with latest built-in MULTIPLEX
Stereo FM, less case .... $129.95

MULTIPLEX Self -Powered
Adapter Kit, for Stereo FM
$19.95

reception

Deluxe Stereo FM -AM Tuner Kit
with latest built-in MULTIPLEX
Stereo FM
$99.95

ALL -TRANSISTOR

50 -Watt
Stereo Amplifier Kit, less
case
$79.95

'
a%
ALL -TRANSISTOR
System Kit (2

TRANSISTORIZED

Wireless Intercom

Electronic Tach-

units)......... $45.90

ometer Kit.

$

24.95

Amazing 100 -InScience Lab

I

Electronic

Kit....... $29.95

e

AM-Shorfw<ve DX-er2 -Band
Radio
Receiver Kit..
.. .. .. $19.95
.

building a Knight -Kit is the
most satisfying do-it-yourself
experience in the world!
5 BIG REASONS WHY:

d

Convenience Designed-makes you a kit -building expert-even the very first time!
Wonderful to Build-you' marvel at the sheer
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see more than

90 KNIGHT-KITS

HIGH-FIDELITY KITS
25 HOBBYIST KITS
31 INSTRUMENT KITS
14 AMATEUR 8 CITIZENS BAND KITS
21

ns,GnT-KITS are

also

ave Iabie in Canada

KMutitual
.
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Conductance

Tube Tester

Lowest Money -Saving Prices
World's Largest Stocks
Easiest -Pay Terms
Expert He1F
Fastest Shipment
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
send for the world's biggest
electronics catalog!
$

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 201-L1
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

Sena FREE 1962 ALLIED 444 -page Catalog

Send

for it

Name

today!

Addres

World's Largest

City

RADIOElecfronic

Supply House

Ham

.f49,95

ease of assembly with the exclusive "show -how"
manual guiding you like a Good instructor.
You Own the Best-you'll enjoy with pride a true
custom-built product, professional In its engineering and performance.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: Buy any
Knight -Kit. Build Iti Use itl You must be
satisfied or you get your money back!

;

and
Tronsmitter CW 60 -Wart

º_

.

R

-C

I

You Save So Much-because you buy direct
from Allied at our money -s ºving volume pricesand because you do the easy assembly yourself.
Easiest to Buy-NO MONEY DOWN on Allied's
new Credit Fund Plan-eas est terms ever!

9
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How to Talk to Non-Hams
(Continued from page 77)

DOUBLE POWERWITH2O DB GAIN
IN SIGNAL

TO NOISE RATIO

io:

no trouble taking off three different
voices, representative of hams from three
different parts of the world. I even in-

Colinear Ground Plane
FOR

CITIZENS BAND

serted sound effects, teletype and fast
code-who ever heard a re -broadcast of

3.4 DE OMNIDIRECTIONAL GAIN IN FIELD
STRENGTH INTENSITY AS MEASURED BY
THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS
APPROVED METHOD,
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SEE

PERFORMANCE!
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YOUR NY -GAIN

DISTRIBUTOR

WRITE
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Ills

antenna products
HO. 13140

DDNCoOH

NebmASKA

WALKIE TALKIE RADIO SENDING SET

y

/1

Y

YOUR OWN POCKET SIZE RADIO STATION
Talk
any house or car olio wt
wires
r
hookups of any Nit d! Bulle
e
SclfConG aped
radios[ bait*r'c -Power iranststor! sTalk
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away-dependithr on local conditions, No II
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...
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or
needed! SEND ONLY $3.00
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delivery. SIrII'Op calm ronrplete readyB to operate.
Order )ours now-Today! Available only from:
WESTERN RADIO. Dept.TEL11, Kearney, Nehr.
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SAY YOU SAW
IT IN

POPULAR

EXPERIMENTERS
to

AMATEURS

HOBBYISTS

n
radio pans' Ni,!.'today tar free 32 page BARGAIN BULLETIN
Illustrating end describing hundreds
vvalues, many priced 90: below list; all are new unless Mamma...
indicated !lo nblrgauon le purchase, hen h a typical value Irani to
current BARGAIN BULLETIN.
Here are ell IM maim components for the construction of a power
BASIC COMPONENTSKIT
supply ,unable la the operation of register. 1a eight tubes, it.
save real

~Mu. powered audio amplifiers etc. All components are n<..
Big RCA pa.er trmm!onner is rated 500 vain ce
peed et
150 mils, 5 vein at 2 amps and 6.3 volts at 3 amp
Ií15 voles,
OD cycle Input of course. Filter choke fa rand 12 henrys et 150
mils. Twe filter condensers am S30 mid each :clean, 450 volts
DC. Complete with bleed*, re
t
octal rectifier seeker and
dually hookup tire. you supply the in. road, *ems chassis
de. All material le lop ought,. government surplus re aa eating,
re allvalue .<I1N e<ceaa e1 S20.00.S51pping veyht 16pounds
to
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SEND FOR

CONSIDER the demonstration I gave
last Sunday to a new neighbor and
his family-including two kids. After
seating my guests comfortably, I put on
the show-with a warm-up period first.
The warm-up feature is actually an
audio-visual aid as I fuss over ancient
ham gear-a spiral -wound oscillation
transformer, rotary spark gap, huge capacitors, and loose couplers. It's junk,
but the effect is terrific. My modern
transmitter and receiver don't even get
a glance-how could anything so small,
compact and silent be effective?
With my audience properly primed, I
started the main event by giving the
globe a twirl, stroking my chin, and then
muttering: "Hmmm, suppose we contact
this part of the earth."
My neighbor gulped. "You can talk-

anywhere?"

ELECTRONICS

Went

dah-dit-dahs ?
The big job in taping the playlet was
synchronizing the voices so that my live
voice would track with what my characters said. I arranged to have a relay in
the transmitter actuate the recorder
hidden in a closet, and I used my regular
receiver speaker to heighten believability.
How does it work? Wonderfully! My
public relations are the very best. Guests
in the ham shack no longer suppress
yawns-they're on tenterhooks waiting
for the next thrilling installment.

CATALOG TODAY

P.O. BOX
6188 CCC
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

My smile was indulgent, as I nodded
in the affirmative, my finger stopping
the globe at the Arctic Zone. "I haven't
talked to the top of the world for some
time. I wonder what Professor Schloggenfloober's doing. He's the scientist,

you know, who's heading that project to
determine what lies at the bottom of the
ice cap."
Open-mouthed heads nodded as I
grabbed the dead mike to intone: "CQ,
CQ,

CQ Schloggenfloober expedition!"

After an appropriate time, I switched
Always soy you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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on the tape recorder, and from the speaker came what I like to think of as a pretty
good imitation of a German scientist..
.

Professor Schloggenfloober
shpeaking from de Nort Pole. Ve are
haffing a heat vave here-sixty degrees
below zero."
"Thanks for coming back, Professor.
What's new in Santa Claus land ?"
This was for the benefit of the children, who leaned forward to catch every
"Dis

iss

word.

Chuckling came through static-I
didn't forget to throw in some static on
the sound track. "Tell the sshildren that
ve got a pet walrus. Ve call him Blubber
Boy unt ride him every day. Oh, unt
annuder ding, ve found a mastodon at
the two -hundred foot level in a vunderful state of preservation. Dose mastodon
steaks go good vit canned mushrooms."
"Boy, a pet walrus. Wish I had one,"
said Junior.
I signed off with the professor, then
purposely yawned as if I were bored.
"I'll try to raise something more interesting," I said, noticing through the
corner of an eye the amazement on the
faces of my guests. "Suppose we point
the beam in the direction of the South
Pacific Ocean."
Again, after a suitable pause, we heard
a voice (mine, of course), this time the
voice of an excited British radio oper"This is the
ator of a steamship
S. S. Glugkloop (I had put my hand in
front of my mouth)
Can you take a
message? Very urgent! Very urgent!"
My neighbor poked his wife in the ribs.
"Did you hear that-very urgent!"
"Go ahead," I said, reaching for a
pencil and pad of paper.
"Here's the message." The voice was
almost a scream, as though some awful
thing were impending. "Just sighted
strange sea animal with huge serpent like head. Body length estimated one
hundred feet with ten loops breaking
water. Crossed bow some fifty feet
ahead, creating wave estimated six feet
high. Position-mid-Pacific near Ogre
Island. Relay message to the Society for
the Investigation of Unusual Sea Life.
The address is ..." Here the voice rises
to a blood -curdling scream, and a sound
effect as of wood splintering is heard.
Naturally I make a valiant effort to
learn what has happened. But only static
.

.

h.

OLSON STORES

10

.

FREE

Plus

MAIL ORDER
Visit your local
Olson Stores

at...

AKRON, OHIO
69 W. State Street

Sy.tFREE

BUFFALO, N.Y.
711 Main Street

CHICAGO, ILL.
N. Milwaukee Ave.

4101

CHICAGO, ILL.

r tFREE

123 N. Western Ave.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
2020 Euclid Ave.

:CLEVELAND, OHIO
6873 Pearl Road

FREE

COLUMBUS, OHIO
142

.

N. High Street

INGLEWOOD, CALIF.

...

4642 W. Century Blvd.

MILWAUKEE, WISC.

J

423 W. Michigan

FREE

PITTSBURGH, PENN.
5918 Penn Ave.

-

Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Subscription to
OLSON'S Fantastic Bargain Packed Catalog
Unheard
of LOW, LOW, WHOLESALE PRICES on Brand Name
Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools, Hi-Fi's, Stereo
Amps, Tuners and other Bargains.

MI

IN

a

MAIL TO:

all

OLSON ELECTRONICS
826 S. Forge Street
Akron 8, Ohio
NAMF
ADDRESc
CITY
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comes through. I turn to my white-faced
guests, say "I-I wonder what happened ?"
But I know that, in their mind's eye,
they know what happened. They see the
huge head of a sea serpent landing on
the ship's cabin, spike -like fangs ripping
the wood asunder....

OM15Em/Q

:

-

.

F

a

*A thirty-second note...and when
talking about musical notes one's
thoughts should automatically revolve
around this new concept in a stereo record
changer! The LESA CD2/21 is compatible
with any cartridge, amplifier $4450
and speaker.

Imported by LESS of America

;.LESL'U%Au
for

FREE

!

brochure and nearest dealers, write.

ELECTROPHONO

LATER THAT EVENING, I turned on
the last installment, which is a harrowing account of an explorer in a Burma jungle making an urgent request for
penicillin.
How do I feel about these hamadramas? Like a kindly Santa Claus who
wouldn't tell the kids for all the money
in the world that the beard isn't real.
My guests get quite a kick out of these
mythical adventures.
So do I. So much so that a strange
and somewhat frightening thing is happening. Instead of going on the air and
having real QSO's with real hams, I find
myself writing and recording new adventures and talking to myself. Maybe those
two men in the white coats will get me
yet
30

8 PARTS CORP., DEPT. E.C., 530 CANAL ST., N.Y., N.Y.
M,,,

All Aluminized

TV PICTURE TUBES

i
1

12LP4
1713P4

... $8.95
... $9.95

Glass Types

...

21AL/ATP4
$16.75
24DP4
$24.50
27EP4

...

Electronic Analogy Quiz Answers
(Quiz appears on page 59)

... $39.951

ALL TYPES AVAILABLE
FREE ...Write
for complete
These tubes are made from reprocessed glass. All
materials including electron pun are brand new. Picture Tube list. I
All Prices with old tube F.O.B. Chicago
(PICTURE TUBE OUTLET
2922 MILWAUKEE, Chicago 181
I

CIRCUIT

ANALOGY

filter
F. Tunnel
filter "clips off" signals above a
certain frequency; a tunnel "clips off" objects above a certain height.
1. Low-pass
A low-pass

2. Zener diode

regulator

D.

Centrifugal
governor

zener diode "resists" changes in voltage; a
governor resists changes in speed.
A

Say You Saw It

3.

Push-pull circuit

H. Two -man saw

signal is alternately "pushed" and
"pulled" in a push-pull circuit ; a two -man
saw is alternately "pushed" and "pulled" by
A

its operators.

In

trap
A. Drain trap
trap removes unwanted signals; a
drain trap "removes" unwanted odors,

4. Wave
A wave

POPULAR ELECTRONICS

5.

Smoothing

C.

filter

Coil spring
suspension

filter "absorbs" signal "peaks" before they
reach the associated circuits; a spring
"absorbs" vibration "peaks" before they
reach the associated chassis.
A

double your income with degree
A college education is a good investment! More rapid ad-

vancement, too. Important firms like Tri-State College graduates
. return
regularly to interview seniors on campus.
Become an Electronics Engineer. Qualify faster here. Bachelor
of Science Degree in 27 Months in Electrical (Electronics or
Power major), Mechanical. Chemical. Aeronautical. Civil Engineering. IN 36 MONTHS B.S. in Business Administration
(General Business. Accounting, Motor Transport Management
majors I. For earnest, capable, mature students. Small classes.
More professional class hours. Beautiful campus. Wellequipped labs. modernized buildings. new dorms. Year-round
operation. Enter Jan.. Mar., June. Sept. Founded 1884. Write
.

J. D. McCarthy, Director Admissions, for Catalog and "Your
Career In Engineering and Commerce" Book.

TRI-STATE COLLEGE
124

6. Diode
A diode

clipper

E.

Hedge clipper

G.

Mountains

clipper "clips" off "peaks" in a signal; a hedge clipper "clips" of "peaks" in a
hedge.

7. High-pass
A high-pass

filter

filter obstructs the passage of
signals below a certain frequency; a mountain obstructs the passage of objects below a
certain height.

rectifier
B. Ratchet -and -pawl
An a.c. rectifier allows current to flow in one
direction; a ratchet -and -pawl allows a shaft
to turn in one direction.
8. A.C.

o;le enAvenue
á6 11olCollege

Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Short -Wave Report

(Continued from page 88)
There are all sorts of interference that
can add to the problem but, by golly,
those rare stations WILL and DO
come through just when you might
least expect them to do so.
Q:

A:

,orol

-

I hear numerous stations that seem
to do nothing but continually announce as being "... for circuit adjustment purposes..." What kind of sta-

,

Edward S. Light, WPE2FBT, New York, N. Y., does
his DX'ing with a Hallicrafters S-120 receiver
aided by a Heath HD -20 100-kc. crystal calibrator.

tions are they?
The large majority of such stations
belong to telephone companies in foreign countries. When not engaged in
actual overseas telephone conversations, these stations broadcast a form
of "running marker" which gives their
general location and, at times, the
name of the telephone company operating the station. There are a great
many of these stations on the air, but
although they are on shortwave frequencies, they are not included in the
broadcast category. Even at rare

TRU=vac

times when they are used for broadcast relaying, they cannot be declared
to be broadcasters in the sense of the
word as we know it. Many of them
will verify, however.
would like to have my photograph
published in your column. How
should I go about it?
Photographs for reproduction in this
column should in general be at least
5" x 7" although, at times, good

Q: I

A:

guarantee

=yr

;Radio&TV Tubes..
UP

Factory Used or Factory Second Tulles! TRU-VAC
will replace FREE any tube that becomes defective
in use within
year from date of purchase! All tubes

100

TO

F

individually boxed. code dated & branded "TRU-VAC."
Partial Listing Only-Thousands More Tubes In Stock!
SPECIAL
6SN7GT
30c. 6W4GT
30e

1-YR. GUARANTEED
TRU-VAC TUBES

0Z4

TO QUANTITY BUYERS!
Now quantity buyers get a FREE
assortment of Individually -boxed, regular
stock TRU-VAC tubes
with each
order.

-

e

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
100 TUBES FREE!

GET UP TO

Here's how this FREE offer works!
FREE
w6h

15

25
50
100

TUBES

Order of

ES

order of

TOBES

Order of

FREE

With

FTU

TUBES

Order

$25
$50
$100
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rd.
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4827

6A15
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6AN8

6H6
6J5
6J6
6J7
SATO
6AQ6
606GT
6BF5
SAVE
6AQ7
607
6B06G
6CH8
SAZ4
6AR5
6N7
6BH6
6CL6
SCG8
6055
6Q7
66D6
6CM6
6AT6
654
5R4
6CM7
6B05
1115
6A114GT 6607
STS
6GN7
11(2
SU4
6AU5GT 68L7GT 6C08
65A7T
2014 SU8
6AQ6
6CR6
65C7
6BN6
21354
5V4G
6ÁU8
6BQ6GT 6C57
65D7GT
2CY5
SV6GT 6AVSGT 6647
6CU5
65F5
6AV6
GCU6
6567
6808
3ALS 5%8
6AW8
6858
606
65H7
3BC5 5Y3
6AX4GT 60050 60E6
65J7
36N6 6A84
6AXSGT 6826
6DG6GT 6507
3BZ6 6AC7
6146
6827
6507
3C86 6AF4 668
6006
GAGS
616
6C4
6507
354
6AH4G7
3134
BRAND NEW 1 -YEAR
46580 60K6
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not
41158
64KG

1A7GT
1B3GT
SHOOT
IRS
155
1T4
1U4

5

''Self

4CB6
SAME
SANS

one

with

6CA8
6CD6G
6CF6
6CG7
6CGS

Servial

ce"

or no et-

your

6507
6T4
678
GUS
6U8
6V6C7
6W6GT
6X4

7C4
7C5
7C6

-7C7

715

7E6
7E7
7F7
7F8

6X5GT
707
6Y6G
7A4/X%L7N7
7A5
707
7A6
757
707
71(6
764
7X7
785
7Y4
786
724
7B7
1208
768
12085

125.17

12507
125N7GT
12507
12V6GT
12W6G7
12)(4
1701(4
12CN51704
í2D4 19AU4GT
12004G7 12F8 19BG6G
12AX7
1205 1978
12AZ7
1207 25Z6GT
1264
1206
35135
12606
1207 3565
I2BA7
1205 35C5
12B06
I2SA7 35W4

12ÁD6
12AF6
12005
12AT6
12ÁT7
12AU6
12AV6

12BE6
12BF6
128H7
12806
2BR7
12BY7
12CA5

GUARANTEED TV PICTURE TUBES
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Autl is returned prepaid. Aluminized tubes-$4.00 extra. Picture tubes
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to continental U A and Canada-All tubes F.O.B. Ilarrlson. N. J.

TUBE CHECKERS
$31.95 J°.-51.11.
Let your cuslto
red their nun iers
These
reliable. re.
conditioned 22.socket
tube checkers will return yourteekv ormnt
ess

fort

6BC5
6BC8

6AQ5

part'

7.99 17CP4
16.99 2IAMP4
17.99 211(P4
18.39
16.09 177P4
16.99 21AVP4
18.79 21YP4
18.39
11.99 20CP4
15.89 21AWP4 17.49 21WP4
17.49
15.49 20HP4
17.89 21EP4
17.29 21YP4
18.39
18.79 21FP4
13.49 21ALP4
18.39 24CP4
27.79
ATTENTION QUANTITY USERS! Big Discounts Are Yours . . Call or Wrih
I'or Our 1000 Tube "Private Label" Sleciatl
money cleerfolty refunded within five (5) days, If not satisfied!
SHIPPING INSTRUCTIONS: TRUVAC PAYS YOUR POSTAGE n orders of
5 or more In USA arel Territories. Send approximate postage on Canadian and
1081.4
16GP4
16RP4
17AVP4
17BP4

.
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VOCATIONAL STUDENTS
It Took Us 2 Years To Design
This TV Kit Especially For You

Pert://

by Tech -Master

photos of a smaller size will reproduce
well. The photo may have either a
glossy or a dull finish, but it must
have good black -and -white contrast.
Color photos and transparencies, as

Every Part Custom -Engineered
Exclusively For This Chassis

...

With this kit you build more than a chassis
You build
a career in electronics. Tech -Master's VIDEOLA guarantees you the ultimate in training and development. For
this is the most up-to-date professional kit available.
Every possible improvement in tubes and circuitry is included. Each and every component is absolutely related
engineered precisely for this kit
designed for
flawless assembly and maximum performance. There are
no printed circuits. You build everything yourself. Stepby-step instructions with pictorial and schematic diagrams are easy to follow.
FEATURES:
Advanced and improved, super -selective, 12 channel
tuner-Full power transformer for safe cold chassis
operation-Operates new low -voltage electrostatic focus
kinescope (17" to 27"
including 19" and 23" sizes) - .
110 to 114 degree deflection -18 to 20 KV anode voltage
-High efficiency circuit -sensitivity of 9uv at 20V peak-topeak-High power audio output-Three-stage stagger tuned IF using high -gain bi-filar coils-Keyed automatic
gain control-Adjustable noise cancellation circuitBright spot eliminator circuit-Ceramic core horizontal
output transformer with beam power amplifier-Chassis
constructed so that tuning and related controls are on
separate panels. Can be placed away from chassis
proper to accommodate custom requirements-Sockets,
terminal strips and connectors riveted on chassis. 6 x 17
x 11A chassis size-Weight 21 lbs. MODEL 1561 PRICE
.

.

-

.

.

rte,,
,

COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION MANUAL $3.75
Cost Of Manual Refunded With Kit Purchase

EIIE(1°
Train in the

fill

new shop-labs of
the world

famous,

COYNE

ELECTRIC. &L SCHOOL

on a quarter of.a

million dollars worth

of equipment or learn at home in your
spare time with Coyne's modern tele-

vision training.
Use this coupon

to'get óur

FREE

BOOK

"GUIDE TO CAREERS"
COYNE ELECTRICAL

1501 W. Congress

SCHOOL

training

Pkwy.

at Coyne
Dept. of Electronics3l-W, Chicago 7, III.

training

at home

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

Unlike most other schools, we do not employ salesmen.
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Victor Penan, WPE1CKZ, Fitchburg, Mass., uses a Lafayette
HE -10 and a 40 -meter dipole
antenna. To date, he has 38
countries logged, 11 verles.

$99 95

VIDEOLA by Tech -Master, 75 Front St., Brooklyn 1, N. Y

DA

well as color negatives, do not reproduce well. Some types of Polaroid
shots do not seem to reproduce well
either. Make sure that the photo of
you and your station is good and
sharp, back it up so that it will not
bend, and send it to P. 0. Box 254,
Haddonfield, N. J., together with a list
of all the equipment which appears in
the photo. We'll do the rest.
Monitor Certificates

Applications for Monitor Certificates
have been piling up again, but as a rule
they are processed within two weeks of
receipt. Julian Sienkiewicz, WPE2FY, reports that most of the delay in handling
is due to the fact that correspondence
is often tucked in with the applications.
If you want to receive your certificate without delay, simply follow the
instructions on page 117. And be sure
to enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope with your application. A business -size envelope (about 91/2" x 4") is
the best type to use-smaller ones require many folds in the certificate.
Short-wave monitors, both newcomers
and old-timers alike, are commenting fa Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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Build your own superb Scott
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FUN...
SAVE
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MONEY
... save money .. build the best! Now you can
get world-famous Scott rtereo components in kit form.
Think o' it ... you can bald the fabulous new IT -110 FM

'

Have

fu,

Multiplex Stereo Tuner .
your choice of two complete
stereo amplifiers, or a preanp and separate power amp ...
all from H. H. Scott!
Write today. Find out about these exciting Scott kits.
.

vorably on the new two-color certificates
which are now being issued. Old-timers
who would like to obtain a new certificate, but also want to keep the old station identification sign, may do so just
print your present call right after your
name on the application form, fill in the
rest of the data, and send in the form
along with a dime.
Incidentally, many Canadians have
been enclosing two IRC's with their applications (as is required of all other
non-U. S. residents). However, it is permissible (and less costly) to send 15
cents in Canadian coins.
Current Station Reports
Here is a resume of the current station reports. All times shown are Eastern Standard
and the 24 -hour system is used. At time of
compilation all reports are as accurate as possible, but stations may change frequency
and/or schedule with little or no advance
notice. Please send your reports to P. O. Box
254, Haddonfield, N. J., in time to reach your
Short -Wave Editor by the eighth of each
month.
Afghanistan-A verification from M. N.
Ghayan states that the 1400 Eng. program
has been discontinued. (WPEIBM)
Albania-R. Tirana has been noted on 7090
kc. at 1735-1759 with Eng. to Europe; talks,
commentaries, very little music. The power
is 25 kw. This station is also heard on 9700
kc. daily at 1930-2000 and in Eng. daily at
1730-1800 on 6950 kc. (WPESCEF, WPECVB)
Andorra-R. Andorra International, a new
station, is said to be operating on 6195 kc. in
Spanish, French, Eng., and German. Reports
go to Post Box 1, Principality of Andorra.
The exact schedule is not known as yet and,
to date, no broadcasts have actually been
heard. (GM2PE1L)
Angola-A rarely heard station is CR6RK,
R. Clube Do Sul Angola, Lobita, on 3603 kc.
The schedule is 0500-0700 and 1130-1600 daily,
in Portuguese, and the IS is four guitar notes
of the tune "Maria de Fonte." (VE7PE2M)
Belgium-Brussels is currently scheduled in
Eng. at 1515-1550 daily on 17,840, 15,335, and
15,435 kc. to Africa; at 1900-2000 daily except

Choice of 3 Booklets
FREE

d H.H. SCOTT

H. H. Scott, Inc. 111 Powdermill Road, Maynard, Mass. Dept. 520.11
Send me the booklets checked below:
20 -page "Guide to Custom Stereo"
Complete technical information
16 -page booklet explaining FM Stereo
on kits

Name
Address
City

Zone
State
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp., 458 Broadway, N.Y.C.

Owners:
WHAT
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THAT COUNTS!

Get maximum amplifier output and outstanding performance from your 5-watter by using
famous PR CRYSTALS. These high -active
crystals get greater distance than ordinary
sluggish crystals. Clearer reception too. Put
PR Crystals in your set today, and get the
STRONGEST SIGNALS POSSIBLE
WITHIN POWER LIMITS.

SWITCH TO A
BETTER

CHANNEL

... have several se
PR Crystals ... two or three
Be smart

sets
at least. Then you can switch channels at will,

to avoid jamming. PR CRYSTALS ARE
AVAILABLE IN ALL 23 CITIZENS BAND
CHANNELS.
Type Z -9R, Calibrated .005%, $2.95 each.
EVERY PR CRYSTAL IS UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED.
-Get PR's Now From Your Jobber.
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PETERSEN RADIO CO., INC.
2800 West,Broadway
`G1

Council Bluffs, lo°wa
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Mondays and Fridays on 9705 and 11,850 kc.
to Africa and on 11,805 kc. to N.A.; at 19452000 (news) on Mondays and Fridays to
Africa and N.A. on the same channels.

37.
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SEND FOR FREE

COMPLETE LIST
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Fabulous Low Prices!
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y
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(WPE2FNV, WPE4DKG, WPEBCXT,

WPE9AGB)

Bolivia-A recently opened station is R.
Indoamerica, Potosi, 6202 kc. Commercials
are noted around 2100; a time check at 2105;
non-stop music to 2125; then local news.
Broadcasts are all -Spanish, and the signal
may be very weak. (PY2PE1C)
Bulgaria-Sofia has Eng. to N.A. daily at
2000-2030 and 2300-2330 on 9700 kc., and a daily
concert at 1835-1900 on 9700 and 11,850 kc.
There is a DX program every Friday and a
mailbag every Thursday and Sunday.
(WPEIDAD, WPE2CYY, WPE2DVO,
WPE2FSI, WPE8DIA)
Burma-Rangoon is testing on 17,870 kc. at
1030-1115 with announcements in Eng. and
French. (WPEBCTN, GM2PE1L)
Canary Islands-A verification (which took
11 months to arrive) gives a new QTH as R.
Clube Tenerife, Apartado de Correos 560,
Santa Cruz. The listed schedule is 1200-1300
and 1630-1700 (it may run to 1800) daily on
7295 kc. (WPEIBM)
Chile-CE970, R. La Cooperativa Vitalicia,
Santiago, 9700 kc., was tuned at 2125-2130
with L.A. music; ID and IS at 2130 (IS is
"Pomp and Circumstance"); talks to 2140;
classical music until 2155 fade-out. Power is
rated at 10 kw. (WPE9CIS)
Cuba-R. Havana's schedule as given over
the air is 2200-2300 to North, Central and
South America on 11,770 kc., 2300-2340 on
11,875 kc. to the same areas. English is
followed by French from 2340. Programs
tnnennnenoillannitrnniiiatnnaa,it
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SHORT-WAVE ABBREVIATIONS

Eng.-English
II) Identification
I RC-International
Reply Coupon
IS-Interval signal
kc.-Kilocycles
ktv,-Kilowatts
L.A.-Latin America
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THE ULTIMATE IN CITIZEN BAND
BASE STATION ANTENNAS
Improves signal/noise up to 20 DB by eliminating
precipitation static

The new MARK II Super Beacon with exclusive
"Static Sheath"* is the most efficient, most rugged
27 mc. base station antenna made! 19 feet overall,
MARK II places the radiated signal directly on the
horizon for maximum contact with mobile units.
The "Static Sheath"* is a protective, highly attractive gray plastic covering that virtually eliminates
noisy precipitation static ... increases receiver sensitivity up to 20 DB! Furnished with launcher matcher cable and coax connector; eliminates ground
radials or skirts. SO ohm impedance. Easily installed
with clamp mounting.
.U.S. Process Patent 2,938,210
Your Electronic Parts Distributor has the MARK II in
Stock for Immediate Delivery.

MARK MOBILE, Inc.
MMI

Dept.

PE -11,.,

5441 West Fargo Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

N.A.-North America
QSL-Verification
QTH

Address

R.-Radio

s/oft-Sign-off
s/on-Sign-on
xmsn-Transmission

xultr-Transmitter

consist mostly of news but there is some
music. A new channel, dual to 11,700 he., is
15,305 kc. (it varies from 15,300 to 15,310 kc.)
noted at 1330-1415 and 1530-1615 in Spanish;
Eng. at 1245-1319; then French to 1330. A
European xmsn in Eng., Spanish and French
is given daily at 1200-1400 on 21,630 kc. Reports on all channels should go to P, O. Box
7026, Havana, Cuba. (WPE1APS, WPEIBDE,
WPE2DTO, WPE2FRM, WPE2FUJ,
WPE3EX, WPE3PV, WPE4BC, WPE4EQU,

WPE4DED, WPE4DLT, WPE6BLV,
WPE6BPN, WPE7KY, WPE8CES, WPE8FV,
WPE9AGB, WPE9CXW, WPEOAE,

WPEOBOQ, VEIPE2U, DG, DH, JM, and
malty others/.
Dominican Republic-A clandestine station
believed to be located in this country has been
noted on 13,998 kc. at 1900-1945 and 2200-2245
with the ID La Voz De La Libertad, and all Spanish talks, little music. This station may
not operate regularly, for it has been noted
Always say you saw it in-POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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as being off the air for several days at a time.
(WPE6BPN, KP4PE1G)
Ecuador-HCXZ, Radiodifusora Nacional
del Ecuador, Apartado Postal 1316, Quito,
operates on 4940 kc. with 10 kw. at 0630-0000
(Sundays at 0830-2330) with music, news,
feature programs, dramas, and transcriptions from numerous other stations and organizations, all in Spanish. There is an Eng.
lesson at 1645 on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Saturdays, and French lessons at the same
time on Tuesdays and Thursdays. This station is usually heard well. (WPEOATE)
Falkland Islands-Port Stanley verified by
letter in nine months after two reports, a
follow-up letter, and some IRC's. The latest
schedule reads: 1745-2015 (Saturdays at 16302100, Sundays at 1500-2030) on 3958 kc.
(PY2PEIC)
Finland-English is broadcast from Pori to
Europe on 15,190, 11,805, and 9555 kc. on
Mondays and Fridays at 1100-1130 (also at
1600-1630 on Fridays on 6120 kc.). "Around
The World" is heard on the first and third
Friday of the month, "Musical Mailbag" on
alternate Fridays. A repeat program for
Europe on 11,805 and 9555 ke., and for N.A.
on 15,190 kc. is given at 1530-1600 Mondays
and Fridays (May 7 to Sept. 6) and at 06300700 Tuesdays and Saturdays (Sept. 7 to May
6). (WPE9DAG)
Germany-R. Bremen is tuned on 6190 Icc.
in German from 0005 to 0020 fade-out. They
have a new QSL card. (WPEOJJ)
Ghana-The latest schedule from Accra
reads: National Service at 0030-0300 and
1130-1715 (Saturdays to 1800) on 3366 kc., at
0030-0300 and 0700-1715 (Saturdays to 1800)
on 4915 kc., at 0700-1715 (Saturdays to 1800)
on 7295 kc., and at 0700-1100 on 9640 kc.;
Special Service to Ghanaian Forces in the
Congo at 0700-1315 on 17,865 and at 1345-1715
(Saturdays to 1800) on 15,210 kc.; External
Service at 1000-1500 on 9545 kc., at 1330-1500
on 15,285 kc., and at 1000-1030 on 17,740 kc.
The former schedule for 15,285 kc. was 07001100 and 1430-1715. (WPE1BM, WPE2FGX,

WPE4ADS, WPE4BNA, WPE4CKH,
WPE5AG, WPESAQZ, WPESCTN,
WPE9AGB)
Goa-A recent letter from Director Cap.
Jose de Carvalho Figueira at Emissora de
Goa states that the African beam at 1130-1330
has returned to 17,835 kc. Broadcasts are
planned for Europe, Middle and Far East
areas. Reports are welcomed. (WPE1BM,
WPE2CRX)
Grand Cayman Island-This small Caribbean island has no broadcast outlet but you
might try for it via the airline channels. It
has been noted working Miami on 6567 kc.
between 1923 and 1940 in connection with a

regular Friday night flight. (AD)
Indonesia-Two rarely heard stations are
YDU, Singaradja, 4840 kc. (300 watts), and
YDT, Sao Siu, West Irian Province, 3960 kc.
Station YDU is scheduled at 2237-0200 in a

COORDINATE
"voice -to -voice"
via RCA's

'New' Low -Cost
INTERCOM

A complete line of quality Intercoms, wired or
wireless-designed for office, factory, or home use,

at lowest prices. Suitable for many applications,

from simple wireless 2 -way
talk -listen systems to
flexible, multi -unit systems with a variety
of talk -listen -monitor options.

Low -Cost 2 -WAY RADIO

too I.... In

-

1
,
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your hand

1

Rugged, dependable, fully transistorized 27 -megacycle 2 -way radio, designed
for business and personal uses. Small
and light, weighs less than one pound.
Operates from long -life mercury battery or economical rechargeable battery. Factory installed plug-in

modules available to increase transmission range.

in your

W
C

vehicle
Low-cost de-

pendable means of

communication

`'

from

Y

vehicle -to -vehicle, vehicle -to office. Can be used at any point having 6 or 12 volt DC or standard 115 volt AC power
source. Compact, lightweight. Tuneable receiver
permits reception of all 23 channels in 27 MC band.
Write for complete information on any or all of these items.
RCA, Special Products, Dept. 8-420, Meadow Lands, Pa.

home service relay, YDT at 2027-0130 in Indonesian. (VE7PE2M)

Ireland-There are conflicting reports on
the Irish Signal Corps xmsns to the Forces in
the Congo. Some reports say 1100-1115, 11451200, and 1230-1245 on 17,845 kc.; others give
November, 1961

The Most Trusted Name
in Electronics
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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.

the frequency as 17,800 kc. One listener in
Norway has heard this station at 1200 on
17,544 kc. with news, sports, and taped greetings. Reports go to Irish Defense, Dublin,
Ireland. (WPE1BUF, WPE2FSY, WPE4DJK,
LA1PE1 R)

Japan-Here is the schedule for R. Japan
(abbreviations for languages used are A for
Arabic, E for English, F for French, G for
German, I for Italian, J for Japanese, R for
Russian, Sp for Spanish, Sw for Swedish): to

N.A. at 1930-2030 on 17,725, 15,135, and 21,520
kc. (E, J) to North and Latin America at
2200-0000 on 11,800, 15,135, 17,725, and 21,520
kc. (E, Sp, J) to Hawaii at 0030-0200 on 17,725 and 15,235 kc. (E, J); to Europe (I) at
0230-0330 on 17,725, 15,135, and 21,610 kc.
(E, J); to Europe (II) at 1400-1600 on 11,800,
15,135 and 9675 kc. (R, G, F, E, I, Sw. J); to
Middle East and Northern Africa at 1145-1345
on 11,800, 15,135, and 9525 kc. (A, E, F, J)
African Service at 1430-1530 on 11,705 and
9525 ]cc. (E. F, J) to Australia, at 0430-0530
on 11,875 and 15,235 kc. to New Zealand (E).
The General Service (E, J) is given at 10001030 on 11,815 kc. (and/or 11,780, 15,235 kc.);
;

;

;

at

1930-2030, 2100-2130, 2200-2230, 2300-2330,
0000-0030 on 15,115 kc. (and/or 17,795, 21610
kc.); at 0100-0200, 0300-0330, and 0400-0430
on 11,815 kc. (and/or 15,105, 17,755 kc.);
at 0500-0530 on 11,815 kc. (and/or 17,755 kc.);
and at 0600-0630, 0700-0730, and 0800-0900 on
11,815 kc.
(and/or 11,780, 15,235 kc.).
(WPE2EPC, WPEJCMJ, R. Japan)

Liberia-ELWA, Monrovia, operates on
Tuesdays to N.A., opening at 2000 with drums.

;I

GET
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V.T.I. training leads to success
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as technicians. field engineers.
specialists In communications, guided missiles, computers.
radar, automation. Basle & advanced courses in theory & laboratory. Assoc. degree in 29 mos. B. S. obtainable. ECPD accredit
erl. G.I. approved. Graduates with nutior companies. Start Feh..
Sept. Dorms, campus. H. 5. graduates or equivalent. Catalog.

The announced frequency is 11,825 kc., but
they are actually on 11,973 kc. The Mid -East
service runs to 1430 in Eng. on 15,155 kc., then
reopens to North Africa at 1430 on 15,133 kc.
Both channels are good.
(WPE1BM.
WPE2EPC)
Navassa Island-A new anti -Castro station
is reported being planned by an American
organization. Two xmtrs will be utilized, one
50 -kw. unit, the other 20 kw.; frequencies
were not given. This island is near Cuba in
the Caribbean. (R. Sweden)
Peru-OAX5U, R. Huancavelica, Casilla
No. 86, Huancavelica, is a new station on 4995
kc. (although they announce as being on
4815 kc.) with 2000 watts. On Mondays and
Fridays they have music from 2205 to 2258.
S/off time varies from 0005 to 0105. All Spanish programs. (PY2PEIC)
Portugal-The Eng. Service from Lisbon is
aired at 0815-0900 on 21,495 kc. (to S.E. Asia)
and at 1315-1430 on 17,895 kc. (W. Africa),
15,380 kc. (S. and S.E. Asia), and 6025 kc.
(Europe). These xmsns replace the previously scheduled broadcasts at 1315-1430 on
15,380 kc. to S. and S.E. Asia and on 15,125
kc. to Europe and W. Africa. (WPE1COV,
;

WPE1PJ, WPE2EFF, WPE2FIY,
WPE/,BUJ, WPEBCIO, WPESMS, WPE9DN,
RC)

Sierra Leone-Freetown has been heard
recently on 3316 kc. from 0100 s/on with a
religious program. News in Eng. is given at
0155 (local) and at 0200 (London relay).
(WPESMS)
Singapore-R. Singapore is presently
scheduled as follows: Eng. on 7250 kc. Mon -

WALKIE-TALKIE RADIOPHONES '
Made in U.S.A.
From $24.98 for electronic
chassis
1

Ott
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Dept.
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NEW!
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day to Friday, at 1730-2030, 2230-0230, and
0430-1030, Saturdays at 1730-2030 and 22301130, Sundays at 1730-1130; Indian Service on

-=

RADIO 192
SHACK

at
(Sundays at

6175

kc.

1730-1845, 0045-0230, 0400-0630
1730-1845, 2030-2230, 0400-0630);
Malayan Service on 6175 kc. Monday to
Thursday at 1845-2030, 2330-0045, and 07001130, Fridays at 1845-2030, 0030-0045, 02300400, and 0700-1130, Saturdays at 1845-2030,
2130-0045, 0230-0400, and 0700-1130, Sundays at
1845-2030, 2130-0045, 0230-0330, and 0700-1130;

,
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For Next 12 Months!
Our bigger, better ca alogs offer the widest line
of electronic parts and equipment in the world!

Your reports will be read and processed faster if you send them directly to:
Hank Bennett, Short-Wave Editor

Stereo, Hi -Fi, Ham Radio, Test Equipment, Pre Recorded Tapes, Tape Recorders, Records, Parts
-plus 30 pages of Kits! 340 pages -over
100,000 items! No Money Down credit terms.
Money back guarantee of satisfaction.
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letters with your report.
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broadcasts are on 11,910 kc. All
correct reports will be verified and return
postage is not required. (WPE2DTO,
0800-0900. All
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Turkey -Agricultural

Land Produce Radio,
Ankara, now operates on 7651 kc. with Turkish and western music and talks. S/off is at
1430. (R. Sweden)
United Arab Republic-Cairo has been observed with two xmsns on 17,835 kc. as follows: at 1100-1332 with Eng. at 1245-1330 and
the ID This is the Voice of Africa from Cairo,
and at 1342-1545 with French at 1345-1445
(news at 1400) and the French ID Ici la Voix
d'Afrique. (WPEIKO. WPE4BC, WPE5RFU,
WPE8CXT, WPEBMS, WPE9DN, WPEOVB,
VE2PE3W)
Venezuela--YVQA, Ondas Portenas, Puerto
la Cruz, 4790 kc., has an Eng. newscast at
2225-2230. (WPE1BM)
Yugoslavia -The latest scheduled broadcasts in English are at 1030-1100 on 15,240,

-

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
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Chinese on 4820 ]cc. daily at 1730-2030 (Sundays at 1730-1130), 2230-0230 (Saturdays at
2230-1130), and 0330-1100. (WPEBFV)
Spanish Guinea -R. Santa Isabel, 6231 kc.,
s/on 0129 with a march number and ID in
Spanish at 0130. Non-stop music runs to 0155.
This station was heard on Monday and Wednesday, not on Thursday. The only ID given
was at the beginning of each broadcast.
(PY2PE1C)
Switzerland -Recent changes in Berne's
schedule include the deletion of 15,315 kc.
with Eng. to the Middle East at 1145-1330.
French, German, and Italian programs
beamed to Africa are now carried on 15,305
kc. at 0045-0145 weekdays (0115-0200 on Sundays) and at 1230-1645 daily. (WPEIAXH.
WPE5AWM, VP5PE1D, RR, R. Swit^_erland)
Thailand-A letter from R. Thailand gives
this schedule: to N.A. at 2315-0015 in Eng.;
to Thai Forces in Korea, Vietnam, and Cambodia at 0430-0520 in Thai, Cambodian, and
Vietnamese; General Overseas Service at
0525-0657 in Eng. (mostly), Malay, and Chinese; and the Home Service relay in Thai at

friends
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11,735, and 9505 kc., at 1330-1400 on 7200 and
6100 Re., and at 1700-1715 on 9505, 7200, and
6100 ice. Reports go to Box 880, Beograd.

You
SAV
MO

(WPE1BM. WPE2FGX)
Unidentified -A station has been noted in
Azerbaijani at 2240-2330 on 11,695 kc., mostly
with talks but with some patches of music.
(WPE6BPAT)
30
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New low prices on tape recorders, amplifiers, tuners,
loudspeakers, cartridges, etc.

COMPANY
LIBERTY STREET
NEW YORK 6, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS

KEY
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SHORT-WAVE CONTRIBUTORS
Tort Carter (WPEIAPS) Stratford, Conn.
Frank Fulchiero (II'PEIIXH), Niantic, Conn.

Roger Demers (ll'PEIBDE), Springfield, Vt.
Jerry Berg (IVPE113JI), \V. Hartford, Conn.
\Villiant Lyons (II'PEIBUF), Fitchburg, Mass.

Albert Shumilla (IVPEICOV), Dorchester, .Mass.
Joseph Cagnina (IVPEIDAD), Woburn, Mass.
Edward Bowker (IVPE1K0), Keene, N. H.
Dennis Bourassa (IVPEIPJ), Bridgeport, Conn.
Joseph Russo (II'PE2CRX), Torts River. N. J.
Doll Gross (IVPE2CYY), Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ronnie Brieger (I{'PE2DT0), Englewood, N. J.
Dan Predpall, Jr. (WPE2DVO), Merrick, N. Y.
Richard Dubriske (WPE2EFF), Ml. Vernon, N. Y.
Michael Biel (IVPE2EPC), Teaneck, N. J.
Dave Listort (IVPE2FGX), Elmont, N. Y.
Richard Russoman (II'PF,2F1I') Newark, N. J.
George Bremner (Il'PE2FNV), Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Jim Yayer (WPE2FR111), Buffalo. N. Y.
Larry La Duc (I{'PE2FSI), Ticonderoga, N. Y.

Arnold Skemer (WPE2FSY) Flushing, N. 1.
Thomas Dietrich (IVPE2FlJJ), \Vest Long Branch.
N. J.
Larry Heckman (1VPE3CEF), Nazareth, Pa.
Rene Reixach (IVPE3E.V), Washington, D. C.
Barry Bergman (IVPE3PV), Philadelphia, Pa.
Gene Casey (IVPE4ADS), Birmingham, Ala.
Grady Ferguson (IVPE4BC), Charlotte. N. C.
Leigh Lerner (IVPE4B.V:1), Atlanta. Ga.
Charles Felmlee (IVPE IROU), Lynchburg, la.
Charles Douglas (II'PE4RUJ) Alma, Ga.
Dwight Fisk (11/PE4CKII), Birmingham, Ala.
Ken Burger (IVPE4C41J). Manchester. Tenn.

(II'PE4DED). Opp. Ala.
Donald Smith. Jr. (IVPE4DJK). Springfield. Va.
Chuck Amory (IVPE4DKG) Williamsburg. \'a.
Richard Derricókson (IVPE4DLT) Alexandria, Va.
William Bing (IVPÉ5AG), New Orleans, La.
\V. A. Ilutson (IVPE5:111'M), San Antonio, Texas
Ray Bacon (II'P/:SBFU), U. S. Air Force, England
M. Hinderaker (II'PEÓBI,V), Culver City, Calif.
Shaler Hanisch (11'I'Eo/IPN), Pasadena. Calif.
Dick Stewart (IVPE7KY), Portland, Oregon
John Rowe (11'/'ES:IQZ), Massillon, Ohio
Pete 'iIondron (II' PEW /ES), Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Fred Cunningham. Jr. (IVPESC10). Cleveland. Ohio
Richard McNeely (IV PRRCT.V). Dayton. Ohio
Tim Daum (II'PERCU.S), Portsmouth. Ohio
Leroy Gruber (IVPERC. T), Deer Park, Ohio
David L. Kushman (11'PESDIA). Cleveland. Ohio
Richard England (IVPE,SFI'). Columbus. Ohio
Mike Kander (I17PES.1IS). Dayton, Ohio
Earl Kinmonth (l!'PE9.'IGB), Joliet. Ill.
Tons Jepsen (II'PE9CIS), Rockford. Ill.
R. Cullet (IVPEQCVII'). Chicago. Ill.
Bruno Davilas (II'PE9DAG). Broadview. Ill.
Aurora, Ill.
John Arendt (ll'PEOD.V
John Beaver. Sr. (IV PE AE), Pueblo. Colo.
Bill Holscher (II'PEO.ITE). Webster Groves. Mo.
Greg Palfe (lfPEOBOQ), St. Paul. Minn.
Gerry Dexter (IVPF.OJJ). Waverly. Iowa
George Buchanan (II'PEOVB) Webster Groves. Mo.
Gerald Traynor (G.112PE1L). Johnstone. Scotland
I -lector Davila (KP 4PE1G). Bayamon, Puerto Rico
Ellmann Ellingsen (LAIPEIR). Hamar, Norway
Giacomo Perolo (PI'2PEIC). Baum, Brazil
M. G. Fenerty (VEIPE2U). Halifax. N. S.
Burton Lang (VE2PE3117) Howick, Otte.
Richard Laviolette (VE7PE2.11), Richmond. B. C.
David Pfitone (VP5PEID). Kingston. Jamaica
Ralph Colaianne (RC), Tampa. Fla.
Arthur Itelibert (AD). Lynbrook. N. le.
David Geeseka (DG). Oklahoma City, Okla.
Douglas Herrin (DII), Hales Corners, \Vis.
foe )liklas (Jt11), Pensacola, Fla.
Richard Reynolds (RR). Livingston, N. J.
R. hoar,. Tokyo. Japan
R. Sweden. Stockholm. Sweden
R. Switzerland. Berne. Switzerland
.,11,,,,..,,,
,.,,,11,,, 1,,,., 1,1,,, l,,,,,, .,,,1, 1,,,1 I,
""11,,,.."1",""11111,1", n,,,1,111,1,,,,,,.
Steve Colquett

NEVER FAIL
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ZONE YOUR MAIL
Office has divided 106
cities into postal delivery zones to

The Post

speed mail delivery. Be sure to include zone number when writing to
these cities; be sure to include

your

zone number in your return address-after the city, before the
state.

B. S. DEGREE IN 36 MOS.

INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT NEED 50,000 NEW ENGINEERS EACH YEAR!
holey r
r -round program pills you In the Jol,.mnrket
Accelerated
Aeronautical. Chemical. Civl1. Electriearly! Moo B.E. degree In 27 mos. Chemistry.
Physics. QuinIty ins,ruetlon:
cal. Mechanical. Electronics: Math.
Graduates en,nloyeal front coast to roast. Self-help
ogid:erl.
widely
program. Modest rate. Start Jan., Slur.. June. July. Sept. Catalog: 2311 E.
WashIngton Blvd.. Fort \Vayne 2. Ind.
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Always say you saw it in -POPULAR ELECTRONICS
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ELECTRONICS MARKET PLACE
Tr/ry

1 in

+j
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RATE: 60e per word. Minimum 10 words prepaid. January issue closes November 6th.
Send order and remittance to Martin Lincoln,
POPULAR ELECTRONICS,
Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
1

FOR SALE
GOVERNMENT Sells Surplus: Electronics; Oscilloscopes;
Transceivers; Test Equipment; Radar; Sonar; Walkie
Talkies; Boats; Jeeps; Aircrafts; Misc.-Send for "U.S.
Depot Directory & Procedures"-$1.00-Brody, Box
425(PE), Nanuet, New York.
TV Tuners-Rebuilt or Exchanged $9.95 complete-all
types-fast, guaranteed service. Send tuner with all parts
to: L.A. Tuner Exchange, 4611 West Jefferson Blvd., Los
Angeles 16, California.
GOVERNMENT Surplus Receivers, Transmitters, Snooper scopes, Parabolic Reflectors, Picture Catalog 100.
Meshna, Malden 48, Mass.
WPE-SWL-CB-QSL Cards
Samples 100
"Brownie"
W3CJ1, 3110A Lehigh, Allentown, Penna.
DIAGRAMS for repairing radios or Television $2.00. Give
make, model. Diagram Service, Box 672 -PE, Hartford
1, Conn.
BEFORE You Buy Receiving Tubes or Hi -Fi Components
send now for your giant Free Zalytron current catalogfeaturing nationally known Zalytron First Quality TV Radio Tubes, Hi -Fi Stereo Systems, Kits, Parts, etc. All
priced to Save You Plenty-Why Pay More? Zalytron Tube
Corp., 220 W. 42nd St., NYC.
INFRA -RED!! Snooperscopes, Optics, Lamps, Parts.
World's largest stock Infra -red components. Write for
Free Infra -red Catalog. McNeal Electric & Equipment,
Dept. EW-9, 4736 Olive, St. Louis 8, Mo.
FREE Confidential Bargain Sheets of Electronic Components-Lowest Prices Anywhere. Knapp -3174-P 8th Ave.,
S.W., Largo, Florida.
WALKIE -Talkie radiophones from $24.98. Free literature.
Vanguard Labs, 190-48 99 Ave., Hollis 23, N. Y.
GARAGE Door Operators $59.95. Rugged chain drive automatic units. Highest quality. Free literature. Demsco,
Inc., Sebring 27, Ohio.
16 Tested Transistor plans -254, including "Experimenters' Electronics" magazine; 12 issues $2.50. Laboratories, 1131-L Valota, Redwood City, California.
RADAR King, all frequency police radar detector. Plans
(refundable) $1. Kits $19.95. Wired units $29.95. Extra
antennas $4.50 each. S, K, or simultaneous band operation. For kits and wired units, state antenna desired.
Wardell Smith, 65 Glenwood Road, Upper Montclair,
New Jersey.
PORTABLE Transistor Tape Recorder Complete with
Case, Microphone, Tape, Speaker. Guaranteed $19.60
Postpaid. Eight Transistor Radio, Slide Tuning, PM
Speaker, Battery, Leather Case, Earphone. Guaranteed.
$19.60 Postpaid. Eastmann, Box 7, Cedarhurst, N. Y.
CITIZENS Band HE -15 & 15-A, TR800 & 910, RA -395 &
449, Etc. Owners. Disgusted? Relax! Hear only the channel you tune. Dual conversion adapter increases selectivity & sensitivity beyond belief. In easy -do kit form, all
parts, schematic, pictorial, complete $14.95, with tubes
$16.95, or $5.00 deposit + C.O.D. Order Now! Bainbridge
Radio, 2649 Bainbridge Ave., New York 58, New York.
TRANSISTORIZED Test Equipment. New Products. Popular Price Range. PEL-Electronics, Box 555A, Ridgewood,

-

-

N. J.

CITIZENS Band-Maximum quieting with OZCO "Snoozer." Largest selling add-on squelch still only $2.00 each,
$3.95 pair postpaid! Guaranteed. OZCO, Canaan, Con-

necticut.
CBER'S-Improve sensitivity of your transceiver. Our RF
Preamp fits Heathkit GW-10. Kit $8.99, wired $11.99.
Holstrom Associates, Box 8640 -PE, Sacramento 22, California.
"HOMEBREW Guide" Complete Illustrated Instruction
Manual, $2.00. Supply Catalog Included. Hydrometers
$2.95. CalBrew Supplies, Box 1005-Y, Seaside, California.
RECORDS-Out-of-print hillbilly phonography records.
Four catalogues $1.00. Box 121, Fort Worth, Texas.
CONVERT any car radio to home use. Instructions $1.00.
Custom Design, PO Box 63, Roslyn, Pa.

SPECTACULAR Dancing Lights from your HI -Fl or radio.
Costs about $15.00. Up to 50 lamps may be
Patented design. Easy plans $4.50. J. Strang, used.
1478 No.
Kings Rd., Los Angeles 69, Calif.
INVESTIGATORS! Do your own sound work. Write for free
brochure of latest electronic equipment. WJS Electronics, 1130 N. Highland Ave., Los Angeles 38, Calif.
TELEPHONE Extension in your car. Answer your home
telephone by radion from your car. Complete diagrams
and instructions $2.00. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.
EAVESDROP with a pack of cigarettes. Miniature transistorized FM Radio Transmitter. Complete diagrams and
instructions $2.00. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
BE A Spy. Correspondenoe course on wire tapping, bugging, telescopic sound pickup, recording techniques, microphotography, and invisible photography. Lessons in
surveillance, tailing, and use of equipment. Complete
course $22.50. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
TV Tape Recorder. Build your own Video Recorder. Complete correspondence course and construction details
$22.50. C. Carrier Co., 5830 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
28, Calif.
JUNK Your Distributor and Voltage Regulator. Improve
automobile mileage and performance. Construction details for transistorized distributor and voltage regulator
$4.75. No moving parts. DB Enterprises, 8959 Wonderland Ave., Hollywood 46, Calif.
TV Camera. Build for less than $50. Construction Details
$4.75. DB Enterprises, 8959 Wonderland Ave., Hollywood
46, Calif.
TELEPHONE Voice Switch (LS -500). Actuates automatically and unattended any tape or wire recorder. Pictorial
installation instructions included. $23.75. Post Paid US.
WJS Electronics, 1130 N. Highland Ave., Los Angeles
38, Calif.
POLICE Radar Detector. Stop before those radar speed
traps. Fool proof, legal system. Complete diagrams and
instructions $2.75. C. Carrier Co., 5880 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood 28, Calif.
MORSE Code By Sleep Teaching. Guaranteed. 4 taped
lessons to 18 WPM: $12.95 each. Electrosleep, 8959
Wonderland Ave., Hollywood 46, Calif.
INVESTIGATORS, Write for Free Brochure on Latest
miniature Electronic Listening Devices. Dept. 2A SubAce
Electronics. 11500 NW 7th Ave., Miami 50, Fla.
FOR Sale: TV Cameras, Teletype, Panadapters, Transmitting Tubes, Transistors, SSB gear. Spera Electronics,
37-10 33 Street, L.I.C., N. Y. STillwell 6-2199.
CB'S-Want to transmit further? Add #5686 final RF tube
to get maximum efficiency 75%. Plus diagrams information on many other ideas. $1.00 C.B. Improvement Co.
70 Hill St. Bloomfield, N.J.
CB-QSL-SWL cards. Samples 10c. Include your personal picture on cards. No extra Cost. Signal, Adams
County, Manchester, Ohio.
"SPECIAL! WPE-SWL-CB-QSL cards, 3 colors, $2.50 per
100-Free Samples, Garth, Jutland, New Jersey."
FAST Computer. Tells time anywhere. Instructions included. $1.25P. P. Loeber, 224-T2 Wyatt, Lincoln, Ill.
EXPERIMENTERS! Electronic componets and goods at
bargain prices. Send for Free list. 10-8 Electronics P.O.
Box 61, Batavia, Illinois.
POLICE Radar Detector Plans $1.00; Kits and Hardware
also available from Radet, P.O. Box 7432, Cleveland 30,
Ohio.

WANTED
TRIGGER-W9IVJ. We Buy Shortwave Equipment For
Cash. 7361 W. North, River Forest, Ill., Phone PR 1-8616.
Chicago TU 9-6429.
QUICKSILVER, Platinum, Silver, Gold. Ores Analyzed.
Free Circular. Mercury Terminal, Norwood, Massachusetts.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

HIGH-FIDELITY

INSTRUCTION

DISGUSTED with "Hi" HiFi Prices? Unusual discounts
High Fidelity Requirements. Write Key Electronics, 120 Liberty St.. New York 6, N. Y. Cloverdale
8-4288.
DON'T Buy Hi -Fi Components, Kits, Tape, Tape Recorders until you get our low, low return mail quotes: "We
Guarantee Not To Be Undersold." Wholesale Catalog
Free. Easy time payment plan, 10% down-up to 24 mos.
to pay. Hi -Fidelity Center, 220 PC-E.23 St., New York 10,
on your

N. Y.
PRICES? The Best! Factory -Sealed Hi -Fi Components?
Yes! Send for free catalog. Audion, 25P Oxford Road,
Massapequa, N. Y.
RECORDERS, Components. Free wholesale catalogue.
Carston, 125-P East 88, N. Y. C. 28.
PROMPT Delivery, We Will Not Be Undersold. Amplifiers,
Tape Recorders, Tuners, Etc. No Catalogs, Air Mail
Quotes. Compare. L. M. Brown Sales Corp. Dept. P, 239
E. 24 St.. N.Y. 10, N.Y.
HI Fl Tuners, Amplifiers, Speakers, Walkie Talkies, Ra-

dios, Telescopes, Microscopes, Cameras. Top Quality
Imports. Low Prices. Free Catalog. GM Photoelectronics,
623 Gay, Knoxville, Tennessee.

TAPE

EXPERIMENT with natures electronics. InstructionsStillwater. Box 337E, Morris Plains, New Jersey.
EARN $150 Week Mechanical, Electronics Drafting. Send
$2 First Lesson, $25 Complete Home Study Course.
Prior, Inc., Dept. 122, 23-09 169th Street, Whitestone 57,
New York.
BEGINNERS. Radio Electronics Explained Simply. Clear.
Basic. Plans. 24 Pages. Send $1. Transspace Laboratory,
Box 111, Princeton Junction, New Jersey.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
jet..

JEEPS $278, Airplanes $159, Boats $7.88, generators
$2.68, typewriters $8.79, are typical government surplus
sale prices. Buy 10,001 items wholesale, direct. Full details, 627 locations, procedure only $1.00. Surplus, Box
789-C9Z, York, Penna.

GOVERNMENT Surplus, Radios, Jeeps, Walkie Talkies,
Boats, Binoculars, Etc. Buy Direct. Send for "Depot Locations & Procedures"-50¢-Delta, Box 2262, Dallas 21.
Texas.

RECORDERS

STAMPS & COINS

Recorders, Hi -Fi, components, Sleep Learning
Equipment, tapes. Unusual Values. Free Catalog. Dressner, 1523PE, Jericho Turnpike, New Hyde Park, N. Y.
RENT Stereo Tapes-over 2,000 different-all major labels-free catalog. Stereo-Parti, 811-G Centinela Ave..
Inglewood 3, California.
AMPEX, Bozak, Citation, Concertone, Crown, Magnecord,
Presto, Norelco, Tandberg, Sherwood, Thorans, Scott,
Trades. Boynton Studio, Dept. PE, 10
Shure, others
Pennsylvania Ave., Tuckahoe, N. Y.
WRITE for stereo component prices, no catalogues. We
ship anywhere in the U.S. (We say: If you can beat our
prices, You're lying".) Masterpiece, 1801 Kings Highway,
Brooklyn. In business 16 years-Custom made Cabinets
for TV, Stereo, Bars, & HiFi.
SELF -Hypnosis may help you many ways. New tape or
LP -record teaches you quickly, easily! Free literature.
McKinley Company, Box 3038, San Bernardino, California.
TAPE

....

NEW Approval Service-300 world-wide stamps only 25¢
to serious collectors with request for approvals. Special
selections for, beginners. Martin Stamp Co., Box 12,
Gravesend Station. Brooklyn 23, New York.
TERRIFIC Stamp Bargain! Israel-Iceland-San Marinoplus triangle set-Plus Antigua-Borneo-Virgin-Scouts
-Congo-Russia-Plus large stamp book-all four offers
free-Send 10c for mailing cost. Empire Stamp Corporation, Dept. Z2, Toronto, Canada.
200 Different U.S. Stamps $1.00 Approvals included.
Shelron, Box 907-H, New York 8, N. Y.
500 Terrific Beauties $1.00. Starbright, P. O. Box 999,
Chicago 90, Ill.

different worldwide stamp collection with our
colorful inexpensive approvals. Martin, Box 218, Tustin
6, California.
FREE! 100

BOOKS
BOOKS-All 15g, 2000 titles, all subjects, catalog free.

REPAIRS and SERVICING

Cosma, Clayton. Ga.

-

ELECTRONIC Sheet Metal Work. Professional Quality.
Send Drawing for Estimate. Spencer, 256 West 15th St.,
New York 11, N. Y.
ELECTRONIC kits wired and tested. Write for free estimate. Naczas Kit Service, 18 Wolfe Street, Manchester,
New Hampshire.

PLASTICS
NEW Liquid Casting Plastic, clear, colors. Embed real

flowers, butterflies, photos, coins. Send 25c for two handbooks "How to Cast Liquid Plastics" and "How to Make
Extra Money at Home." Castolite, Dept. L-108, Woodstock, Illinois.

PATENTS
LEATHERCRAFT
PATENT Searches, $6.00. For free Information Record,
and "Information Inventor's Need, write: Miss Heyward,
1029 Vermont Avenue NW, Washington 5, D. C.

PHOTOGRAPHY-FILM

INVENTIONS WANTED
INVENTIONS wanted. Patented; unpatented. Global Marketing Service. 2420-P 77th, Oakland 5. Calif.
INVENTIONS Wanted for immediate promotion! Patented, unpatented. Outright cash; royalties! Casco, Dept.
BB. Mills Building, Washington 6, D.C.

"Do -It -Yourself' Leathercraft Catalog. Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-W-41, Fort Worth, Texas.
FREE

EQUIPMENT, SERVICES
SCIENCE Bargains-Request Free Giant Catalog "CJ"

-144 pages-Astronomical Telescopes,

Microscopes,
Lenses, Binoculars, Kits, Parts. War surplus bargains.
Edmund Scientific Co., Barrington, New Jersey.

AmericanRadioHistory.Com

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
DETECTIVE Profession. Home Study. Badge. Certificate,
Future 4563 -AG York. Los Angeles 41. Calif.
ENGINEERING Education for the Space Age. Northrop
Institute of Technology is a privately endowed, nonprofit
college of engineering offering a complete Bachelor of
Science Degree Program and Two -Year accredited tech-

nical institute curricula. Students from 50 states, many
foreign countries. Outstandingly successful graduates
employed in aeronautics, electronics, and space technology. Write today for catalog -no obligation. Northrop
Institute of Technology, 1179 West Arbor Vitae Street.
Inglewood 1, California.
COMPLETE Your High School at home in spare time
with 64 -year -old school. Texts furnished. No classes.
Diploma. Information booklet free. American School,
Dept. X836, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37, Illinois.
HIGHLYEffective Home -Study review for FCC Commercial Phone Exams. Free Literature. Wallace Cook, Box

RAISE Rabbits and Fishworms on $500 month plan. Free
details. White's Rabbitry, Mt. Vernon 50, Ohio.
FREE Book "990 Successful, Little -Known Businesses."
Work home! Plymouth -455R, Brooklyn 4, New York.
$3.00 HOUR -home, sparetime, assembling pump lamps.
Easy. Write. OUGOR, 67 E. Caldwell, Arkansas.
$50.00 in your mailbox every day. Sensational home
mailorder business. Cameras $2.35; watches $2.60; radios $1.93. Hundreds of fabulous items. 500% profits.
What, where, how to buy and sell. Thousands now doing
it. 128 pages loaded with complete information sent immediately. Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed. Send
$2.00 to: Impex-R, 714 Howard Avenue, New Orleans 12,

Louisiana.

SECOND Income From Oil Can End Your Toil! Free Book
And Oilfield Maps! National Petroleum, Panamerican
Bldg. -PE, Miami 32, Florida.
OIL "Many Fortunes Began With an Oil Lease." How to
get into the Oil Business. Send for free details. Petroleum Investors Management Corp., P. O. Box #7344,
Dallas 9, Texas.

10634, Jackson 9, Miss.

EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Direct from factories. Appliances, cameras,
watches! Free details! Cam Co., 436 PE Bloomfield
Ave.,
BUY

Verona. N. J.

VENDING Machines -No Selling. Operate a route of coin
machines and earn amazing profits. 32 -page catalog
free. Parkway Machine Corporation, Dept. 12, 715 Ensor
St., Baltimore 2, Md.
ELECTROPLATING equipment and supplies. All types for
home work shops. Free Catalog. HBS Equipment Division, 1624 East First Street, Los Angeles 33, California.
BECOME a telephoneman, experience unnecessary, details free. Occupations Unlimited. 1100
Reeve, Santa
Clara, Calif.
MAKE $25-$50 Week, clipping newspaper items for pub
fishers. Some clippings worth $5.00 each. Particulars
free. National, 81 -DG, Knickerbocker Station, New York.
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Advertisers' Index
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ADVERTISER
Airex Radio Corporation
Allied Radio
118,
American Basic Science Club, Inc.
American Technical Writing Schools, Inc.
Audio Devices Inc.
Banner Electronics, Inc.
Browning Laboratories, Inc.
Bud Radio, Inc.
Burgess Battery Company
Burstein-Applebee Co.
Cabinart Acoustical Eng. Corp.
Cadre Industries Corp.
Capitol Radio Engineering Institute. The

PAGE
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119,
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32
29
98
33
106
4
131
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2nd COVER

II

Central Technical Institute
Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Commissioned Electronics, Inc.
Conar Instruments
Coyne Electrical School

Cushcraft
DeVry Technical Institute
E.C.I. Electronics Communications. Inc
EICO
Electro -Voice, Inc.
Electronic Market
Electronics Book Service
Electrophono & Parts Corp.
Electrosolids Corp.

23
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98
90

97, 126
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31

40
26, 27
94

37, 39
124
100

Gonset
Granco
Grantham School of Electronics
Grove Electronic Supply Company
H

allicrafters

Heath Company

Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc.
HyGain Antenna Products
Indiana Technical College
Johnson Company, E. F.
Key Electronics Company
Kuhn Electronics, Inc.
Lafayette Radio
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3

94
7

96

22, 115
92, 93
99
122
132

106.

117
132
38

21, 104, 105

HIGH Paying Jobs in Foreign Lands! Send $2.00 for complete scoop! Foreign Opportunities, Box 172, Columbus
16. Ohio.
EARN Extra money selling advertising book matches.
Free samples furnished. Matchcorp, Dept. MD 111, Chicago 32. Illinois.
SPACE -Lab -Proposed in Houston, Classified's $1.25.
R. Parks, Box 493, Stafford, Texas.

MISCELLANEOUS
WRITERS! -Free Sample copy of Pink Sheets listing topnotch USA markets for short stories, articles, books and
plays available to you upon request. Write today! Literary Agent Mead, 915 Broadway, New York 10, N. Y.
FREE Catalog and Samples, quality line of printing. Low
prices. Bennetts, Strong, Ark.

Lektron
Mark Mobile, Inc.
Micro Electron Tube Co.
Milwaukee School of Engineering
Mosley Electronics, Inc.
Moss Electronic, Inc.
National Radio Institute
National Technical Schools
Olson Electronics
Palmer Electronics, Joe

103
128
128

95
130

3rd, 4th COVER

Petersen Radio Co., Inc.
Picture Tube Outlet
Polytronics Lab
Precision Apparatus Company. line.
Progressive "Edu1<its" Inc.
RCA Institutes, Inc.
RTS Electronics Division
Rad-Tel Tube Co.
Radio Corporation of America
Radio Shack Corp.
87, 108,
Radiocom
Reeves Sounderatt Corp.
Rek-O-I<ut Co.. Inc.
Robin Radio Co.
Sams Co., Inc., Howard W.
Saxitone Tape Sales
Scientific Development Corp.
Scott, Inc., H. H.
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories. Inc.
Sleep -Learning Research Assn
Sonar Radio Corporation
Superscope, Inc.
Tech -Master
Transvision Electronics, Inc.
Tri-State College

Tru-Vac
Turner Microphone Company, The
United Scientific Laboratories, Inc.
University Loudspeakers. Inc.
Utah Electronics Corp.
Valparaiso Technical Institute
Vanguard Electronics Labs
Vocaline Company of America. Inc.

Western Radio
Wiley & Sons, Inc., John
World Wide Co.
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EACH TUBE INDIVIDUALLY & ATTRRCTIYÉLY BOXEO

Qty.

Tube Values`

D

Defy
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E
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YEAR GUARANTEE

1

.

.

Serviceman: Do yourself a favor! The'
COMPARISON tells the story of RAD-TEL'S"
Mr.
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_OZ4
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.50
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_3806
_38C5
_3BE6
_38N6
_3888
_3876
_3826
_3CB6
____3C F6
_3CS6
_3064
30K6
_30T6

_304

.60
.42
.51

.51

.54
.52
.76
.78
.55
.55
.54
.60
.52
.85
.60
.50
.63

Qty.

Type

_355
_3S4
_3V4

_4AU6
_48A6
_4BC5
_4BC8
_4886
_4807
_48S8
_4808
_4BZ6
_4817
_6CS6
_40E6
_4066
_40T6
_4EW6
_5AM8
-5AN8
_5005
_5058
-5878

Price

.80
.61

.58
.54
.51

.58
.96
.75
1.01

Qty. Type

Price

-___5AV8

1.01

_58C8
_58E8
-58K7

,
-

5807
5888
58T8

-5CG8
_5CL8

.79

____6AF4
____6A C5

.76

_66X4

.90

.71

5C08

.84

.96
.61

.62

.60
.55
.58
.79
.86
.52

.86
.80

_516
_5T4
-5T8

_5U4
_508
_593
_5V6
._5X8
_5Y3

AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER MAIL ORDER TUBE

.72
.80

.59

____6A8G

.83
.76

.97

Price

__554

.79

.82

___5CM8

_5CZ5
_5EÁ8
_5EU8

Type

_BAB4
_6ÁC5
--SAC]
_6AF3

.83

.98
.58

Sty

.92

_6SA7GT
_6SG7GT
_6SH7GT
_6517
_65675T
_6S17GT
_65N7GT

.76

.46
1.05

.96
.73
.97
.68

_6A15
_6017

1.43

__6005

.81

____6A R5

.55

____6AU6

DEPT. PE -1161

.80
.43

.79

U.S.A.

.88
.61

.94
.97

1.25
.57
.55

.90

.87

.62
.79

_6547

_6T4
-6T8

-608
_656GT
_6V8
_6W4
_6W6
6%4

-605GT

t67

.65

.73

_12É1.6

.63

1.06
.98
.51

.41

.49
.88

.74
.80

.60

_1218
_12FA6
_12FM6

.71

_12F118

.39
.53

_8A118

.83

__68U8

.70

____84 W8

.93

__68X7

8.02

_-6111Y8
_--_68Z6

_6C86
-_6CD6
_6CE5
_6CF6
_6C57
_6CG8
_6CK4
_6CL8

1.15
.54
.66
.55

1.01

_8BH8
_8888
_8BQ5
8C G7

____BC M7
____A CIO

.55

_8C57
_8C08
_8E88
_8597

1.42

____9 CIA

1.09
.43
.90

.61

_11CY7
_12#4
_12095

.77

_-12ÁC6

.57

.64

.70
.79

_12006
_12AE6

.79

.79
.89
.56

.80
.65
.68
.61

.69
.73

.90
.69

.90
.75

.60
.62
.68
.97
.74

.93
.94

_12F08
_12GC6
_1218

_1265
_12L6
_1258

_12S07
_12515
_125F7
_12SH7
_12517
_12567
_12S17
_12947
_12547

_12U7
_12V6
_12W6
_12X4

_17004
_17846

.56

.50

.53
.66

'

°.

.91

1.06
.84
.65

'

`

.58
.62

r

.92

.50

1

.69
.49
.67
.74

'

`

.80
.67
.78

F

.62
.53
.69

'

'

.38

.67

c

1.09

_18106

.53

.57

____18F Y6

.50

.43

_19AU4

.83

.60

a

.85

.49

.75

`

.43

.55

.79

;

T

.79

_1704
_17056
-1716
_17W6
_18FW6

.66

°

.54

_12EZ6

.90

.65

_6846

.76

.83
.54

'

.79

.78

.78

__61345

.67

1.04

.79

_6847

.74

.85

_12E116

.86

-i

.75

_12EM6

___68 R8

_68N6

.69

.85

-6858

.57

.85

.69

.99

1.05
1.00

1.00

---_613144

Price

_1204
_12085
_120E8
_12018
_120M7
_12D86
_120S7
_12DT5
_120T7
_12078
_120W8
_12016
_12EG6
_12EK6

.62

-608
_6Y6G
_7A8
_7007
_786
_7E76
_718
_7Y4

_6810
_68L7

Qty. Type

.69

1.06
.58

.70
.49
.

---_6C M6
-___6C M7

_6CM8
---_6C
_6C08
117

_6CÚ6
_6CY5
-6CY7
_6084
_-__6085
-6086
____60E6
_6DG6
_60K6

.66

_12ÁE7
_12AF3

.90

____12A F6

.64

.65

.84
.51

_12A16
_12A15
_12A18

1.08

_12005
_12AT6
_12077
_12006

.70

-_12AU7

.57

.69
.58

.94

.73

.49
.46
.45
.95

.60

.43
.76
.51

.60

.58

_121V6
_12ÁV7
_12004
_12007
_12ÁY7

1.44

.59

__12AZ7

.86

.59

__1294

.63

.71

.68
.69
.51

.41

.75

.67
.63

_188G6
_1978
_19V8
-21E06
-25095
_25404
____259K5
____25896

-25C5
____25C A5
____25C06

_25CU6
_25086
25E85

_2516

_25W4
-25Z6

_32ET5

1.39
.80
.79

1.49
.83
.70
.91

1.11

.53
.59

1.44
1.11

1.42
.55
.57
.68
.66

.55

.82
.52

COMPANY

-

_6006

1.55

_128A6

.50

6006

1.10

__1213A7

.84

_-6076

.53

_-12806

.50

.72

_128E6
_128F6
_128H7

.94

_-128K5

_60T8

.79

____6EA8

.79

_6E85
_6E88
_6EM5
_6EM7

.53

.44
.77

1.00

.82

_12816
_12806

1.06

_6E1.18

.79

_-12BY7

.77

____6EW6

.57

_12B27

.75

____6E 06

.75

---_6F5GT

.39

.76

_12C5

.69

_66K6

____12C H5
----12C R6

.79

____12C115

-___65 N8

.94

-6116
_615GT

.58

-616

TERMS: 25% deposit must accompany all orders, balance COD. Orders under $5: add $1
handling charge plus postage. Orders over $5: plus postage. Approx. O tubes per 1 lb. Subject
to prior sale. `Prices subject to chalige. No COD's outslde.cootinentál USA.

IN

1.50

.60

55° CHAMBERS STREET, NEWARK 5. N. J.

PRINTED

.84

.65

_6C115

.79

.46

.50

_68116
_613H8

.47

.78
.53

.56
.78

.66

.44

-___GC S7

-60M4

.90

.90

1.66

.95

_601,18

.81

.41

____6866

_6C96
_6CS6

.68

_6055
_6AS6
_6AT6
_6078
_6804

.87

__6106

.99

.81

---_6A H6
____65 K5

.80

.60

.61

1.20

RADTEL TUBE CO.
136

6008

_6C4
_6C8

SEND FOR FREE TROUBLE SHOOTER
GUIDE' AND NEW TUBE & PARTS CATALOG

'

.76

____6BZ8

_

Price

658

_6827

"MONEY -SAVING" SALE OF VALUES. Dependable ONE -DAY SERVICE. 'RAD-TEL SELLS
ONLY NEW TUBES.

Qty. Type

.64

_6805
_68Y6

y°

Price

.74

_6816
_6917

TUBES!e

Qty. Type

____.6 A07

^66F5

BRAND NEW

Price

-616
-617
-806
_616
_6N7
_6S4

_6BA6
_68A7
_-611A8
_68C5
_68C7
_68C8
`6B05
_6806
_6BE6

TO

Quality,

Type

_6087
_61.118
_6096
_60W8
____6004
_6A05

_12CÚ6
_12C06

.56

.56
.56
.58

.54

1.06
.54

_3217
_3505
_35C5
_3516

_35W4

_35Z5
_360M3
_5085
-5005
50EH5
_5016
_5763
-7017
_7025

_84/6Z4

.90
.60
.51

.57

.42
.60

.36
.60
.53

.55
.61

1.00
.97

.69
.46

_807

.70

_11723

.61

.51

Always say you saw it in -POPULAR ELECTRONICS

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO C. O. D.
s ~ ~ ~1 ~1 1~ ~ ~ ~ ~1
WEB

1~1

~Ill

1~1

Superior's
New Model

rw-) )

STANDARD
PROFESSIONAL

UBE TE,

all tubes, including 4, 5, 6, 7,
Octal, Lockin, Hearing Aid, Thyratron,
Miniatures, Sub -miniatures, Novals, Subminars, Proximity Fuse Types, etc.
Uses the new self-cleaning Lever AcTests

Model 7W-11-Tube Tester
Total Price ..-._..._._._....-.-$47.50
Terms: $11.50 after 10 dcy trial,
then $6.00 monthly for 6 months
if satisfactory. Otherwise return, no explanation necessary.

NOISE TEST: Phono-jack on front panel
for plugging in either phones or external
amplifier detects microphonic tubes or
noise due to faulty elements and loose

internal connections.

EXTRAORDINARY FEATURE

tion Switches for individual element testing. All elements are numbered according
to pin -number in the RMA base numbering system. Model TW-11 does not use
combination type sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each type of
tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a
tube by inserting it in the wrong socket.

SEPARATE SCALE FOR LOW -CURRENT
TUBES Previously, on emission -type tube
testers, it has been standard practice to
use one scale for all tubes. As a result,
the calibration for low -current types has

been restricted to a small portion of the
scale. The extra scale used here greatly
simplifies testing of low -current types.
Housed in handsome, Saddle Stitched Texon ease. Only

Free -moving built-in roll chart provides
complete data for all tubes. Printed in
large easy -to -read type.

$4750

w
sAZIF,7;

VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

WITH

6"

NEW

FULL -VIEW

METER

Compare it to any peak -to -peak V. T. V. M. made by any other manufacturer at any price!
Extra large meter scale enables us to print micro-r.mpere meter is isolated from the
all calibrations 1n large easy -to -read type. measuring circuit by a balanced push-pull
Uses selected 1% zero temperaEmploys a 12AU7 as D. C. amplifier and amplifier.
two 9006's as peak -to -peak voltage rectifiers ture coefficient resistors as multipliers. This
unchanging accurate readings on all
to assure maximum stability.
Meter is assures
virtually burn -out proof. The sensitive 400 ranges.

SPECIFICATIONS
DC VOLTS -0 to 3/15/75/150/300/750/
1,500 volts at 11 megohms input resistance.
must for Black and White and color TV
AC VOLTS (RMS)-0 to 3/15/75/150/
Receiver servicing where circuit loading can300/750/1,500 volts.
AC VOLTS (Peak to
not be tolerated.
Peak)
to 8/40/200/400/800/2,000 volts.
ELECTRONIC O1IMMETER-0 to I,000
AS AN ELECTRONIC OHMMETER: Because
ohms/10.000 ohms/100,000 ohms/1 megof its wide range of measurement leaky caohm/10 megohms/100 megohms/1,000 megpacitors show up glaringly. Because of Its
ohms.
DECIBELS: -10 db to - 18 db,
sensitivity and low loading. Intermlttents
+ 10 db to
38 db. + 30 db to + 58 db.
are easily found, Isolated and repaired.
All based on 0 db = .006 watts (6 mw) into
AS AN AC VOLTMETER: Measures RMS
a 500 ohm line (1.73v).
ZERO CENTER
values If sine wave, and peak -to -peak value
METER-For discriminator alignment with
If complex wave. Pedestal voltages that defull scale range of 0 to 1.5/7.5/37.5/75/
termine the "black" level in TV receivers
150/375/750 volts at 11 megohms input reare easily read.
sistarxe.
Comes complete with operating Instructions, probe leads, and stream- SA
50
lined carrying case. Operates on 110-120 volt 60 cycle. Only
am
am
sea
AS A DC VOLTMETER: The Model '17 Is Indispensable In HI -Fi Amplifier servicing and
a

-0

Model 77-VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER.. Total Price ....$42.50
Terms: $1 2.50 after 10 day trial, then
$6.00 monthly for 5 months if satisfactory. Otherwise return, no explanation necessary.

We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this page and the following
page. If after a 10 day trial you
ore completely satisfied and decide to keep the Tester, you need
send us only the down payment
and agree to pay the balance due
at the monthly indicated rate.

r-

/
TL/

------

s -- - -

MOSS ELECTRONIC,

Dept. D-907

la

t.1

INC.

3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N. Y.

Please send me the units checked on approval. II completely satisfied
the terms specified with no interest or finance charges added. Otherwise,
after a 10 day trial positively cancelling all further obligation.

I

I

will pay on
will return

NO INTEREST
OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!
If not completely

satisfied, you
are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further

obligation.

SEE

OTHER
SIDE

CUT OUT AND MAIL TODAY!

77
Total Price 842.50
512.50 within 10 days. Balance
56.00 monthly for 5 months.

Model TV -50A. .Total Price 547.50
511.50 within 10 days. Balance

Model

...Total Price

O Model TW-11
511.50

within

monthly for

10
6

days.

months.

54.00
547.50

Balance 56.00

monthly for

6

months.

Model 70... Total Price 515.85
53.85 within 10 days. Balance
$4-00 monthly for 3 months.

Name
Address

State

Zone

All prices net, F.O.B., N. Y.

C.

11

r

SHIPPED ON APPROVAL
NO MONEY WITH ORDER -NO G O. D.
______ ~II _______ _ I_ _ _ _
HIM

Superior's New Model 70 UTILITY

FOR

TESTER®

REPAIRING ALL ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

and AUTOMOBILE CIRCUITS
As an electrical trouble shooter the Model 70:

Will test Toasters, Irons, Broilers, Dealing Pads, Clocks, Fans, Vacuum Cleaners, Refrigerators.

Lamps, Fluorescents Switches, Thermostats, etc.
Measures A.C. and D.C. Voltages, A.C. and D.C. Current, Resistances, Leakages, etc.
SVill measure current consumption while the appliance under test is in operation.
Incorporates a sensitive direct -reading resistance range which will measure all resistances commonly used in electrical appliances, motors, etc.
Leakage detecting circuit will Indicate continuity from zero ohms to 5 megohms (5,000,000 ohms).

As an Automotive Tester the Model 70

will

test:

Ignition
Volt and 12 Volt Storage Batteries
Distributors
Generators
Starters
Regulators
Relays
Stop Lights
Condensers
Circuit Breakers
Cigarette Lighters
All Lamps and Bulbs
Fuses
Heating Systems
Horns
Also
Directional Signal Systems
will locale poor grounds, breaks in wiring, poor connections, etc.
Both

6

Coils

o

This 64-p_ge book-practically a condensed
course in electricity. Learn by doing.
Model 70 comes comJust read the following partial list of contents: What plete with 64 page book
is electricity?
Simplified version of Ohms Law
and test leads
How
What Is wattage?
Simplified wattage charts
to measure voltage. current, resistance and leakage
How to test all electrical appliances and motors
using a simplified trouble-shooting technique.
How to trace trouble in the electrical circuits and
Only
parts in automobiles and trucks.

INCLUDED FREE

Model 70-UTILITY

UTILITY
TESTER

TESTER

Total Price...515.85-

Terms: $3.85 after 10 day trial,
then $4.00 monthly for 3 months,
if satisfactory. Otherwise return, no
L.explanation necessary.

r7, 51.r

$1585

GENOMETER

Superior's New Model TV -50A

in One!
Signal
Generators
Generator
Generator for

7

Signal
A.M.
Signal Generator for F.M.
Audio Frequency Generator

Sac

R.F.
R.F.

Color Dot Pattern Generator
Cross Hatch Generator

Marker Generator

This Versatile All -Inclusive GENERATOR Provides ALL the Outputs far Servicing:

A.M. RADIO
R. F.

F.M. RADIO

SIGNAL GENERATOR:

AMPLIFIERS
100

Kilo-

cycles to 60 Megacycles on fundamentals
and from 60 Megacycles to 180 Megacycles on powerful harmonics.
VARIABLE AUDIO FREQUENCY GENERATOR: Provides a variable 300 cycle
to 20,000 cycle peaked wave audio signal.

4Y3

Model TVSO-A-Genometer
Total Price ......_.... _....._........._.. $47.50
Terms: $11.50 after 10 day trial,
then $6.00 monthly for 6 months

MARKER GENERATOR: The following
markers are provided: 189 Kc., 262.5 Kc.,
456 Kc., 600 Kc., 1000 Kc., 1400 Kc., 1600
Kc., 2000 Kc., 2500 Kc., 3579 Kc., 4.5

if satisfactory. Otherwise return,
no explanation necessary.

Mc., 5 Mc., 10.7 Mc., (3579 Kc. Is the

color burst frequency)

BLACK AND WHITE TV

COLOR TV

BAR GENERATOR: Pattern consists of
4 to 16 horizontal bars or 7 to 20 vertical bars.
DOT PATTERN GENERATOR (FOR
COLOR 'IV): The Dot Pattern projected
on any color TV Receiver tube by the
Model TV -50A will enable you to adjust
for proper color convergence.
CROSS HATCH GENERATOR: The pattern consists of non-shifting horizontal
and vertical lines Interlaced
to provide a stable cross hatch effect.
Net

Complete with shielded leads

`F

TRY FOR 10 DAYS

7"

BEFORE you buy!
THEN if satisfactory

pay in easy, interest free, monthly
payments. See coupon inside.

FIRST CLASS

i

Permit No.61430
New York, N. Y.

BUSINESS

0

L

No Postage

Stamp

REPLY

Necessary

POSTAGE WILL

BE

if Mailed

PAID

CARD
in

the

U. S.

VIA AIR

MAIL0

BY-

We invite you to try before you
buy any of the models described
on this and the preceding page.
If after a 10 day trial you are
completely safisified and decide to
keep the Tester, you need send us
only the down payment and agree
to pay the balance due at the

monthly indicated rate. (See other
side for time payment schedule
details.)

NO INTEREST
OR FINANCE
CHARGES ADDED!
If not completely satisfied, you
are privileged to return the Tester
to us, cancelling any further

MOSS ELECTRONIC, INC.

obligation.

3849 TENTH AVENUE

SEE

NEW YORK 34, N.Y.

OTHER
SIDE

CUT OUT AND MAIL TODAY!
4

